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project all but dead Three candid;tes ..,_ie 
for trustee b elect=on man Danny current tenders are vail& the discussion would focus on  
Sheridan says he s getting a little 
" i~of .hea~g about the swim- 
m ingipool expansion project.' 
'" "'The referendum was taken 
before I came on council," he 
says, "and I'm in my, second 
::y era" now: How long are we 
fence?" 
'~  " 1 " 1-- ~,:~str0ng:' commitment is coming 
~:~ ~ :~ :;:~.=nu..~r~l.,.e doesn befieve e 
the money's there it's there, and 
if it's not it's not". Talstra said 
he has talked to both Minister of 
Tourism and Recreation Bill 
Reid and MLA Dave Parker and 
they were aware that "time was 
of the essence". And he added, 
"!/expec t we will hear some- 
thing." 
Talstra continued by saying 
several cabinet ministers are 
scheduled to be in Terrace this 
weekend, and it was suggested a 
:meeting should be set up to 
discuss the project: Tatstr~,said" ~. 
:going to sit on the 
Sheridan brought the subject up 
during, last Monday's council 
= meeting because he believes it's 
time to scrap the project. 
/Hetold council that in look- 
ing back at the November, 1988, 
minutes, he had reviewed "pre- 
:~tender conditions" set for the 
~! project that required a "strong 
~! funding commitment from the 
:government" and with May 27 
drawing near - -  the date by  
Which council must make a deci- 
Sion ii-" he doesn't feel that any 
don't think we're going to make 
a decisi6nby May 27,', he said. 
But mayor Jack Talstra feels 
there'sstill time for something 
to happen. He said council still 
has a Committee of the Whole 
meeting on May 15 and a coun- 
Cil meeting on May 23, "andif 
a meeting could be set ~ upand ~• 
Agree signed for 
, h ik ing  t ra i l -p lan  . ,  
...i Seven Sisters Ventures Inc. 
i ~i~sident TitusNelson was in 
- ' Terrace Friday to announce that 
. hi~company, which proposes to 
build a major tourism project 
near Cedarvale, has signed a 
im~iiiorandum of understanding 
and agreement regarding the 
proposal with the Gitwangak 
.braid chiefs of the Gitksan- 
w~t*Su~vet'an Tribal Council• 
. SeVen Sisters Ventures initial- 
ly approached the natives one 
and a half years ago when the 
project was stilt in the concept 
stage. Nelson says h~ felt coop- 
eration • from the Gitwangak was 
necessary because the land in- 
vOlvedcovers part of the chiefs' 
native people living in the~area. 
and assistance from the compa- 
ny in securing funding to allow 
the Gitwangak to take an equity 
position in the project, 
Nelson said the next stage in 
the development will be an engi- 
neering survey to determine the 
number of cable suspension 
bridges the plan will require. 
The finished project will have 
about 80 kilometers of hiking 
trails wandering through the 
spectacular scenery west of Ce- 
darvale• The plan includes a 
series of lodges and will feature 
llamasas pack animals. 
Nelson thinks the business has 
• 'the potential to generate over 
• Terrace seems to have taken a surprising Interest in the by,lee- 
lion called by Sehool District 88 to fill t ie seat left vacant by the 1 
resignation of trustee Barbm Johnson - -  three candidates filed. 
noadnation iml~rs Monday. 
all recreational facifities in Ter- 
race. 
• ButDarryl Laurent expressed 
the fears of many when he said, 
"I don't want to see a rehash 
and go to tender again." The They are bnslnessmn Wayne Braid, service worker Mary Jezm 
mayor's response'/;'We're not ~ Kryzaaowsky, and warehonsemm Flip Cervo. 
goingto tender again.,, idon ' t  .The byelection takes place May 27, and the election coverage 
think." hegira in next week's Temee Review. 
house territories. $10 million annually by 1995 
Terms of the agreement .in-- and foresees awork force of 450 
elude specified employment for people to operate it. 
No new, FRDA from reds 
i• 
Any hope o f  a FRDA II (Forest Resource Deve lop-  
ment Agreement) p rogramin  B.C. is gone according to 
Minster of  Forests Dave Parker. But  he says there is still 
hope for a renewed reforestation program. 
According to Parker, federal But Parker says that even if a 
, 
m 
~.. ? 
4.' -,::~ 
Minister of Forests Frank new agreement Offers less money 
Oberle indicated • recently that than expected, there will be.a triers Ls a good chance there will full tree planting sch~ule m The 60mlll lonth tree In the Kslem Forest Dlstdct was planted Sunday by Forests Minister 
Dave Parker, assisted by Kalum Forest District manager Gerry Dodd. The western red mmar 
be something in the Western 1990. anyway. He ¢xplalm that (B.C.'s official tree) will,take 80 to 100 years to mature, Parker said. The shovel I:)eing ueed 
Diversifleatl0n Fund. seedhngs havet0 be ordered DeC by Perker was plated with gold specifically forth, oc©aslon, and it was later premmt .ed tO 
Tile FRD& 11 agreen~.nt be- to two years ia advance and t~ Oodd along with a pllwue commemorating his many yearn ot ~.rvlce,u manager m me 
ins ~otiaied WaS, to mdud¢ full i990 quota is ~ on ~ Kalum Forest Olstdot. You can bet h4won't us, t thiS.shOVel in his omen. - ,  
~SO million In f=imd mm~.  way. ' . . . . . . .  
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Kuntz affair inquiry. 
Terrace council has joined the 
movement and will be writing 
Minister of Health Peter Dueck 
io advise him they support a 
public inquiry into the College 
o f  Physicians and Surgeons' sus- 
pemion of Dr. David Kuntz's 
licence and right/to practice 
medicine in the province of B.C. 
TWO presentations supporting 
Dr. Kuntz were made to council 
recently by Don Bodnar and 
Frank Donahue. Mayor Jack 
Talstra said he felt these speak- 
ers reflected genuine concern on 
how the College's decision was 
made and council should lend a 
voice to the movement. 
The motion to support the 
"movement" was opposed by 
alderman Bob Cooper however 
- -  he doesn't believe couticilhas 
a right to interfere. According to 
Cooper, doctors receive permis- 
sion to practice from the College 
of Physicians and Surgeons and 
they agree to wprk according the 
College's rulesr. ' "They operate 
their own business," he said, 
"and I'm not goingito interfere. 
Alderman Dave Hull did not 
attend Monday night's meeting 
- he too may have opposed the 
motion. At a previous meeting, 
when the issue was referred to a 
Committee of the Whole •meet- 
ing, Hull said he believed that it 
was outside of the realm of the 
city's business to interfere and 
he  wasn't sure council could 
take a position on the issue. 
remain= 
Curse needs help 
- -  got a-truck? 
The Terrace Little Theatre production Curse o f  the Starv- 
ing  Class is looking for a large track to transport their set to 
the Provincial Drama Festival finals in Kelowna at the end of 
May. r • Anyone with access to a truck which.could be loaned fo 
i this award-winning show to represent Terrace is asked to con- 
The Northwest Singers' annual spring concert will be held on May 19in the Bavarian inn. 
This year's event will feature light choral music and a guest performance by a local brass 
quintet. Tickets can be purchased atErwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
4535 Gre igAvenue.  - - - - - - . . - - .  , . ,  m ,~ , ~  
7 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints L ~l 
.Amstr0rig fl0ori~g '~' Harding Cafpets:~ "' 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
~" 
• "A 11 the supplies you need" 
4610 ] azelle Ave. 
635-6600 
ACROSS 
• 1 Yearn 
S Female deer 
8 ~eading actor 
12 Smell 
13 Building wing 
14 Current 
15 Greekletter 
16 Shoe size 
17 Marsh plant 
J8 Unhappy 
20 Cedified Public 
Accountant, lnit. 
22 At that place 
24 Prongs 
21 Rebuked 
28 Staid ~ . . . . .  " 
30 Help : • 
31 ~.  tin tlo 
32 Walkson , ' ' 
36 Designed ... 
39 QUart ~, 
40 Three-sl~ot,pl. '~ .  
41 Medlevaltale 
42 Snake-i.ll~e fish 
43 Agall~st~ : '~  
46 Face p~tr~ ' 
48 Lsafdl~,lsion ~.-~ 
! I 
la--la-l~ 
TIllS WEEKR 
PUZZI.E ANSWER 
ins v 
S_ iR  
52 Reclined 
53 Cutoff 
54 Russian city 
55 Maledeer 
56 Sweet . . . .  
57 Time period 
DOWN 
1 Hawatlanlood 
2 Marriage Vow, 2 wds. 
3 Negative 
4 Rubbed out 
S Transferred 
6 Bullfight cry 
7 Chooses 
8 Beach 
9 Join 
10 American humorist 
11 Color 
19 Exist 
21 Dessert 
22 One of three 
23 One who conceals 
25 Before the usual time 
26 Pigpens 
27 Feline 
29 Terminal 
33 Ill 
34 Hereditary acid, abbr. 
35 Talents 
36 Treeless tract 
37 Three, It, 
38 Cowardly 
43 Smith and Jolson 
44 . . . . .  King Cole 
45 Aunt,Sp, 
41 Debt evidence 
49 Mineral source 
50 Boaylnsscl 
St Wapiti 
,,. ¢ ° - f .  
CopPer. 
- be  yours  For your dining pleosure we hove 
expended our Copper Grill Restouront 
hours' . _  
,, .7.a.m. to 9 p,m. 
! tu l ip .  J' S p.m.--10 p.m. ~ ,,n.--Th,*,. lO=Lm.-- miom,t 
I O~ Z / t~ 4620 Lskelse Avenue ~;~o:,30L~ 1-0 ~n~ . . . . .  : 
I WEST 638-8141 " 4013 Keith Avenue, 638-1648 0,638"8034____ 
~.~, G IM 'S  ,. ~, 
RESTAURANT .~,~,~" 
Chinese & Canadian Food . -~  
I[,~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK "lJ;,.~ 
Ui~ Mort- Wed II.:30 a.m. -- lOgO0 p.m. ~l~. 
Thursday !1.30 a.m. - -  II.OO p.tn,t~,../~ l" 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  i ;00 a.m. v -  
IO:OO p.m. Sunday 12:00 a.m. • 635,61.11 4643 Park A venue 
L /''e "e • • 
Specializing in Chinese " Cuisine and Canadian Dishes ~!  
i~ l  4606Gre19 Ave., Io~ Take-Out 
Terrace, B.C. • l~.~S.ele4 ) 
' ~ ~:5  ' .......... 'i': ~,%  
C,i:ty ready to 
bite the bUdrget 
TERRACE --  The final details " then l~ut to counoi! and they 
have been sorted out and the were required to justify any 
1989 city Budget Bylaw received 
• "the first three readings at Mon- 
day night's regular Council meet- 
if ig.'Expenditures will total 
nearly $12.3 million but that 
doesn't reflect actual city e xpen- 
dffures. Their share is about 
$8.8 mi l l i on  - -  around $620,000 
more than 1988. The balance, 
about $3.5 million, is collected 
on  behalf of School District 88, 
the Regional DistriCt of Kiti- 
-mat/Stikine and the provincial 
government. Final adoption of 
the budget will take place next 
Monday. 
During an interview two 
weeks ago, alderman Danny 
sheridan laid out the 1989 fig- 
ures and described how the bud- 
geting process has been 
"streamlined", being brought in 
a month earlier than it has been 
in the past. The 1989 budget wa s 
first, presented on April 11. 
Sheridan explained that .this was 
done in  order to get public 
works, projects underway as 
soon as possible. He:'sald this 
makes it possible for the city to 
complete more projects during 
the seasonal construction 
period. 
• According to Sheridan, the 
budgeting process began last 
January, much earlier than 
usual, and weekly meetings with 
- all committee members and ap- 
propriate management person- 
nel priorized the projects and 
operating expenses for the man- 
date of each committee. He said 
each commit tee 's  priorit ies were. 
increases; " '  
- Sheridan saicl that in the last 
few weeks of the process there 
was "all-out debate" twice 
weekly to" come up with an 
overall budget. The final test, he 
said, was when city treasurer 
Keith Norman came up with 
some examples Of what various 
projects would mean to their 
own taxes. 
"One real benefit o the pro- 
cess," he added, "is that I'm 
really confident hat you could 
go to any alderman and he 
would be conversant on any 
capital project. They're all 
aware of what's going on." But 
there is one more change to 
come, said Sheridan. Next year 
council will work within the 
same time frame but they will 
have•better information, 
In the past, he said, council 
only had year-to-date figures to 
work with and they wouldn't 
know if anything was wrong 
until the end of the year. But 
now the city is beginning to 
provide monthly figures that 
show seasonal f uctuations. 
"We'll know if We're on or 
off target and we can find out 
why," Sheridan explained. "It 
~will mean tighter control, for 
department heads and council. 
Most signif icant for me 
though,"he added, ',is a better 
grip on the budget.., the goals 
and objectiyes o f  committees 
and what other departments are 
planning. It  was hard to get a 
global picture before." 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE. 
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ndent job center opens Monday 
TERRACE -- The Canada Employment 
Centre's annual summer effort to connect 
eager-to-work students with employers who 
need temporary help begins Monday. 
Kathryn McKay (left, above) and Rosa 
Moeliker are this year's student placement 
officers, and both say they're prepped for 
an action-packed summer. 
The Employment Centre for Students• 
registers tudents who want to work and 
then takes job orders from employers. The 
jobs can vary in length from full-time, 
summer-long employment to one-day stints 
in lawn mowing or babysitting. McKay and 
Moeliker say the students are pre-screened 
for employers free of charge to save time. 
They also confirmed that the traditional 
tri-city job challenge is on again this year, 
with Terrace having challenged Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat to see which city can 
create the largest number of casual jobs dur- 
ing the summer. 
The student placement officers say, 
"Students are talented capable, energetic 
and willing to do all types of work. By giving 
them the opportunity to learn and gain ex- 
perience, the employer, the student and 
Canada benefit." 
Students wishing to register andemployers 
who want to hire students can call 635-7134 
or  drop by the Canada Employment Centre 
at 4630 LazeUe Ave. 
A distant journey too close to home 
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Two special performances: Friday, May 19 and Saturday, May 20!8 pm ~1[ .~o~ 
R,E,M,L.eeTheatre, Advance tickets $4 , (5,50 atthe door), Tickets e~=~? ' 
available at Sight & Sound 
Project Squeeze/Skeena Theatre A~ presents 'Juice', a full.length play. Script de!eloped by Skeena ~eatre Arts, [)ireded by Bm Koven 
~ura=m I 
~ce'Revie~W~n~y, IVI~Y ,~I98i.=rh e k e: n':d ? 
• Teens and drinking 
in Terrace - -  part I!1 
The first installment of this 
series began with a description 
of a ,,typical" week by a group 
of local teenagers. In the sec- 
ond, the father of  one of these 
teens explained how teens have 
the "upper hand" when it 
comes to organizing an event. 
Teens have a "solidarity" that 
parents haven't -- parents work 
from the isolation of their 
homes while teens organize in 
confidence as a group. In this 
timed segment, hese same teens 
explain how the partial truth is 
better than a lie and how, from 
their perspective, parents hould 
react when they discover the 
whole truth. 
by Tod Strachan 
While no real solutions are 
presented here, reading between 
the lines may provide some 
clues. For example, a teen's 
typical routine may not be exact- 
ly what parents think, and per- 
hapsit's time that parents had a 
little solidarity of their own --  
get to know the parents of the 
other teens in the group. On the 
other hand, maybe the parents' 
discipline, or lack of it, is forc- 
ing their teen into isolation. 
Inspired by the Skeena Thea- 
tre Art.s program and the stu- 
dents, parents and teachers in- 
volved in it, these stories aren't 
fiction: they're based on an in- 
tel-view with four local parents 
and five of their teenage chil- 
dren aged 14 to 16. They weren't 
hand picked. They were v~31un- 
teers who provide across section 
of lifestyles, and what they have 
to say is important. Because if 
these kids are right, on any given 
Friday or Saturday night, about 
three-quarters of their school is 
at a party somewhere in town, 
and about half of those are 
drinking (note: for reasons of 
confidentiality the names of 
people interviewed for this series 
have been changed in the story). 
Lookln' for a home 
These weekend parties aren't 
difficult o plan. All you need is 
a home where the parents will be 
out anda  "runner" (bootleg- 
ger), which these teens say are 
plentiful at downtown hang- 
outs. A&W and McDonald's are 
two gathering points they name. 
"You make your plans on the 
phone in the evening or Pine 
Grocery at lunch," says 16-year 
old Brenda, a Skeena Junior 
Secondary student. "While 
you're walking home," says 
Cheryl, another teen. Or, "Even 
at school during class," says 
15-year old Brenda. "You don't 
just say, 'We're going out to get 
drunk this weekend'. We know 
exactiy what each other's talking 
about. And no °he is readly go- 
ing to say anything." 
But you need more than an 
empty house if you're going to 
have a party,-- you need money, 
too..,'Sometimes people will 
share ~and go half and' half," 
says Brenda. "But it's more like 
you have your own money and 
you buy your own bottle. The 
people who are really into their 
booze, they never share." 
So  why party? Spending the 
whole week looking for an emp- 
ty house, trying to scrape up the 
cash, looking for a runner,-- it 
sounds like a lot of work. 
Wouldn't itbe easier to just stay 
home? 
It's peer pressure, say some 
parents. But the kids • disagree. 
"I think peer pressure is way 
over-rated," says Brenda. " I  
think it's a bunch Of garbage," 
says 14-year old Eddy. "I don't 
eVen think itexists," says Dab- 
ble. "I don't either," agrees 
Brenda. "I've never experienced 
peer pressure," says Cheryl." 
"Ever." 
So why party? Dabble finally 
admits that peer pressure does 
exist, " In what you wear, what 
you say, how you act." But not 
at parties. "I see people at 
parties who are new, younger 
kids," she says. "And they say 
'Oh, can I have a sip?' But 
nobody asked them -- nobody 
pressured them into it. It's for 
themselves -- they want to ex- 
perience it for themsdves,' ~ 
Others agree with this final 
analysis. Teens drink, "To have 
fun.., because they want to," 
says Cheryl, "they like the 
taste." 
Pressure f rom both ,sides 
But as the discussion contin- 
ued, it became apparent hat 
teens may not fully understand 
just exactly what peer pressure 
is. Cheryl talks about shy people 
who want to loosen up, or peo- 
ple who are expected to drink 
because they've been doing it for 
so long. Some people drink be- 
cause "everybody else is doing 
it," says Eddy. 
"Yeah," Brenda grees. "But 
you wouldn't continue for that 
reason." Is this true? 
But for whatever reason, 
many teens are drinking at un- 
supervised parties on weekends. 
And holy' do they see this affect- 
ing their home life? "If your 
parentssay go ahead and drink, 
then it doesn't really affect it 
that much," says Andy, a 
15-year-old. But, " I f  your 
parents ay, 'If we catch you 
drinking then you're outof the you hardlysee your parents." and :if you don't let them go 
house,' then it does... You'll But, admits Brenda, teens do now, they'll just do it later. "It's 
make sure you don't get get caught from time to time. areallyfineUne we walk," sh e 
caught." And although she seems to be- explains. "You guys are every- 
What is the truth? lieve the party routine has no .thing to us... It's scary." 
effect on her home life, getting To make her point, she tells 
BUt how do you avoid being caught can. "Then you end up the story of a teenage daughter 
caught? According to DelPhic, spending the weekend in con- o fa  friend. "She was brought 
"The best way to get awaywith frontation with your parents," up super strict. She wasn't al- 
something is to tell the partial shesays. And that can mean the lowed to .go out. She wasn't •
truth." She explains that you loss of freedom; a teenager's allowed to date. Nothing... and  
simpiy say, ,'Her:parentswillbe most prized possession, and now she's pregnant. The first _ 
out for a little While and we're have a marked effect on home guy that came along and said 'I 
only going t0.have a few f~ends life,' ' ~' * ~*~:::~ .... :: ' love you', that" v~as it, she was a 
over." It doesn't matter that "a " 
little .while" means the whole Cdme and punlahment~ pushover. 
weekend and "a few friends" freedom and restriction "And that's a warning to parents," she says. "We have to 
means 20 or 30 teens. SO what's the solution? i f  the let you make up,. your minds 
Brenda says that another way parents do their job, and keep a about certain things, so we're . 
is the casual approach - -  you rein on there teenager's free- changing the rules all the time. 
hardly see your parents. You dom, these teens believe their But we don't want to change 
simply say, "Hi  Mom, Hi Dad. lives would be pure misery. But them too much because we don't 
I'm going out tonight. This is if teen has too much freedom want to see you blowing your 
• where I'm going and I ' l l  be say some parents, the cost of the lives. Being a parent, I think, is 
home whenever your curfew is." trouble they may get into could the hardest hing in the world. 
" • # " " n  She continues by say~ g you can 
then go to .your party, come 
• home by curfew, "Your parents 
are probably asleep" and no 
one's the wiser. You follow the 
same routine the next day: she 
says, "And you hardly see your 
parents at all... Unless you 
get caught and then you're 
grounded." 
But Dabble has a problem 
with Brenda's approach. She 
says that i f  she is allowed to go 
out, her parents et a curfew, 
"Usually it's a ridiculou~ cur- 
few,Y' and they wait up until she 
gets home. Bt~t Brenda has an 
answer..f0r'  ithis problem. 
"Okay. Then you just say, 'Hi. 
I'm home.' And you go to bed 
and they go to bed.., maybe 
exchange a few words. Then, 
you get up thenext day, say, 'Hi 
Morn. Hi Dad. I'm going out. 
What time do I have to come 
"home?" ,And over the weekend 
[ 
be far too high. 
Debbie says her parents re- 
strict her freedom and keep a 
close eye on her freedom -- but 
she manages to go to parties 
anyway. Cheryl talks about 
friends who have all the freedom 
they want, not because they're 
not loved, it's just that they're 
trusted -- and they're some of 
the "straightest" kids she 
knows. ~ 
The parents who are listening 
to their teens discuss these issues 
are left with an age-old ilemma 
-- every kid is different but they 
It's really difficult." 
Establishing a contract  
So how do the kids feel about 
this? They know what's going 
on. As far as their own lives are 
concerned, they probably know 
more about what's happening 
than their parents ever will. 
Would they handle things differ- 
ently if  they were the parent? 
In general, the teens who 
talked to the Terrace Review 
would offer more freedom, but 
at the same time more rules as 
well --  and there would be no 
all face the same dangers. Par, exceptions. ~md with these free- 
ents"therefore- have to" make .... dom.s and rules, they would also 
.rules and play judge and jury set punishments in advance -- 
tOO.  
Walking a fine line 
"You want them to grow," 
much like a contract. 
When it comes to handing out 
punishment; however, they all 
agreed that there's a great dif-. 
says Eddy'smother. "You have ference between the teen who 
to." She says that kids are going comes out with the truth and the 
to do things like go to parties, continued on page 5 
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Games 
SUNDAY: 
MONDAY: 
TUESDAY: 
THUI DAY: 
:i B.C. Paraplegic 
:i Terrace Peaks ( 
i !i Kinsmen Club 
i oul Have  a A 
Society 
[ Swim Club 
Pu e 
Games 
':Yes, we now have your favorite selection of xmportst'635.6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday , . . Saturday Sunday - -  Open Holidays - -  
10 s.m. l0 i1  p.m. 9 n.m. to 11 p.m, 11 n.m. to I1  p.m. - ..... ~ 
• " i ',i ", 
The 747 Air Cadets' glider recently returned from a complete refit, rebuild and paint job, just 
in time for some spring cruising. Work on the glider was done by technicians at 
CFB Comox. Photo by Ray Tremblay 
Teens and drinking 
one who waits to get'caught - -
under these circumstances some 
adjustment would have to be 
made. And finally, they agreed 
that "guilt trips" are the most 
cruel of punisluhetlts of all and 
they would avoid these, opting 
instead for good communication 
and more lenient penalties for 
teens who tell all. Following is a 
brief summary of each. 
Andy says he wouldn't give 
his children any reason to lie. 
" I f  they want to drink I can't 
stop them. My parents have 
tried to stop me from doing 
things they don't approve of and 
I can get around it if I want to - -  
and my kids could too ."H e says 
that trying tO stop kids is only 
inviting a fight and that's a 
waste of time. 
But if you do decide to punish 
them, he says,it has to be effec-, 
'five. " I f  my parents say I 'm 
grounded," says Andy, " I  just 
walk out of the house. It 's not 
effective. It's not going to stop 
me. I'd say, ' If you're not home 
by midnight the doors will be 
locked. I'm going to bed and 
you'll be sleeping in the shed'. 
:And it would httppen." 
Brenda says she would first 
make sure her kids knew exactly 
what they*could and couldn't do 
and explain the punishments if
theydisobeyed. "It's completely 
unfair when rules get changed 
because of the mood of the 
parent," she says. " I 'd really 
• make it clear. I'd give them a lot 
of freedom. I'd let them go 
wherethey wanted to go, but I'd 
encourage them to tell me the 
truth. And I'd tell them if they 
ever needed me, or needed aride 
home, they could phone me and 
" - -  continued from page 4 
they wouldn't be in trouble. 
Cheryl's view is much the 
same. " I 'd give .my" kid a lot 
more freedom because then 
there's no deception," she ex- 
plains. But she adds a twist of 
,her own. Should boys be given 
more freedom than girls? " I  
reser/t my parents a lot, "she 
says. "They gave my brother a 
lot more freedom than they give 
me just because I'm a girl. I 
understand that to a degree, but 
I have no freedom at all." 
• Debbie agreeswith keeping 
the rulessimple and allowing a 
lot more freedom --  but she also 
believes that discipline should be 
firm. " I  would set down some 
really basic rules and I wouldn't 
waiver from those rules for a 
moment. I wouldn't say 'One 
more chance' because as soon as 
, 'V  my, parents g~ e me-o.ne, more:., 
chance I figure they'll do the 
same the next time too - -  and 
usually it's the truth. They just 
keep on giving me these dumb 
chances.., they keep on wanting 
to trust me." 
So how much of a disciplinar-' 
Jan would she be? "I'd set the 
punishments," she says. "If you 
do this you're grounded for a 
month. If you do-that I'll never 
buy you another article of cloth- 
ing as long as you live in my 
house. If you do this you're 
living in the basement and I'm 
putting locks on all the doors 
• and windows. You can come up 
for,an hour and visit, but other 
than that you're down in the 
basement." 
Eddy would be a much more 
understanding parent. "I'd just 
want to know where they were 
going when I let them go out and 
I'd tell them oetore they went, 
'If you come home drunk, we'll 
deal with it when you get home.' 
They'd be in trouble then, but 
not before they did something 
wrong." 
Many parents may smile a 
little when they think of their 
teen as a parent. But the answers 
they gave were honest and they • 
were very serious. In effect hey 
were probably describing, from 
their point of view, how they 
would like their own parents to 
deal with them. 
And that's an extremely valu- 
able concept• o learn. And who 
knows, maybe you have learned 
it from reading this, because the 
identity of the five teens have 
not been revealed and one of 
them could be your own. The 
only way to fred out is through 
open communication, with no 
threat of any penalty, bet~ee, 
parent and child. 
But for the teens who may be 
reading this, Brenda's father 
best summed up how difficult a 
job it is to be a parent. "When 
your child becomes ateenager," 
he says, "you've never been 
there before so you have tO go 
through a sort of learning peri- 
od. And it's almost inevitable 
• that while, you're learning, the 
kid is growing older, growing 
more trustworthy, more mature 
and more able to handle situa- 
tions.., and you're always trying 
to catch up. 
"So it isn't as though you can 
tell them how to do their job, 
because they're all going to have 
to go through that learning pro- 
cess. And both the child and the 
parent have to be prepared to 
deal with iL" 
with every Gas F, II-Up 
. (All proceeds donated to Multiple Sclerosis.) 
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Multiple fundraisers 
for Multiple Sclerosis 
Terrace and Thornhill resi- 
dents will have the opportunity 
this week to support research 
into a mystifying disease that 
affects an average of one in 500 
British Columbians. 
It's the Multiple Sclerosis So- 
ciety's annual Carnation Cam- 
paign from May 7-14, and vol- 
unteers elling carnations are set 
up in a number of locations in 
both communities. Selling price 
is a donation. 
PetroCanada is also getting 
involved in this year's campaign 
by offering free carnation cor- 
sages with every fill-up on 
Mothers' Day, May 14. Petro- 
Can purchased the corsages 
from the MS Society as a dona- 
tion. 
The Terrace Pizza Hut outlet 
offered help in the campaign 
this week by donating 50 cents 
for every small pizza, $1 for  
every medium pizza, and $1.50 
for every large pizza they sell 
this week to the MS Society. 
MS affects the central nervous 
system of victims, producing 
destruction lesions in nerve tis= 
sue and the sheathing material 
that surrounds the nerves. 
Symptoms vary depending on 
where the lesions occur. They 
range from dizziness and bal- 
ance problems to partial paraly- 
sis and loss of short-term emo- 
ry loss. 
Terrace MS Society represen- 
tative Doug McKay says the 
Carnation Campaign raised 
$7,200 in the Terrace-Thornhill 
area last year. 
Chamber launches local 
tourism awareness effort 
Contributed by 
Edo Johanson 
• -Tourist Appreciation Week in 
Canada is May 15 - 21, and the 
City of-Terrace has proclaimed 
the same week as a kick-off to 
this year's tourist season. 
The Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce isunder- 
taking a public awareness cam- 
paign aimed at raising communi- 
ty appreciation of the value of 
tourismto our city. Businesses 
are als0 being' encouraged •'to 
support their employees in at- 
tending the Super Host program 
offered through the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
The first phase of our cam- 
paign is to enlist the students of 
Terrace to come up with a 
slogan - -  a "catch phrase" - -  
that clearly states the conununi- 
ty's commitment and apprecia- 
tion of our tourists. It will be us- 
ed in our advertising, buttons 
for clerks, posters for retailers 
and will be a visible reminder to 
everyone that "tourists matter" ! 
Come on Terrace, help our 
tourists help us! 
@ 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests 
The: Honourable Dave Parker, 
Minister o f  Forests 
MLA - -  Skeena 
will officially open 
the.new Kalum Forest District office 
m a ceremony commencing at
2:00 p.m. Friday, May 12, 1989 
YOU are cordially invited to attend. 
The facdmes wdl be open 
from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. for public inspection. 
G.F. Dodd, District Manager, 
Kalum~District 
Location: 
200 - 5220 Keith, Avenue We look forward with pride 
(B.C. Hydro Building) . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. . .  
m . . . .  ~ . = • • L |  L .~ l  • 
for the opportunity to show you 
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About a year ago an organization called Seven 1 ~, 
Sisters ventures aid they wanted to build a large 
tourist facility based out of Cedarvale, The :plan in- ] ~ 
v01ved building 80 kilometers of hiking trails punc- 
tuated with cable, suspension bridges, numerous lodges 
and overnight Camping areas, and (one local alderman 
snorted in derision at tliis one) they intended to use 
llamas - -  reputedly gentle and hard-working creatures 
looking something like a cross between a mountain 
goat and a camel ' as pack animals. 
The llamas weren't he only unique thing about, this 
plan. The principals in the project (the president and 
vies,president of whom are from California) launched 
their concept by approaching the chiefs of the.Git- 
wangak people, who claim the area where the trails 
would be built as their house territory. As we learned . : 
this week, the negotiations were successful; the Git- 
wangak are guaranteed employment in the venture and 
even intend.to buy up to 20 percent:equity in it. 
Whether you agree with the Gitwangak claims - -  or . 
any other native clalms, for that matter =-- the sheer 
business avvy Seven Sisters has shown so far is 
breathtaking. Inone set of negotiations lasting 18 [ 
months, the company has virtually eliminated any 
cause for the Gitwangak to stage protests, orworse 
still, litigation; potential investors --- and clients of the 
resort--  will be reassured that theywon't be walking 
into an explosive land elairn situation; they've obtain: 
ed employees, for a wilderness venture who know the 
country better than anyone around; .and they've.got a 
potential equity partner in the business.. °: 
View that in contrast o the land use conflicts that 
are taking place all over the province, andit looks like 
a pretty good argument for cooperation. Hiking trail§ 
are an eeologieaUy-friendly sort of development, but 
Gitwangak chief councillor Glen Williams thinks it 
could work in resource xtraction pr0jectS 't0o.~ . . . . . . .  
Is private enterprise going to show the government 
howit's done when it comes to land use resolution? 
Just think of it: no year-long wrangling among 
lawyers in taxpayer-funded courts,, no roadblocks... 
welli it may not be that simple, but head-to-head con- 
frontation has soured the business cliina.te in this 
region and the province; it's time to try something 
that, from a business point of view, works. We'll have 
to try and swallow our embarrassment that a couple of 
Arnerieans did it first. 
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Perspect ives  , 
by Bob Jackman 
Why do some columnists 
• have more trouble than others- 
gathering information? Why do 
some investigative r porters 
consistently get better esults 
than others? And what is the 
role Of a columnist, anyway? 
When I'm looking at an 
issue, whether it's at the 
municipal level, provincial or 
federal, or just a human in- 
terest kind of thing, I try to cut 
to the chase, to ensure that the 
facts back up what I'm saying, 
If something is a rumor, I say 
it's a rumor, and I don't try to 
read motivations into people's 
actions that aren't here. If I'm 
having a little fun, I try to let 
my readers know that they 
should take what they're 
reading with a grain of salt. 
I'm not out to rewrite Ter- 
race's history to suit my own 
purposes, and though cynical 
I'm not particularly paranoid. I 
write about hings that l 'm in- 
terested in, and that I hope my 
readers will be interested in. I 
try not to read into anything 
what isn't there. 
I admit I'm a little cynical. I 
used to be pretty innocent, and 
I got'set up on more than one 
occasion when I was a kid. So 
before• I write something, I try 
to make sure that first, I've 
heard the information from 
more than one source and sec- 
ond, if at all possible, I've seen 
documentation or other 
physical evidence to back up 
the information. 
As a result, I don't get 
• caught  out very often. And I 
get more than a few phone 
calls from readers who 
volunteer potential topics for 
my columns. In many of these 
cases, the information really 
should be going to what I call 
the legitimate reporters - -  the 
'1-ri-)!: : 
Who says it's tough? 
guys and gals who earn their 
living writing 'who, what, 
when, where and why or how' 
- -  W5. 
It's probably true that the 
level 0f investigative r porting 
is lower than it couldbe -- our 
local news tends to stick to the 
,who, what, when and where. If 
a legitimate reporter doesn't 
want to see his sources dry up, 
he unfortunately has to be less 
than powerful in his attacks on 
political figures, company 
presidents and labor leaders, 
and sometimes the why of an 
issue is almost oo unbelievable 
to print anyway. (As examples, 
WHY is Council still hung up 
on the pool project? WHY 
haven't they insisted on a set of 
goals and objectives for 
• municipal administration when 
the Terrace Health Care Socie- 
ty and Northwest Community 
College boards have accepted 
performance appraisal7 WHY, 
even after municipal auditors 
raised hell three or four years 
ago about he City losing in- 
terest because of late billings 
for Local Improvement Pro- 
jects, hasn't Council owered 
the boom on the guys who are 
wasting tens of thousands of 
dollars of our money7) 
See what I mean7 The 
legitimate reporter usually asks 
the question, because it's being 
begged to be asked. But the 
better politicians can phrase a 
reply in such a way that the 
answer usually isn't even worth 
printing. And off-the-record 
stuff, even though it may cast 
some light on an issue, has to 
remain off.the.record if you 
want your sources to retain 
some faith in your credibility. 
A columnist should be in- 
teresting, first and foremost. If 
you don't provide your reader 
With information, provide them 
with entertainment, but don't 
confuse the two. Phil Hartl, 
Rainer Gianellia, Andrea 
Deakin and Allen Wootton 
handle specific subject areas 
with skill -- if you're not in- 
terested in business, computers, 
books or the night sky, fine, 
you can skip their columns 
but if you are interested, 
they've got the stuff for you. 
Stephanie Wiebe always eems 
to have the right stuff --  even 
if you don'.t likekids. Maybe 
especially if'you don't like 
kids. 
Rainer wouldn't last long if" 
all he talked about were Com- 
modore 64's, and Alien would 
lose his credibility pretty quick- 
ly if you couldn't find Mars in 
Gemini this month. Steph 
doesn't have that problem -- 
she finds the human condition 
funny, it's always entertaining, 
and it's going to be around for 
as long as humans are. At this 
newspaper, as with others, you 
get what you pay for. 
It's been six months or so 
since the last municipal elec- 
tion, and it's been a great s ix  
months. But if you wanted to 
read columns with hidden agen- 
das, and totally unfounded 
conjecture, you could pull out 
some old newspapers from 
November• and wander through 
them, And some people wonder 
why they have trouble getting :
people to talk to them? > r ~ ~ .~.~ ~ " 
. . . .  i / o ! i  • 
wr . t ~ l j  ~ 'V  
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Do you think that most people get 
, an accurate impression of the 
~, '  
..... world from the information that 
:-" : i i '" ~. . ~ • . 
they receive from the news media? 
Allan Russell Sullnder NlJJar~ Isabel I:] 
. Semi .accurate .  Any- .The news Is about 90 
. ,body who .... In te rprets  percent accurate . .  . . 
anything is bound to have ~ 
a certain degree of bias . . . .  : " . ' . . . .  
t 
4 
Demedeiros 
To an extent, yes.., a lot 
of things aren't fully ex- 
plained. 
- ~ , . i  .. ; i "  ~ i . : : i  : , 
. . . . .  ; : ,  , . . . . .  . . .  
Ken Klvl (left) 
The media is fairly ac- 
curate, but they should 
cover more stories con- 
cernlng young people. 
Terry Gordon (right) Artln Bobe 
It would be about 50-50 The media can slant it 
In accuracy. .~ depending on the line 
they want to follow. It Is  
manipulated, but Isn't all 
. . . .  . . . . . .  necessarily bad. 
I I I 
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North Coast teams up with teams 
North Coast Road Main- 
tenance has found a way to help 
Senior secondary athletic teams, 
and according to company 
spokesman Earl Nygaard, it 
could become a permanent a t .  
rangement. 
Nygaard says the arrangement 
first came about when they 
heard Caledonia coach Phil 
Letham describe on the radio the 
difficulty in funding team travel. 
He says that this occurred at the 
same time that North Coast of. 
ficials were discussing how to 
best k~ a contract agreement 
which states they are to remove 
litter from hlllhway riiht-of- 
ways. Caledonia alone has earned 
Now, Caledonia and Mount about $I,000 so far, and by the 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary ath- end of this first major cleanup 
letlc teams have a way to earn campaign that figure will prob- 
their own way. They collect $6 ably double. That's more than 
per bag for keeping the• high- 300 bags of litter. 
ways  clean. Nygaard says 
National Forest 
May 7= 3,1989 
,! 
- .  • • '. . 
. . o .  
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Letters to the Editor 
National Forest Week 
To the Editor; 
I wish to draw your attention 
to the fact teat May7 - 13 is Na- 
tional Forest Week., a very 
special week designated to 
celebrate the importance of 
forests to Canadians. 
Every British Columbian can 
take pride in the fact that no 
Other province celebrates Na- 
tional Forest Week with more 
enthusiasm and in better style 
than ours. National forest ac- 
tivities are taking place in more 
than 100 communities through- 
out the province this week. 
This year's theme for Na- 
tional Forest Week is: "Let's 
Make it Happen in B.C."... and 
I encourage everyone to become 
part of that theme. 
I encourage our young people 
to join the  Junior Forest 
Wardens,  a 50-year-old 
organization that is open• to 
boys, girls and volunteers who 
enjoy working with our young 
people. 
The Junior Forest Wardens' 
Program is unique. It is designed 
to promote •an understanding 
and appreciation of our forests. 
It's an outdoor program; it's 
healthy; it's educational; it's in- 
expensive; and it's a natural for 
kids. 
National Forest Week also 
provides us an opportunity for 
expanding our awareness ofhow 
extremely important rees and 
forests are to all of us. 
If We can develop agreater ap- 
preciation for the importance of  
our forests, we. can develop 
greater support for improved 
management of this important 
resource. 
In British Columbia, we name 
a Provincial National Forest 
Week Capital each year.., and 
every year the competition gets 
tougher for the awarding of this 
prestigious title. 
This year, B.C.'s Forestry 
Capital is Lillooet. This com- 
munity won the title from a 
stt'ong list of candidates and 
now has plans for nine months 
of activities to highligh t this 
distinction. 
I encourage all British Colum- 
bians to help make this year's 
National Forest Week celebra- 
tion the best ever. 
Let's make it happen in B.C. 
• Dave Parker, RPF, 
MLA --  Skeena. 
All talk, no-action 
An open letter to: 
His Worship The Mayor, 
Esteemed members of the• 
City Council, 
Mr. David Hull, 
appreciated activist, 
The City Administrator. 
Dear elders and rulers 
of our beautiful City; 
May I suggest to you that the 
next time you have to go some- 
where, leave your car home and 
go for a walk? Stop once in a 
whileand put your esteemed 
noses in some of the ditches you 
are passing by. Give your eyes a 
treat and let them dwell on the 
piles of litter that enhances your 
view for enjoyment. 
Pollution? Who cares about 
pollution? Just close your eyes. 
And that is,exactly what our 
City fathers and mothers are do- 
ing. Thousan~ts of taxpayers like 
me are boiling mad. Is this ..... 
mess really necessary? Terrace 
has no unemployed young peo- 
ple? Is it exploitation and 
discrimination to let people on 
welfare do some work on a 
regular basis? Can the school 
board not instruct its teachers to 
lay it heavily on the kids not to 
litter their o~vn nest? Even the 
birds know better. In EuroPe, 
every city or village has its own 
citydeaning s ta f f - -  full time 
employees. Is Canada so poor 
that it cannot afford such a 
"luxury"? Or is the philosophy, 
let McDonald's do it once a 
year? 
There is too much talk and 
not enough action on your part. 
I have written letters lik~ this 
one before, but there was no 
response. Will a petition do? 
Neither. Think about Sunday 
shopping. The opinion of the 
majority is not important to the 
dictators who rule our nation. 
Do you really want tourists to 
come to Terrace? As long as 
Terrace is a dump, I would not 
spend a penny on the promotion 
of tourism. 
I have been talking this over 
with many, many people and 
they all agree with me. But [or 
some reason, they have given up 
trying to speak out. Nothing 
happens anyways. But tonight l
will be able to sleep because I let 
some steam out. We • shouldn't 
have to tell you expertsl 
Bill Homburg, 
Terrace. 
Terrace Jaycees 
Pacific Northwest Trades Fair 
Construction Committee 
IWISH TO THANK 
EXCEL TRANSPORTATION 
TERRACE BUILDERS 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
ICOIS 
)rked on the fairl 
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I see. 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
Ah, Mother's Day. The one 
day out of 365, set aside to 
honor the under-rated, over- 
worked and underpaid position 
of motherhood. 
When I became a Morn, I 
thought I was still just "me". I 
didn't realise that I'd become 
this super-powered person, 
capable of leaping piles of 
Lego in a single bound, able to 
stop a speeding toddler with 
bare hands, able to ignore Mr. 
Dressup's inging every week 
day for half an hour. It's 
amazing what the human mind 
can accompfish, once you ac- 
quire a few kids. 
As a Morn, I have developed 
super-powered ars, able to 
listen to radio talk shows, the 
Chipmunk's rendition of "Sur- 
fin' Safari", and a pre-teen's 
blow.by.i~low description tile 
the latest episode of "Rose- 
anne", all at once. I can even 
answer the phone amid all this 
noise. 
I also have super-powered 
eyes. You know, the ones your 
Morn used to have in the back 
of her head, when she knew 
you were getting into the 
cookies without even looking? I
have those eyes now. They 
somehow developed uring the 
summers at the beach, possibly 
a result of "Watch this, 
Motor", "Look at me, 
Morn"!, and "Morn, are you 
watching? !" 
I can also detect rouble 
from an unimaginable distance, 
through the Mother's E.S.P. 
that sgems to arrive with the 
birth of each child. The single 
call, "Mo-om!" generally 
means that the cat has vomited 
on the carpet or the apple juice 
spilled on the VCR. Then 
there's "Morn! Moral Morn!", 
wltich means possible blood 
and injury, usually accom- 
panied by an excuse, ."I only 
bashed his head with the bat 
once! It wasn't even hard! He's 
just faking!" Worst of all is 
silence. When there's absolute 
quiet, then I know there's BIG 
trouble somewhere. 
Super. speed? This begins in 
the toddler years, when little 
legs zoom too close to Great 
Aunt Betty's heirloom crystal. 
This speed becomes fine-tuned 
during the school years, when 
school starts in seven minutes, 
the child is almost out the 
door, and she turns back to 
say, "Oh, I'm supposed to br- 
ing a bar of soap, a needle and 
thread, and two magazine pic- 
tures of dogs today." From 
what I've heard, the teen years 
will dull this effect, since the 
phone will never be for me, the 
car will never be totally mine, 
and the house will belong to 
half of Grade 10. I plan to 
quietly confine myself to my 
room through those years. 
Super-powered strength and 
super self-control: ~ these are 
coming along nicely, the 
strength being develoPed while 
carrying small tantrumming 
children out of the grocery 
store. The self-control comes 
from not saying "I told you 
so" five times each day, from 
not interfering when they have 
to find things out for them- 
selves, from not screaming 
when the plot of "Roseanne" 
is described for the third time 
this week. 
Superwomen? Nah, we're 
just'Morns. Doing the most dif- 
ficult, wonderful, rewarding, 
heartbreaking job there is 
helping our children to grow. 
We'd be doing it with or 
without a "Mother's Day". 
I hope Iget breakfast in bed 
this year. 
Letter to the Editor 
on Feb. 24, To the Editor; Electoral reform doesn't come Skeena riding, at 1,500 people Terrace to visit your MLA when 
easy to British" Columbia. The more than theprovincial verage 
last look at the election bound- 
aries across the province took 
place in 1985. The Eckhardt 
Report made only minor 
changes in electoral boundaries, 
the most famous or infamous 
i988 whether the ing t0dr ive~from Smithers t0: 
change being 'Gracie's Finger'. 
The recent B.C. Royal Com- 
mission on Electoral Boundaries 
Report by Judge Thomas K. 
Fisher is the first comprehensive 
look at electoral reform in at 
least 10 years. The Supreme 
Court of B.C. has ruled that our 
electoral boundaries are un- 
constitutional: There 'will be 
changes in electoral boundaries; 
the only question is when• 
All threeMLA's of the North 
and 8,000 more than for exam- 
p ie ,  Central Fraser Valley, was 
fair to an MLA, the response 
was that this did not  create a 
problem. So it could be in- 
in Victoriaa citizen can do~it!.in.!: 
20 minutesand can even see the I i : 
MLA in action in the legislature; ~
Changes in the size of Skeena 
are clearly necessary; it is larger 
than the provincial average in  
terpreted that all three North population and larger than most : * : . ',~ ~.  
Coast MLA's defended the posi- in geographic size. -- 
tion that the North Coast should Since Skeena is larger than :: .... ~: ~ 
not haveits ,  legislative rep-:average with the present 69 : 
resentation reduced; however, MLA's inB.C., to decrease itsi :: 
only the MLA for Skeena 
defended the status quo for 
Skeena, even if the North Coast 
retained its three MLA's. 
It should also be noted that 
the only two local politicians in- 
terested enough to submit briefs 
to the Commission were regional 
district director Los Watmough 
size one would have to delete 
population on the periphery of 
the riding -- Smithers. If Judge 
Fisher's recommendation f r 75 
MLA's is ~ adopted, Skeena 
would have tobe even smaller to 
be close .tO the 38,500 average 
size.. I argued at both hearings 
that because of its rural nature, 
Coast ridings have defended" the 
three seats in the North Coast tO mayor Ray Brady of Kitimat. 
Judge Fisher. Not with the same 
dedication and certainly not for 
the same reasons. Larry Guno, 
MLA for At!in, vigorously de- 
fended the retention of Atlin as 
a riding. He attended both sets 
of hearings that were held and 
gave considerable detail as to 
why a riding the geographic size 
of Atlin is so much more dif- 
ficult for an MLA to serve than 
a riding in a large urban area. 
Nevertheless, he was open to 
some adjustment in the bound- 
aries. Dan i' Miller, MLA for 
Prince Rupert, did the same. 
Prince Rupert may be aft easier 
riding for an MLA to serve than 
Atlin but it is certainly,more dif- 
ficult than a Vancouver iding 
where you can drive from one 
end of your riding to the other in 
15 minutes. Dave Parker, MLA 
for Skeena, did not attend either 
of the two hearings held for this 
region. The presentations were 
made by representatives of the 
local Social Credit Party and in 
both cases, the presentation 
simply stated that everything 
was fine the way it was and 
should not be changed. When 
Judge Fisher asked one of them 
from Thornhill and former distance .from the legislature, 
etc., that the populations of the 
When I received my copy of the North Coast ridings should be 
first draft of the Commission's considerably smaller than the 
recommendations, I calledthe average in B.C. Skeena's 
commission office in Vancouver 
to clarify the new proposed 
boundaries of Skeena. Kitsum- 
kalum was found to be in the 
riding with Prince Rupert and 
Atlin, and during the Riverboat 
Days celebrations, I ran into 
Cliff Bolton and mentioned the 
change to him. I recall with 
some amusement that weeks 
later, it received debate at a 
regional district meeting, and 
then only after the media re- 
ported ~at  Cliff Bolt0n, Chief, 
Councillor of the Kitsumkalum 
Band, had been to Prince Rupert 
to express outrage that Kitsum- 
kalum Reserve had been re- 
moved from Skeena Riding. 
The populations of Atlin, 
Prince Rupert and Skeena are 
5,551, 23,721 and 43,436 re- 
spectively. The provincial 
averagefor 69 ridings is 41 t873. 
Just to put the size of Skeena in- 
to perspective, you need to know 
the sizes of some other urban 
ridings, and, in the case of dual 
member ridings, a population to 
MLA ratio is given: New West- 
minster  39,973, Vancouver 
Point Grey 39,124, Central 
Fraser Valley 34,126, Victoria 
40,988. Each constituent is en- 
tried to have a same easy access 
population should be less than 
38,500. I also argued that any re- 
distribution of the North Coast 
should retainthe present hree 
seats in some form. 
Judge Fisher came to the con- 
clusion that Skeena should con- 
sist primarily of the Terrace/ 
Thornhill and Kitimat areas. He 
combined Atlin with Prince 
Rupert to create a very, very 
large riding called North Coast- 
Stikine. Almost every presenta- 
tion made the point that if the 
geographic area of a riding was 
large, then the Commission 
should allow the riding to have a 
population lower than the pro- 
vincial average. All except one... 
. One thing is fact: the local 
politicians, including the MLA, 
were conspicuous by their 
absence during this process. I
had the feeling that no matter 
what the Judge recommended, 
the government would simply 
shelve the report and' make a 
'political' decision. The recent 
Supreme Court ruling prevents 
them from shelving it for too 
long. To now hear suggestions 
that Dave Parker's "involve- 
ment" in redistribution is in 
defense of people in the north... 
reallyl. 
.',.. 
. to his or her representative. 
Women's Centre protests budget cuts There is nothing fair about hav- 
To the Editor; 
Dimensions of Equality: A 
Federal Government Work Plan 
for Women, prepared by the 
Hon0urable Barbara McDoug- 
all, describes the purpose of the 
women's Program as being: "to 
promote the*full participation of
women in all aspects of Cana- 
dian society and to increase the 
capacity and effectiveness of 
women's groups and other 
• ' n organtzatno s working to im- 
prove economic and social con- 
ditions of women." 
'However, the recent budget 
announced 'bY the federal 
government cuts Secretary of 
State funding by $10 million to 
1989-90 and $16 million in 
1990-91. The budget cancels the 
government's prev, ious cc.mmit- 
ment to pass a Child Care Act. 
This eliminates $195 million for 
1990.91, 
Through rese~ch,-lobbying, 
support, education, advocacy, 
publications and training in 
organizational skills, women's 
programs eek to solidly inte- 
grate.equality asa principle into 
our daily lives; 
In order to create a just and 
humane world, women must be 
listened to with respect and a 
wilfingness to implement policy 
based on their recommenda- 
tions. It is a far-sighted govern- 
ment who will support women's 
programs and child care pro, 
grams now in order to establish 
full and equal participation of 
women in all spheres o f  life by 
the 21st century (for example, 
decision making bodies compos- 
ed of at least 50 percent female 
members, average earnings of 
females being equal to those of 
their male counterparts rather 
than 65 percent).. 
Core funding from Secretary 
of State enables the Terrace 
Women's Centre to provide con- 
tinuity and stability to our pro- 
grams, and to proceed with the 
work of social change. It allows 
us to bring other monies into the 
community for training and 
employment for women. It sup- 
ports self-help groups in  1he  
community who use our 
building as a meeting-place. 
The recent budget cuts negate 
the words used by the Conserva- 
tive government when they say 
they support women's equality. 
The budget cuts seem to state 
more clearly than words that the 
Conservative government views 
Women's Programs and there- 
fore women, as unimportant. 
We at the Terrace Women's 
Centre protest these funding 
cuts and urge the Conservati~'e 
government to reconsider their 
budget proposal, 
Mary Bowering, 
Terrace, 
Helmut Giesbrecht, 
Terrace. 
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1. LOG PRODUCTION 
Ma!or LicenCes: 31058,066 m3 
Estimated Value: $109,000,00C 
Small Business Forest Enterp 
Estimated Value: $12,000,000 
2. LUMBER PRODUCTION 
244,400,000 board feet 
Estimated value: $53,768,000 
(Enough to build 16,300 three bedroom 
0 
4. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
- ,= 
10. 
11. 
12. 
PAPER PRODUCTION 
Paper and Sack Kraft: 766,300 metric t~. . . . . . .  .~.~ 
Estimated Value: $500,000,000 : /  
CHIPS ~: 
646,000 m3 (Enough to fill 12,420 B-train trucks) ~:i/:::~i;~.~!~?~ 
LOG EXPORTS (Primarily from Stewart) ' ~ 
Softwood (spruce, hemlock, pine, etc.): 553,000 : 
Deciduous (cottonwood, aspen, birch): 4,000 
MAN YEARS* of Employment - -  ANNUAL PAYROL L ($) 
* (1 person for 12 months) 
• Logging: 1,000 --  40,000,000 
• Mdllng: 420-  20,000,000 
• Pulpmill: 1,280 --  64,000,000 
• Forest Service: 42 -  1.3 million 
-!i~: :9~ :i/i ::ii: ~ 
SILVICULTURE SUMMARY 
• Site preparation: 2,700 ha. 
• Planting: 5.5 million seedlings on 6,000 ha; 
• Stand tending: 1,300 ha. 
Over 45 million trees have been planted in the Kalum District 
since 1965. 
PROTECTION SUMMARY 
• Number of fires: 32 (10 year average 55) .. 
• Cost per fire: $3,665.00 (10 year average $18,380.00) 
RECREATION SUMMARY 
• Number of recreation sites: 6 ~ ~- 
• Number of trails: 15 (totalling 80 km) ...... ':~: * 
ENGINEERING SUMMARY 
• Existing Forestry and Logging Roads: 1,575 km 
• Constructed in 1988:240 km 
TIMBER SUPPLY ANALYSIS 
A Timber supply analysis is currently under review. The 
recommendations are due in the fall of 1989. 
MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS BEING PROCESSED 
• Skeena West --  Skeena Cellulose Inc, 
• T.F.L. 41 OffshoreBIocks -- Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. 
• Nass Crossing VanDyke area.-- Small Business Forest 
Enterpr=se Program, Tay-M Logging Ltd. 
The Kalum Timber Supply Area is approximately 
500 kilometers long =lnd 100 kilometers wide. It 
contains the 3 major centers of Terrace, Kitimat 
and Stewart plus numerous smaller selltements 
with a total population of 35,000. 
The total allowable annual cut is 2,763,000 cubic 
meters (79,000 truck loads). The area harvested is 
10,000 hectares (ha.) annually. 
lic impact of the forest industry in our com . . . . . . .  
ontact G.F. Dodd, District Manager, Kalum ! ~/~ 
at 638-3290. 
'his information is brought to you courtesy of the Ministry of Forests, Skeena ~: 
;ellulose Inc., Eurocan Pulp and Paper Co., Bell Pole Co. Ltd., Tay-M Logging 
.td,, Orenda Forests Products Ltd., and Buffalo Head Forest Products Ltd. 
1 
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Summer, hockey school to have,added extras 
Organizer s of last year's re- (former Minnesota college ble for the golf• with them and when they left, 
vised, hockey schoolsetup are player) ,  Shane Mait land DeJong said he has quite a they showed tremendous im- 
seeking further improvement for (Kelowna Packers), Mark Grey- few registrations already from provement. 
thetwo-week session at the Ter- eyes (Portland Winterhawks), out-of-towners, including Iskut. 
raceArena this August 14 to 26. and possibly one or two each. "When the Iskut kids came , "We were.told the other day 
Although the '88 event Was from Victoria Cougars and the here lastyear,-most.could hardly- that Iskut played in a league 
highly successful, new innova- Winterhawks. skate. The instructors worked against Cassiar and went 
tions for '89 are expected to "One top pro prospect we 
make the school and summer hope to land is Chad Biafore of r r~ l__  
night league ven more enticing. Portland. He was named best .  ,ne scores  a r e . , .  • 
Minor hockey's co-ordinating defenceman at the world junior 
director Jake DeJong says championship last December,, TERRACE MIXED SLO-PITCH SOFTBALl 
they've added at least eight more DeJong said. MONDAY, MAY 1 
instructors for a better atio of "Due to an unexpected re- 
instructor-to-student. sponse to a lack of.. camp . . . .  Roya ls5 - -SkeenaCe l lu lose2  
Ice Hotel Athletics 7 - -  River Rats 
"with more on-ice instructors souvenirs last  year, we've connection 13 - -  Skeena Sawmill,. 
we'll be able to deal with young- ordered up an array ofT'shirts, TUESDAY, MAY 2 
sters showing standout prob- golf shirts, hats and So on to sell )endent Industrial 6 - -  Realty Worl~ 
lems," DeJong said. during camp sessions. ~eena Hotel 12 -  Brewmasiers 10 
"Another eason is that, with "It's not a money-making ason Expose 7.-- Skeena Cellulosq 
a fewer number of instructors venture. Prices will be slightly WEDNESDAY' MAY 3 
available, most were putting in over wholesale cost so we can ice Hotel 13 - -  Family Connection 
too much time --  some wor~ng break even on the venture." Sawmills 12 - -  Independent Indust 
from early morning right into Another stimulant to the ~ealty World 7 -  Brewmasters 6
late night." school is a one-day golf tourna- THURSDAY, MAY 4 
Last year's total is being in- ment on Sunday, Aug. 20 at the River Rats 18 - -  Royals 7 
creased to at least 20. Skeena Val ley Go l f  and  Count ry  na Hotel 12 - -  All Seasons Expose 
As for fees, it's still $100 for Club. "RRACE LADLES SOFTBALL 
one week, but those wishing to "It's called the Celebrity A & w 16 - -  Tilden 14 
go for two weeks will now pay Hockey School Golf Tourney, son by default over Donna's Cut & 
only $175. and we're attempting to get a . ~OR SOFTBALL - -  WEEK O 
Returning instructors include few NHL players to attend. It's MITES DIVISION. 
Jeff Sharpies,-Wade Flaherty, an off-day for the school, so ind Supremes 15-  BrI-Don Specla 
Rod Philpot, Ian.Alger, Tony golf will be the n~ain extra at- fty Muffler 12 --  Tunnel And Rock 
Hildebrand, Frank Biller, Brad traction. Full details are not yet 3on Specials 13 - -  Swlfty Muffler 1 
Trudeau, Jim Klonarakis and worked out," explained De- "nO Supremes 8 -  Tunnel And ROCK I} 
Marie Desjardins. Jong. ACE YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION ': 
Newcomers include Jay Glass Adults and older hockey ..... . . . . .  CHEDULE -- MAY 9 - -  MAY 18 "; 1989. 
• ()f Kitimat (UBC), Simon Dodd school participants will be eligi- " ~ --~ :": - r " ~--'~4. ' : DIVISION 8 - -U -10  - -  LENGTH OF pLAY 2x30 minutes 
. .  . . . .  :, ,~.,~ ...-, ~.~ ,.,.:,.,.i, :~- , , ,  ',,,* ~, CASS IE  HALL'SCHO'0L 
' 000 schoo ilkrun " Tuesday, May 16 6:30 p.m. 1 Surveyors vs.. Skeena Cellulose " over Tuesday, May 16 6:30 p.m. 2 A,G.K. vs. Co.op . . . . . . . .  . o . ° . , . . , . . o o . . ,  o . ,on,  . Wednesday, May 17 6:30 p.m. 1 Shoppers vs. Carlyle Shepherd 
Wednesday, May 17 6:30 p.m. 2 Skeena Sawmills vs. Terrace Travel 
i' High schools in Terrace and Tia Ainscow, plus teacher Mike 
Th0rnhill collected more than Reid. They each won T-shirts 
$1.;000 overall for the l l th an- and pizzas• DIVISION 6 - -  U.12 - -  LENGTH-OF PLAY 2x35 minutes 
nual schools' "milk run" on The top classes were those in- CHRISTY PARK 
April 26. structedby Reid, Mr. Turtletaub 
' The run features tudents pay- and Miss Wyatt. Each student Thursday, May 18 6:30 p.m. A Finning vs. Sight & Sound 
: inga fee of $1 each or more, got a gift certificate donated by Thursday, May 18 6:30 p.m. B Northwest Sportsman vs. Bandstra 
tiien, running, walking or biking either Dairy Queen, A & W or Thursday, May 18 6:30 p.m. C Cedarland vs. • Aqua Plumbing 
a• three-kilometer distance. McDonald's. About 250 people 
It's sponsored by B.C. School took part at Cal. 
Sports and the B.C. Dairy Foun- DIVISION 4 - -  U-14 - -  LENGTH OF PLAY 2x40 minutes 
dation, with proceeds going tO At Thornhill, they had about CHRISTY PARK 
the B.C. Lions Society for Crip- 230 runners take part• The two 
pied Children. top students - -  Jessica Lain- Tuesday, May16 6:30p.m. A Bud's Trucking vs. Rotary C Bavarian Inn vs. Northern Drugs 
Each student and/or teacher bright and Steve q,Rozelle - -  Tuesday{May 16 6:30 p.m. 
got a free carton of milk after each won a T-shi~talong with • 
"competing. first-place teacher Dan Brown. DIVISION 2 - -U -16  - -  LENGTH OF PLAY 2x45 minutes 
Caledonia Senior Secondary. For Skeena, D~t!d Shepherd CALEDONIA FIELD except Friday, June 16 
raised.about $570, while Skeena and Chad Edm~s were the 
chipped in with slightly over speediest boys wh~!¢ Megan Re id  Wednesday, May 17 6:30 p.m. Brady's F.C. ~ vs. ~ Braids 
$400 and Thornhill kicked, in and Rochelle Pelletier were the 
about $250. :,~ ~.  fastest girls. In a-draw from all ~ " ~ : "  
Class and inc~ividual awards the names of participants, Cory DIVISION 1 - -  Girls --- LENGTH OF PLAY 2x35 minutes . . . . . .  
for effort were als0 handed out. Robertson won a T-shirt and  ., CHRISTY PARK , : : : :~ i ,~  
At Caledonia, top student chocolates. The top class was :~/~:,i. 
runners were John Favela and Mrs. Metzmeier's English class. Wednesday, May 17 6:30 p.m. A Tide Lakers vs. Pizza Hut. 
Sponsored by..... 
Terrace Peaks to 
host provincial 'B' 
Contributed by on Saturday, May 13 with the 
Maria Marcus Grand March- in ,  and  cont inues  
The Terrace Peaks Gym- until4 p.m. 
n~tics Club will be hosting the There will be a banquet in the 
provincial 'B' championship this evening for all gymnasts at the 
weekend at Skeena school. Oddfellows Hall. On Sunday, 
There will be over 100gymnasts. the competition starts at 9:30 
coming to Terrace from all over a.m. and continues until 3:50 
the province, p.m, 
This is the big event of the 
year for many gymnasts, The_ Come and support your local 
¢oi,~tition starts at 8:40 a,m, team. 
" :  i:,~: i¸ . , ~ L! 
through the seaso:n. : : 
undefeated." ,, ~ ,!~ . . . . . . . .  , 
w 
Registration forms '?ar~ i, ,. 
available at All Seasons, Ter race .  : " 
Totem Ford, or any northern 
B.C .  arena .  ' ,. 
%Ti~e~<z0~ie 7! bicycle trials for 
berth~ in this summer's B.C. 
Games attracted almost 40 of 
the best bike riders across the 
Northwest:6n April 28 weekend. 
The senior trio of Mark Faude 
and Peter Krause of Smithers, 
and Mike Christensen ofTerrace 
dominated all three vents. They 
had one-two-three finishes in the 
lengthy ride to Kalum Lake, plus 
the hill ride in Thornhill and the 
library park Circuit. 
Unfortunately for Faude and 
Krause, they aren't eligible for 
thegames. Faude is a non- 
Canadian while Krause is a class 
three rider and the games are 
limited to class four and five 
bikers. 
The road race out Kalum 
Lake Drive saw Krause and 
Faude cross the finish line 
together in a time of one hour, 
32 minutes ,  32 seconds. 
Christensen came in 22 seconds 
later, to make up the top trio in 
senior section. 
In the cadet section, Aaron 
Marogna finished in the same 
time as Christensen. Sandy 
McLean, Mark Gresch and 
Guido Schnelzer all completed 
the race in the same time to tie 
for runnersup in cadet. 
In the vets division, Chris 
Desjardins was first, Wes Smith 
second and Norm Stack third. 
Christensen won the hill climb 
up Queensway tothe airport in a 
time of seven minutes, 311 sec- 
onds. Faude was second, only 
two seconds behind Christensen, 
while Krause was 11 seconds out 
of first. 
Other top riders for the hill 
climb included Chiron Kantakis 
" ( junior),  Aaron Marogna 
(cadets), Chris Desjardins (vets), 
and Sandy Dyson (women). 
The 40-lap speed race around 
Lower Little Park block the next 
day included a lot of strategic 
riding, although Krause poured 
it on and lapped the field to 
place first. Faude took second 
place while Christensen grabbed 
third on a last-second sprint. 
.=  . r L : • , - r•~•~ . .:~ "~ :.. 
weather both 
~'!~.T,e~aceRevie, 
hot at tria 
Bikers Mike Christensen, left, and two Smithers entrants rested following the sprint race around Lower Little 
Park on April 30. This group finished one.two-three in three weekend races for zone 7 B.C. Summer Games berths. 
Onion Lake ski trail 
plan gets approval 
~ There,s good news coming for 
cr0ss-country skiers ~in the 
Terrace-Kitimat rea. 
Next season they should be 
• enjoying a new ski trail system at 
Onion Lake, 29 kilometers north 
of Kitimat. 
An agreement has been reach- 
ed between the Ministry of 
Forests and the Kitimat Cross- 
Country Ski Club to cooperate 
• on development ofa network of 
trails which will be suitable for 
ski touring and competitive 
events. 
The ski club is to be respon- 
sible for construction and 
the Ministry of Environment 
and Department of Fisheries. , 
Because of the development, 
area trappers have asked for 
compensation. However, it's 
been pointed out there's no ap- 
parent reasoning for granting 
the request. In similar ski areas 
around the province, skiers and 
Northmen stomp 
Prince Rupert 
Following a 3-0 loss to Prince 
Rupert the previous Weekend, 
the Terrace Northmen Rugby 
Club looked for revenge during 
their home opener on April 30 at 
Northwest College field. And 
they didn't disappoint home- 
town fans. The Northmen 
brought their North Coast 
trappers are known to co-exist. Rugby Union league record to 
one-and-one by pounding the 
visitors 34-8. Terrace ran up a 
14-8 halfdme lead, ~eu poured 
it on in the second half, Tony 
Pavao paced the win with three 
tries. The Northmen now get a 
weekend off before returning to 
Prince Rupert for another 
Match on May 14. 
START FRESH, 
FOR LONGER ENGINE 
Organizer Stew Christensen maintenance of the trails. I e l  L C H A N G  E - said final selections for the A plan to develop the area for 
Games' team will be announced "biathlon events has been shelved • 
9 
has been shelved for now. Nor 
will a plan to cross Clearwater 
Creek go ahead. These pro- 
posals are still being studied by 
LIF 
shortly. The 12-rider group will 
include three seniors, three jun- 
iors, four cadets and two 
women. • 
J 
i . . . . .  "~ :~,.~ 
Kit hockey award . . . . . . .  imat s Dirty, worn-out oil can wear out your engine, so make a cha'ngefor the 
better. For one special price, we'll install a new Petro-Canada oil filter 
and up to 5 Iitres of Premium 10W30 motor oil, and lubricate the chassis 
if required. We'll also give your vehicle a 17-point service check. Stop in 
and make an appointment soon. Our special offer ends June 3, 1989. 
17-POINT SERVICE CHECK 
• Cheek differential level • Check wiper blades • Visually check exhaust system 
• Check transmission fluid • Check shock absorbers for leaks 
• Check power.steering level • Check air and breather filters • Check CV boots 
• Check master brake cylinger level • Check all lights • Check front-wheel.drive 
• Check alliV belts • Lubricate door hinges, trunk, etc. vehicles for tire rotation 
• Test radiator belts • Check all 4 tires for proper 
• Visually check radiator and air pressur9 
heater hoses • Visually check suspension 
* Most curs and vane. Additional charges apply If a motor oll other than Premium 10W30 Is selected. 
Kitimat Minor Hockey Association wound up its season with a 
banquet and awards day on April 29. Ten major awards were 
handed out: 
Roy Johnson Award for most improved skater in initiation pro- 
gram --  Shawn Redmond. 
Schooley Sports Trophy to most improved player in novice - -  
Ricky Dhaliwal. 
The most promising first-year atom award went o Daniel Higgin- 
son. 
The Sharp Shop Awards for most sportsmanlike player in peewee 
and atom rep --  Krista Swick. 
Tom Connors Memorial Award for sportsmanlike player from 
bantam house and peewee rep --  Neeno Santucci. 
The Lonsdale Award for most improved player in midget house 
and Bantam rep --  Tommy Niememen. 
The Wilf Oliver Award for sportsmanship in midget - -  E r i c  
Bryne, 
Realty World Penny sportsmanlike trophy for midget and 
juveni le -  Derek Harnett. 
The Brian Kilgore Award for player contributing the most - -  
~rge  Leblew, 
Bill Mosher Awards for top coaches --  Gerald Fitzpatrick 
(house) and Bernie Biilingsley (rep t~) ,  
*-~ ~ l'[q ~ l t~"  P ' c~terCard  
PEi~O(ANADA 
635-4515 
Totem Service 
(N & J Service Centre Ltd.) 
4711 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Runners get ready  
for Rupeit race 
At least 20 Terrace joggers are 
expected to take part in Prince 
• Rupert's fourth annual 'Glory 
Days' five and 1O kilometer 
races on Saturday, May 13; 
Plans call for both races to 
start at 10 a.m. and finish at 
Booth Memorial Junior High 
School. Ten-K racers begin at 
Squash and 
wallyball 
tourney 
draws 25 
It was summer-like weather, 
but more than 25 braved the 
warm indoors to take part in the 
Terrace open squash and 
wallyball tournaments atNOrth- 
west College on April 28 
weekend. 
They ended up playing four 
flights for squash. 
Gino finale went through 'A' 
undefeated to emerge top win- 
ner. He knocked off Geoff Ap- 
pleton in the semi.finals, then 
downed Bill Redpath in the title 
match. 
'B' flight went4o Dean Porter 
with his win Over Doug Jenion in 
the final. In the 'B' semis, 
Porter defeated Neil Fleisch- 
mann and Jenion took out Eric 
Turner. 
AI Pughe of Smithers won 'C' 
flight, beating Sue Chung in the 
final. Chung won hersemi-final 
over Wes Beeston while Pughe 
beat out Ross Cooper. 
'D' flight saw Terry Cook 
defeat Harry Murphy in the 
final. Semi-final losers were 
Susie Reese-Hansen and Chris 
Thomsen. 
seedhngs  were h l i JB  
p lanted  in B.C. last year  
Nat iona l  Forest Week  
May ? -13 ,  1989 
You r R, rests--You r Resl,OJ~sil,ility 
III 
f 
f 
\ 
get t ing  marr ied. . .  
the National Harbours Board at 
Fairview, while fiye-K runners 
start at Westview school. 
Awards will be presented at 
Booth school gym shortly before 
noon. 
First-place male and female 
runners in both distances win 
special framed pictures of the 
Prince Rupert area, 
Runners must be signed up by 
9:30 ~i.m. at the starting iine. 
For convenience, they can~ 
register Friday night at the Crest 
Motor Hotel. 
Each finishing runner gets a 
commemorative T-shirt. All 
runners will be eligible for prizes 
to be drawn at the windup. 
This basket-holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
• -  =.nN 
Phone . . . .  
:~,~ 
~ ; i :  ¸  •:i• ":, 
. .  _-. ,. .'L., ; . I : , '  ~ *~'"" "--.: ' ; ' "  
: :..: . .- ,.:: • 
B 
This Terrace Special Olympics team will be off to the summer games in Campbell River dur- 
Ing July. They recently returned from a qualifying swim meet in Fort St. John. 
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F I V E S T A R 
C ......... A T C H 
LET THE BIG ONES 
R E t E AS E: 
GET AWAY AND BR~AG ABOUT IT. 
* * * ,  lit 
sight of a fish 
Fishing.Agreatsport, 
and a growing one. 
But, as we fish more, 
we have to remember 
that fish area limited 
resource. Without 
proper conservation, 
the breath-taking 
breaking water could 
become only a dim memory. 
That's why SEAGRAM'S FIVE STAR is 
proud and enthusiastic to promote Live 
release fishing. We call it CATCH Er RELEASE1." 
By letting the big ones go (and small ones 
too) you can help ensure good fishing for 
the future. 
SEAGRAM'S FIVE STAR is doing 
their part by placing proper live release 
techniques on bottles of 
FIVE STAR CANADIAN 
WHISKY. You'll also find a 
free Jig-A-Whopper lure 
on specially marked 
bottles of FIVE STAR. 
SEAGRAM'S FIVE 
STAR CATCH Er RELEASE:" 
BecaUse letting them go 
today means goed fishing 
t o m o r  r o w e  - 
• . i i  I I I  
/¢7~e JIG-A-WHOPPER FISHING LURE AND PROPER LIVE RELEASE TECHNIQUES. 
i r  i i i i i  ] I I i l  i ~ i T i i 
I 
?:i~i 
;c:.. 
-•  ° .  • 
: ; , .~' .).:~ :~,: % ~= ~ . . . . . . .  ....... 
events-in 
:d '  • 
regional 
sports 
The Terrace Bowling Lanes 
has a major cash spiel this Fri- 
day to Sunday. Four-person 
mixed teams can enter for $160 a 
team. Prize money ¢~xceeds 
$5,000. Enter, at the bowling 
alley as soon as possible. 
. Coming up this Sunday is the 
first annual "Mother's Day 
charity fun walk" starting and 
ending at All Seasons Sports 
store.• Start time is one o'clock, 
and the entry fee is $5.~It'sa 7.5 
kilometer walk with proceeds to 
the Child Development Centre. 
A l l  Seasons is sponsoring the 
event and has registration forms 
for those interested. 
The B.C; Summer G~.mes' 
zone 7 horseshoe playoffs are on 
this Sunday at the Heritage Park 
site. Phone Joe Wideman for in- 
formation at 635-2856. 
Coming up this Friday to Sun- 
day at Riverside and Rotary 
Parks is the seventh annual Ter- 
race "SKB Wreckers' spring 
break" men's slo-pitch softball 
tournament. More than $3,000 
in prize money is up for grabs. 
The Terrace men's oldtimers 
fastball team is looking for 
talent aged 40 and older. 
Workouts are Sunday at one 
o'clock at Northwest College 
field. 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastic 
Club is playing host to provin- 
cial 'B' gymnastics champion- 
ships this Saturday and Sunday 
at Skeena high school gym. 
More than 150 competitors aged 
eight and up. It starts at 9 a.m. 
both days, and spectators are 
welcome. 
A reminder for tennis players 
to get their entry in to Kitimat's 
Dorothy Cheyne for the B.C. 
Summer Games' zone 7 play- 
downs. The games will be played 
at the high school courts on May 
27, or  indoors at Tamitik if it 
rains. There's a $5 fee, so phone 
her at 632-3871 to register. 
On  Saturday, Skeena junior ' 
high school is hosting athletes 
across the zone in a track and 
field meet. Skeena lso has a pro 
wresthng card-at the school on 
Wednesday mght; 8 p.m., May 
17. •, 
ior golf 
, ! [i V m ~ n m m ' - -  i 
• : Kitimat's Hirsh Creek Golf 
Club is starting up a program 
for junior golf, running each 
w.eek.end in May. It's called the 
. "jumor, jumor" :golf program 
for boys and g~rls aged four to 
11 years. 
It's an introduction to the 
basics of golf (grip-swing- 
stance) and wifl consist of five 
lessons each weekend. The cost 
is $20 per child, 
About 500 youngsters turned out and•paraded at Skeena school grounds during official opening ceremonies for [* 
Terrace Youth Soccer's season on Saturday, April 29. 
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR • COMPUTER? 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635 '3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
. ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions in major 
packages Including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
HAINER GIANNEMA SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 621, TERRACE B.C., V8G 4B8 
(604) 635-3444. ! 
 ?ioHa rO s teaners 
SLEEPING 
.BAG SPECIAl 
ALL  
SLEEPING 
BAGS 
• CLEANED 
,6 .  oo 
S'O0 ~;~0 a.~O0 P~O'p.mM°n~Ytr~ clay 
TWo Iomtiom to metre you better 
,~ gJddle Comer from the Post Office 
~. The Thoruldll Public Market 
At the end, they'll each get a • 
T-shirt, hat and special cer- l lA /hatcvc . r  ~) t l  W('~lr "~ 3223~st .  I~ 
titivate, Youngsters can be sign. I v X ~ , ~ " ~ .  ) ~°ca,,.~v~G ~I . . , , . . . .  .,,~. ., .... . )  Tenoca  B.C. yes 2~ • 
ed up by phoning rite golf club at I V V " ~ - - ' ' ' " ' ' J " M ' " ' ~ ' ' ' I  
6324242. . . . ,  
$ TARTS AT ONLY 
SlTHI. FS48 
GAS TRIMMER 
No need to trim your standards /~ 
when looking for 
a reasonably 
priced weed and 
grass trimmer! • Lifetime 
warran~ on 
. electronic The low price of / . . ! 
$189195 delivers ~/  Ignition 
these professional//// OAutornati¢ 
Stihl features in / / / /  Tap'N'Go Unehead 
the high-value . ~ 4~ ,~ '=/////" • Powerful 2 stroke 
i r~me~. '~/ /  gasohneeng,ne 
/ / / / /  .e.. Lightweight handling - -  
////¢ • without a cold!. 
/ /  O Comfortable adjustable "loop" 
/ handle L 
/ /  See US today for legendary.Stihl 
/ / quality at an affordable pricer 
STIHI.: 
Number One Worldwide 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
• I i ' 
, "% . 
• . 7 .  
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" . . . . . .  : "   a:nd ummer  sc e. mmo ass  
. . " ; "  / . , " .  " . .. ' . . " . ", , : . : ,- ; : :h  
• :?.y.y:... , . . . . 
• -: ,.!:,TEAM 01 
.:-~TEAM 02 
,/:':.:TEAM #3 
• --.::~EAM 04 
Wednesday, May 10 
Friday, May 12  
M00day;  May 15 
• . . . .  
Wednesday, May17 
Mondiiy, MaY 22 
. -  , . .  
ROOKIE SCHEDULE 
. : '  . 
- -  CO-OP 
- -  ELKS 
- -  PETROCAN 
- -  NORTHERN 
DRUGS 
Wednesday, May 24 
May 26, 27, 28. 
_ • . . . .  . , - : :  ~-. - , . . .  - . . .  : ,5 ! . . :  
T E R R A C E  M I N O R  : B A S E  A L L .  ; " ',¢~':" :'+ . * " ~ ",' "~:~ '  +': ' ; .  ~ :  ";':~X ~; r ~ :~;": :~ :  ~ ::" 
- -  ALEX BUKKOS, 635-5974 Monday, June 5 #1 - -  03- ON FIELD I MondaY,.June12 --:., :. ::" .... " ..... " :: ...... 
- -  BILL LONGRIDGE, 635.9353 . . . .  - .. #2- -  #4 ON FIELD 3.- .j June 14 " #3 - -  #1 nN FIFLD =;'3 ~'~ 
- -  BOB LAFLEUR, 638-8445 : :  - • :. Wednesday, June 7 #2 - -  #I :.. ON FIELD 3 . . WednesDay, sa #2 • ON"-:" ---FIELD I
. . . . . . .  #4- -  #3 ONFIELD 1 - """ :~ - -  - - - - ; '  
- - FRED DUPAS,. 638;1931.1 ..... """ fi;~: : idaFr  y,,June.9 . :  ." ; :....:#1-.. 04,. ..... ON. ,.FIELD- 1. Frlday, June:16 ..... .:. ::. 02pLAYOFFS-- 03 START.ON FIELD~.~i ' r : .  -: ,_ i:..;h..'~" : 
. :  . - : - / ,  ." '"•:.:HOME TEAM IS .FIREr:TEAM;LISTED, . . - '  ~ ." .. " : : :  ;:'i ":: :::-:!:.: : :  " 
#4 - -#1 ON FIELD:4 " : -  ••:.FILED TIME IS.6:00"P.M. - : " ';: . :." ,;; .: :..: . .~~ ' ;": :- . . . .-"-,':~::.~:~;~ 
NO-NEW INNINGS AFTER:8:30 P.M. " ~ • - - -- :.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.: . . . . . . .  ;.:.-~ .. . .  : .~. :. :....~.. ~:; .~ .~: .::. :~.~.~.~ 
#3- -  #1 " • ' - ".TERRACE HOSTING BAMBINO PROVINCIAL . . . .  ' .: .:~.;:~.h:: ....... ,~:'~ ....... :...". . . . .  . ~..-: .... -~- :~. ....... .,., ..... 
L ~ 
#1 - -  #3  . O N  F IELD 2 FINALS - -  J U L Y  14-16  " . . . . .  I . . . . . , ;  " ~ . . . . . . . .  ~J . . . . . .  ~ '~ ' . , ' "" '." ~ : '' = . . . . . .  :~  .~ : "~,  . . . . . .  , . .  f <. [ . . . . . . . .  ~ , :~ :  "~ 
#2 - -  #4 ON FIELD• 4-~., - ' ..... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ 
#2 
#4~-- #3 - . ON. FIELD 2 . " " ..... 
#1 - -#4:  - .  : . .  O N : F I E L D  2 ~ " I . . . . . .  .~ : : :  "" ' I t  - • ~ .~ . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  . . . .  ' 
#3 - -  #2 ON.FIELD 4 1 - - e L ~" ..... " • :.~- • ' • ...... ".~:,.-:;.::: #3- -  #1 - ON FIELD4 . : T RRACE MENS S O-PITCH. LEAGUE : . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"' '' :" " " ' " '~" ~ ~ 
. . . . .  19BgSEASONSCHEOULE ' : - :  - ....... ~ ' :::~'~ ~ '~:~=-~':~: 14- -  #2 
- .{  . " . . . .  = : , :  - -  
Monday, May 29 #1 - -  #2 
" " " " " . . . .  " #3 - -  #4 
Wednesday, May 31 .. " • '- #4:~.#.1 .  
. . . .  " #2 - - :#3 .  - 
'Friday, J une  2 . . . •  " T . " . • " " . ~4 .  ' '  #2 
Monday , June .5 -  : '.:,: #1 --.#3 
. . .  ::. #2-~ #4 
Wednesday, June 7 . ..- . -  :#2.;.-- #1 
:#4 - -  #3 
Friday, duneg ~. !:~i:'::~: #1..'-- #4 
#1:" '  #4 Monday, June 12 i~:. " :- #3 - -  #2 
Wednesday, June ,14 . . . . .  #3 - -  #•1 
- " . #4- -  #2 
Friday, June 16 #2 - -  #3 
JUr~'e 19 PLAYOFFS" START 
' HOME.TEAM IS FIRST•TEAM LISTED. 
FILED TIME IS 5:45 P,M. 
GAME TIME IS 6:15 P.M. 
NO NEW INNINGS AFTER: 8:15 P.M. 
• " : ,  . 
~ . . :  . : . • ' .  
-:-TEAM #1 .. ":-- WAYSIDE 
- -  CUPE 
• "TEAM #3 ; - -  RUDON 
' TEAM #4 " - -  ZZZ 
iWednesday, May 10 
Friday, May 12 
..... Monday, May 15 
Wednesday, May 17 
• Monday, May 22 
Wednesday, May 24 
• Monday, May 29 
Wednesday, May 31 
Friday, June 2 
Monday, June 5 
Wednesday, June 7 
Friday, June 9 
Monday, June 12 
Wednesday, June 14 
Friday, June 16 
June 19 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL 
MINI TAD SCHEDULE 
#4 - -  #1 , 
#2 . - -  #3  
#3:"  #1 
• -- #1 - -  #3  
:- ~02- -  04  
#2 ; ' ,#1  
i:::~i: #4 ;~: #3 
#4 
: : " " ::' #3 - -  #1 
#4 - -#2.  
. . . .  #1 - -  #2  
#3- -#4-  
#4 - -  #1 
#2 - -  #3  
#4 - -  #2  
#1 . #3  
#2 ' r "  #4 
#2 - -  #1 
#4 - -  #3  
#1 - -  #4  
#1 - -  #4  
#3-  #2 
#3 - -  #1 
#4-  #2.  
#2 - -  #3 
PLAYOFFS START 
ON FIELD 2 
ON, FIELD 4 
ON FIELD 4 
ON FIELD2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON • FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 4 
• ON FIELD 4 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 4 
ON FIELD4 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
• , . . . 
- -  ROSS COOPER; 638-0452 
- -  DEBBIE SHANNON, 635-9190 
- -  LYNN LANDRY, 638-1569,. 
- -  ANN RIGLER, 638-1562 ,~, 
- -DAVE SARSIAT, 635-9695 • 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD.1 
ON FIELD 1 
• ON FIELD 2 • 
ON FIELD2 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 2 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 
HOME TEAM IS FIRST TEAM LISTED. : ~,:' 
F,LED T,ME ,S 5:45 P.M. . 
GAME TiME IS 6:15 P.M, 
. : ,  TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL . : 
• •': BAMBINO SCHEDULE 
.TEAM #1 - -  MCDONALD'S 
TEAM #2 - -  FARKO 
-TEAM #3 ' OVERWAITEA 
TEAM #4 - -  SHOPPERS 
. WednesdaY, May 10 
Frlday, May 12 
M0nday, May 15 
Wednesday, May 17 
Monday, May 22 
Wednesday, May 24 
, . : ; -~ : , i . . ,~  • . ,  = :~  ~ . 
• Monday, May29 ": : •~_;; - 
#4 - -  #1 
#2 - -  #3  
#3 - -  #1 
#1 - -  #3  
#2 - -  #4 
#2 - -  #1 
#4 - -  #3  - 
#1 - -  #4  
#3 - -  #2  
#3 - -  #1 
#4- -#2 
TOURNAMENT 
#1 - -  #2  
#3- -#4 - 
- -  BRUCE NICHOLLS, 638-8486 
- -  DAVE CRAWLEY, 635-5690 
- -  EARL NYGAARD, 635-2017 
- -  SCOTT MACDONALD 
ON FIELD 3 
ON FIELD 1 
"~ WednesdaY, May 31 #4 - -  #1 
- :.:::~::#4 - -  #2  
; .  Ftlday, june2  . . ....... .::::. 
TEAM'#1., .:. INN OF THE WEST " ' :  '.:..:~.: :~.i.(':: ~ 
TEAM #2 " -,;- RUDON ROWDIES : : 
" TEAM #3 : ~ :.'. .= -.SKB, MOLSON wRECKERS ~ • : 
'TEAM#4 " • - THORNHILL'MOTORS" '~';= : 
TEAM #5 " - TERRACE BUILDERS : " '"•~ "~'::~'~::'~'~-~::".~: 
TEAM #6 SKEENA HOTEL - COOR'S LIGHT " ': ~ ' '~" : : : "~: '~=~ 
GAME TIMEs: 6:30-7:45 P .M: .  MAY " - 
7:00- 8:15 P.M. - -  after JUNE .1 i - 
1st .team listed eachcolumn iS hometeam;.  • 
Team's will play 5 Round Robin Rotations 
- -  25 Game Schedule - -75  game's total for league p lay 
- -  Playoffs to start approximately ..August 15, 1989 
All teams's have 12 or 13 home games .and must provide 2 new balls to the umpire - -  balls are supplied at thu 
beginn!ng o!. the season to  eac  h team: 
, ; , .  . , . . . 
All teams ha,4e 12or..13 duty games (all duty games are on the same night as.your scheduled game). 
- -  Duty teams must p/ovlde I score keeper and 2 base umpires 
- -  Must provide home plate umpire If necessary 
Duty  Teams for eady game should arrive at least 20 :minutes before game time. - 
- -  Prepare Infield (rake and line field) 
- -  Install bases :- 
- -  Get line ups prlor to game Ume . . . . . . . .  " ~ i . :  -. 
Duty  Teams for Late Game -= : " ,: ~:,. i ,~: '!: 
Rake Infield If needed- ':' r" ~ " " 
- -  Obtain line ups ASAP 
- -Put  away bases, rakes, score-books, look room ~ ' "  - . : :  ~:-:'" 
- -  Phone in scores to CFTK-record line 635-9778 for both games. 
Memy Rule - -  No new innings will commence If there Is a 10 run differential at theexpirat ion of an 1 holur 1:, 
m Inutes. 
THURSDAY, MAY 11 
TUESDAY, MAY .16 
THURSDAY, MAY 18 
FRIDAY, MAY 19 
TUESDAY, MAY 23 
THURSDAY, MAY 25 
FRIDAY, MAY 26 
TUESDAY, MAY 30 
THURSDAY, JUNE 1 
FRIDAY, JUNE 2 
TUESDAY, JUNE 6 :. 
THURSDAY, JLJNE 8 
TUESDAY, JUNE 13 
THURSDAY;, JUNE t5  
FRIDAY, JUNE 16 
TUESDAY, JUNE 20 
THURSDAY, JUNE 22 "- 
FRIDAY, JUNE 23 
TIJESDAY, JUNE 27 
'3 ,4  THURSDAY, JUNE 29 
5- -6  - .... . " 
4- -1 :  -.~--.:. •: ; . . . .  TUESDAY; JULY 4 
3 - -2  :~ .  " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
FRIDAY, JULY 7 
TUESDAY, JULY 11 
: %.  
THURSDAY, JULY 13 
FRIDAY, JULY 14 - 
TUESDAY, JULY 18 " "  
2 - -1 :~: . " : :~  ....  • " 
4--',1:::~::-~ii~:~;~. :.~: ::~': . :.: THURSDAY, JULY 20 
. - -  3 ::~:~  :~"" . . . . . .  - FRIDAY, .JULY 21 
5- : :~: i  ' :~'  '~:S:, :~:'~ :; 
...... 4 :~\6,  :" : .  ::.:~." :;i~.:...:,.... TUESDAY, JULY 25 
.1 --. 6.  :."-:.. "~iii: :. :~ :.~THURSDAY, JULY 27 
, -A" .. .::. :~  =,~,nAv JULY 28 
Y, AUGUST 1 
~AY, AuGusT  3 
Y, AUGUST 8 
)AY, AUGUST 10 
AUGUST 11 
1- -5  
6 - -4  
2 - -4  
5"3  
5 - -1  
. 3 . 2  
2 .6  
4 - -3  
1 - -6  
.4 - -5  
2.5  
3 .4  
6.3  
4- -2  
2"  ~1 
3- -6  
3"1  
4 - -5  
5"6  
2"3  
6 .1  
5 " 3  
6 - - :2  
4 - - i  
6 - -4  
5 - -2  
1"5  
6 - - .2  
3 - -6  
I - -2  
1 - -6  
2 - -4  
6 - -5  
4 - -3 -  
1 - -4  
'i 
ON FIELD 1 
ON FIELD 1 ,: " ~ . 
ON FIELD 3 ! . . . .  
ON FIELD 3 
ON FIELD 1 ~ ~ilThe. Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
ON FIELD ~,'~ ~• District's- Fare Hydrant  Serv ice  
ON FIELD 
ON FIELD 3 , :4. . ~reement with Woodland Ut i l -  
ON FIELD 1 ~ itles Ltd. of  Thomhill has been 
..... . . . . .  : ~, ~ amended to inc lude a fh'e hy- 
ON FIEL[) 1.:~:.:~-:.'% i~i drant at the intersection of 
ON FIELD 3": ~ :~ ~:::%'; 
ON FIELD S~: : Laure l  St ,  and  Krumm Ave .  I t  
ON FIELD I seems that  th i s  hydrant ,  one o f  
.0N FII~LD i the :or ig ina ls  in .Thomhi I l ,Was  
Hydrant offiicially recognized 
inadvertantly missed when the 
original Hat was made up and 
has never been included in the 
asreement. 
According to regional district 
administrator Bob Marcemn, 
Woodland Utilities maintains a 
number.of fire: hydrants in a 
s~f ied  .area of, Thornhill,un- 
f • : ... 
der the agreement, signed inthe 
late 1970's. He says the regional 
district pays a tariff for the use 
of fire hydrants on the WoOd- 
lands system, but because this 
one wasn't included it's never 
been paid for, But the oversight 
has now been corrected, he says, 
4 
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CITIZEN 
1.0 
i CUBIC FOOT 
MICROWAVE OVEN 
* TOUCH CONTROL . .  i '  ' . ~:!: 
. MEAT PROBE : ".: : " ~ ' ""~ • 
* 10 POWER LEVELS " " $/]t I /99  
,k AUTOMATIC DEFROST .. ,L~I I 
..°'. • use 
~ :  YOuR 
MOTHEWS DAY is 
Sunday,  May  14, 1989 
" . ...................... ,~BONU$':;" I ~~FF ' I I *~ ~.''- SHORTCUT I 
co-,P-,, .ci  - I 
,ooo p.oc.so. 
!1 ~ ~ !  , FU,, FU~CT~O~ 
i 
I *69"" 
. ...BONUS OFFER... 
Receive from Black & Decker a 
(HM100) Handy Mixer (valued at $49.95) 
when you purchase a (CFP-20-04) Shortcut 
Food Processor. 
See details in store. 
. .  ~ CHANTILLY 
• "Spring Magic" 
v" EAU DE TOILET 
PURE SPRAY - 28 ml 
i 
$10 4" 
,,- BUBBLY MILK BATH 
• 350 ml ' 
~,  DUSTING POWER .150 g 
*11'" each 
Q,~,3 ~!" FREE* with any purchase of 
• Chantilly product 
ULTRA-RICH BODY CREME - 120 ml 
POLAROID 
IMPULSE 
* BONUS PACK! 
Includes: 1 pack of 
Polaroid 600 PLUS film plus 
$2~ coupon offer on future film 
purchases . . . .  
C., . • . 
' *  PADDED sPRING BED 
-Mom can relax almost 
anywhere with this 
portable, attractive Ioounger ~ ..... "~iiiii!ili:,. 
FOCUS FREE 
CAMERA 
'69" 
ex'claema'tion 
by COTY 
- -  Make  a s ta tement  
w i thout  saying a word!  
Limited Edit ion 
SPRAY COLOGNE 
*16oo - 35 ml .. 
ex'cJa ema' t ion  
T.SHIRT 
$ I000  'w'I"°n"' '"rc'°' of ex'cla • me'lion 
• Fragrances. 
CLAIROL 
SON OF A GUN 
1500 WATT 
QUIET •DRYER 
, 6 AIRFLOW/HEAT 
SETTINGS *19"" 
CLAIROL 
FREE 
BENDERS 
GIVE-A WA Y* 
c~ I f_~A~. 
I~e  shampoo-in 
~ haircolour with 
LASTING TOUCH conditioner 
$¢19 
Illffoach 
(Retail Value 
:$49.95) 
... Come into our store and enter 
to win Clairol BendersJ 
* One prize of Clairol Benders to be won, 
per storel 
CLAIROL ,~,~~ .... ~ , ' • 
CRAZY TWIRLETTE 
MINI  CURLING IRON 
, AUTOMATIC WORLDWIDE VOLTAGE 
$899 
r SEA BREEZE 
ANTISEPTIC 
FACIAL SKIN CLEANSER 
BONUS SIZE.  220 ml 
~,, ORIGINAL, LIGHT or 
EXTRA STRENGTH FORMULA'S 
$*~49 
t /each  
~-z-../ I I  
dal 
~. .  r~m~ula 
i,; I 
J 
• 
, :: ii:ii', ~ri~i ~Kt Iv l  until Set.. May  15, Iqlet or while quantities last. We reserve the right to limit quantities. No • 
, ,.: ~ ~ ih  kk l~ Illlued on ~ 1  or gift itoml. We will make every rea l~b le  attempt to insure that oil adver. 
)~ ! ; ; - i . ! i~ ~ l s e  l i  available. However{ ~ do .occur at monuhxtumr and/or wholesale levell and 
• ~, I~ ~ Ihitancel we will make eveey effort to gev a lulmom product. 
/ '~  ~,~ ~i ,  . . . .  
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, BeC. 
Phone635-6555 
LAKEVIEW MALL 
BURNS LAKE, BeC. 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
SQUARE 
KITIMAT, B.C. 
Next to Overwaitea Phone 632-6177 
Phone692-3136 
I 
, . . I I I I 
r " 
600.3rd AVE., WEST 
PRINCE RUPERT, BeC. 
Phone 624-9656 
1235 MAIN STREET SMITHERS,  neC0 I 
Phone 847,2288 . . . . . . . .  i ....... T~II ............ 
II t t Ill II tlll 
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An open & shut case 
cho rugs pp g .... . . . . . .  
Northern Drugs for your next 24 or 36.exposure (or Disc ~ 
:: r~ ' g and printing order and you'll receive a handy Pocket Album FREE c_ 
:::':~ charge. 
~'~ Once you open the Pocket Album, you,ll know you've made the fight choice. ..... 
TM 
r~ '  For one thing, the album cover doesn't snap shut again; its special Cerlox binding 
.... ~:i:::: .~., allows the pages to lie completely flat, 
i~~: You'll also notice the pages are designed for 4 Supersize prints--36 in all , 
":- And that each snapshot is fully protected by its.own transparent sleeve. .. 
-.,~:-: Shut the Pocket Album and you'll notice spedal blanks on the outsde covert ~, :~~i:~!:.:, 
record "subject and date" o e otos enc se .  . . . ,::,~:~:~: 
ck tAlbu akes~tsownconv ncmg etori!~ = So either open or shut, ourfree Po e m m i cas 
- " rthc.m D ugs. ~ " • '~ ~ : choosing No r pho o processmg, : :r:~: ,'~:i:~!i 
: ,  ' "d '~"  ,~i~ But hurry, th~s ,s a limited-ume offer. :, i~:) 
"~hiCd Avenue West, Prince Rupert; Skeena Mall;Terrace; Mountainview Square, Kitimat; Main Street, Smithers; Lakeview Mall, Burns Lake -:.. 
t 
b , . Compu:talkiilBusin o, nted for 16-ntre   ess Development Ce 
by Rainer Glannella 
Certified Data Processor 
How much data (:an you, afford to lose? 
• One aspect of computer operation that often confuses the 
: beginning user is that of backup -.  the making of spare copies of  
data to protect oneself against data loss through operator error 
or equipment malfunction. It seems thaf most users tend to one 
of two extremes: the super optimis t who never makes backups, 
:believing that data loss disasters oiily happen to other people, .
and thesuper pessimistwho spends hour~,Per':weekmaking extra 
backups of the frill contents of a hard'drive, most of it consisting 
of programs and data that has not changed. 
To come up with a workable routine for backing up important 
data, it helps to look at the reasons we back up data in the first 
:place. First and foremost, backups are needed to provide us with 
spare copies of files ifi~ase the originals are lostthrough acciden- 
tal erasure or alteration. In addition, some applications -- for ex- 
ample computer accounting --  require additional period-end 
; b~ickups for •audit rail purposes. Other applications, uch as 
word processing and spreadsheet, have much less stringent 
backup requirements because many word processing documents 
and spreadsheet calculations may be only 
used once and then discarded. Pro~ams only:need be backed up 
once: ~ af time of purchase, or at time of receipt of updates from 
the supplier. 
The other factor affecting backups is the kind of media one 
has for backup. If one has a fancy tape backup unit built into 
the computer system, entire drive backups are easy to make and 
maintain. However, if one is backing up onto floppies, a com- 
plete system backup of just a 20 Meg drive can require the use of 
50 disks. Such a job is tedious to say the least. 
Personally, I prefer to perform selective backups. This way on- 
ly data that needs to be backed up gets duplicated and one can 
spare oneself a lot of excess work. Word processing and spread- 
sheet data are kept on floppy and only the important documents 
get duplicated. Accounting data is backed up at the appropriate 
times in the accounting cycle. As a result, the total number of 
backup disks that need to be made in any given week can be kept 
to a functional minimum. 
Finally, if one uses routines uch as the MsDOS BACKUP 
command, one must learn how to restore data to one's hard drive 
from the backed up data; otherwise backups are virtually useless. 
Although the preceding may sound obvious,I have come across 
situations where users who had been religiously backing up data 
for years were completely stumped when they actually en- 
countered a situation where they had to restore their data. 
TEACHER TRAINING 
IN THE NORTHWEST 
• The School Districts o f  Kitimat, Bulkley Valley, 
Prince Rupert and Terrace are interested in initiating a 
teacher training programme for people with university 
degrees. Under the auspices of a British Columbia 
University and coordinated by Northwest Community 
College the Intent is that participants take their 
teacher training programme in the Northwest. The pro- 
gramme will be offered once only and begin September 
1, 1989. 
Interested applicants please write, by May 15, to 
your local •Superintendent ofSchools and indicate your 
degree and university. 
Kitimat Superintendent of Schools 
School District #80 (Kitimat) 
1515 Kingfisher Avenue 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 1S5 
Superintendent of Schools 
School District #54 (Bulkley Valley) 
P.O. Box 758 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Superintendent of Schools 
School District #52 (Prince Rupert) 
634- 6th Avenue East 
• Prince Rupert, V8J 1X1 
Superintendent of Schools 
School District #88 (Terrace) 
32i l  Kenney Street 
TercaCe, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Bulkley Valley 
Pflnce Rupefl 
Tena©e.,. 
Contdbuted by 
Deborah Sargent 
At its April 12 meeting, the 
16-37 Community Futt/r~' com- 
mittee appointed a board of 
directors for its Business 
Development Center, one of the 
program options the committee 
has chosen as a to0! for the long 
term realization of the•Com - 
munity Futures Mission, "To 
facilitate the development of a 
strong and diversified communi- 
ty based economy by designing 
and implementing strategies for 
full and meaningful employ- 
ment" • 
The six directors are residents 
from the 16-37 Region who 
Clarification 
In a story on page 18 of the 
May 3 issue of the Terrace 
Review, we indicated that Robin 
Frazer is a counsellor with Pro- 
j.ect Reconnect. We were subse- 
~luently informed that Mr. 
Frazer is in fact, a volunteer 
working ~;ith the organization's 
SafeHouse committee. 
possess agood knowledge of the 
"community of communities" 
within the region. The chairman 
of the Community Futures com- 
mittee and one other member of 
the committee are on the newly- 
formed board in order to insure 
continuity. The members of the 
board are Detlef Beck, Kitimat; 
Gerald Amos, Kitimat; Brooke 
Hodson, Terrace; Larry Rowe, 
Stewart; Arthur Mercer, New 
Aiyansh; and Vy Gillenbeck, 
Moricetown. 
The directors held their first 
meeting April 26 and have begun 
the process of incorporation as a 
non-profit society. 
The board of directors will be 
responsible for overseeing the 
operations of the Business 
Development Center, including 
both business counselling and 
financial assistance. The board 
will be responsible for assessing, 
approving.or rejecting applica- 
tions for investment fund 
assistance. 
The purposes of the Business 
Development Center are as 
follows: 
e To assist the unemployed, 
underemployedl and present and 
future employers to develop 
business opportunities, ervices 
and projects designed to provide 
and promote employment op- 
portunities. 
• To participate in the financ- 
ing of enterprises ..which will 
create mployment in the area. 
The Business Development 
Center will provide knowledge- 
able staff who will be  able to 
give assistance and technical ad- 
vice to encourage and ~fac~tate 
the successful development and 
implementation of business 
plans for new and expanding 
businesses• 
The newly appointed board of 
directors will be immediately 
advertising for a manager for 
the  Business Development 
Center, who will be responsible 
for the overall administrative 
and functional operations of the 
Center. The board anticipates 
the Center will be operational 
this summer. 
he Provincial Election Act requires that a new Voters 
List be prepared now. To update our information, 
e-numerators are calling at every residence in British Columbia; 
Their task is to ensure that every eligible voter ts regtsterea. 
If you're at home When the enumerator calls, you can register right 
then and there. If we miss you the first time, we'll call again. If 
you're not at home on our second visit, we'll eave a registration 
form for you to complete, along with a 
pre-paid return envelope. 
" ~ At the conclusion of the enumeration, a 
- " personal Voter Identification Card will be 
mailed to each registered voter. 
Be sure you are able to exercise one of your 
most important rights: get on the 
Provincial Voters List; 
Enumeration'89. For further information, 
• call 1.800-74Z-VOTE. 
.,, British Columbia 
x 
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"WhereTo Find It' 
Guide 
TOTAL PRO-TECH 
BUSINESS SERVICES ELECTRONIC 
" *TYP ING'" ,  ENGINEERING ,'o'v'''o' o'*'o'''°u='°.' 
, VOICE PAGERS* PHOTOCOPYING '"PwWSELEC~°, N'c 
,24-HOUR/ANSWERING SERVICE SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS I ~  j~ 638-8195 ~ Repairs On All H°me Entertainment { Q h31~-'~"g) I O ='t 1 
Appliances 4S~ LAKELSE, TERRAC'E' 
: Also Commercial & Industrial • 
#1-3238 Kdlum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 • Electronic Equipment SATELLITE T V " " ' 
j/,,,,,c,,,,.cu, 
~/  /,/Hemlock & Cedar Fencing 
Buy Direct F romMi l l  
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
Greenhouse 
2903 Braun Stree~t, 635-598i 
TERRACE, B.C. 
. J  
CHANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
,,, Wolfe Tanning System 
, I  LAMZA products 
Phone tar on apl)oinhnent 
635-9666 
West Coast , -~  
Landscaping : - 
n m m.---2-" ,~ mmmmm ~'m ~ 
DESIGN - -  INSTALLATION 
MERC CRUISERS ¢r MARiNEflOUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMEMGHT LAWHMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PllOOUCTS 
DAYS or EVENINGS 
Phone M5.5777 
Box 23: R.R. 2, Terrace, B.C. 
"V8G 3Z9" 
' AutoGlassSpeclalists 
ICBC clalms ~andied promptly 
s38 11Ms 
Loader • Backhoe • Trucking 
Top Soil • Pit Run • Crush • Snow Plowing 
Water Lines '•Septic Systems 
Ken's Trucking iLtd. 
PHONE 635.7519 
P.O. BOX 1007 , KEN SIMONS 
TERRACE, B.C. OWNER 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable ,--High Quality 
.Vulcanizing Repairs 
We special ize in conveyor  belt 
I : i '  MAINTENANCE Jon Blake , SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS instal lations, splicing, and repairs 
* I ?OMMERCIAL--RESIDENTIAL- 635-2572 oc No. 7550 • POWER . . . .  PRODUCTS vulcanizing and pul ley lagging 
.i| ' .  LAWN REJUVENATION ' 'ie23slmpeonCres: R~B=gg~---~.~4946Gre,g Ave., Ter race  638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638,06&1 -. •PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP ...T~race, a O, ....,,. ~,. =m~, 1-1.q~r~:~, ~ ~ ! .... :,~ . . . . . . . .  . 
ur cornplete 
[ soLrce for a l l  ' l r~k~. ,  i ; ; , ,  
I your heating : " 
] needs. I'---~-~". 
I Northwest ConsoUdated 
[ . Suppy Ltd. 
[ I 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-1158 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
O 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 pr ior i ty 
- First qual i ty  shop service 
- Fast'. f r iendly and eff ic ient 
ful l  service attendants 
- Complete  personal ized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE iSSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . . . '  tel lus." 
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-199i 
Weddings Jonn I<~U,~ 
Portraits ,,-0-,, 
Family Sittings ~ 
5 Minute Passposts " - "  
DrY Mount ing . ' 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, a,c 
Terrace,:BC Y80 IPg~.:~i. 
I 
J ohn  Rod  Custom Framing 
, .~ Mat Cutting 
-~ . Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
r , Bus. 63S-S:ZN 
i P9 i~:  Res. 635.5544 
RUSTJ 
CHECK 
Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
Vehicles 
SKIDOO 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
Sales and Servlce for 
Motorcycles • Chalnsews 
tklowmoMlee • Msdns Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
i SALES q i  LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
"° 
5~1 ' " ~, ' t 
q 
i 
, Q , , , 
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Terrece's 20th annual Trades Fair was officially opened by First Princess 
Kristine Melby, some of the Miss Terrace 1989 candidates, Jaycee John 
Amos and members of the 747 Air Cadets. Amos said this year's atten- 
• dance and merchant participation were down about 25 percent, but the 
quality of display was good and business was briskl First prize winning 
displays were: B.C. Tel (Marty, the Robot), Terrace Builders, Ken's 
Marine, UPlands Nursery and Gardenland. 
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES 
TIRED OF RENTING 
$39.95- Full Price 
Will Clean 
Livingroom, Diningroom & Hall 
"Any Size" 
"Ask For References" 
Northern Carpet 
& Upholstery Cleaning 
'IYES" we do automobiles 
635-3944 
~ , i ~ 
Last week, Jaycee's Trades Fair representative John Amos 
(center) made two presentations to wrap up the annual 
event: the door prize era trip for two via AirBC to Vancouver 
and two night's accommodation (provided by Elan Travel's 
• Theresa Brinkac, right) won by Pat Davidson, and a cheque 
for $250 given to the 747 Air Cadets for their security ser- 
vices during the fair, received by Cpl. Gardner and Warrant 
Officer Ravi Gill. i~ • 
Changes at he top, 
record year for Alcan 
Alcan Aluminum Limited re- Morton released figures indi- 
ports an active sharehOlder's an- cating that Alcan earned a rec- 
nual meeting April 27 that in- 
cluded: a three-for-two share 
split and charges in the corn-. 
pany's top officials. 
David Culver will step down 
from the chairman and chief 
executive officer post on July 1, 
to:be• replaced by Alcan's cur- 
rent: president and chief operat- 
ing officer David Morton. 
• Morton's position will be 
filled by. Jacques Bougie, presi- 
. dent of Alcan Enterprises (Can- 
ada and U.S.A.). 
in his final report to share' 
holders, Culver forecast con- 
tinued growth in the aluminum 
industry for at least he next• 20 
y~s ,  ~ : 
ord $931 million on total 
revenues of $8.5 billion during 
1988. The earnings provided a 
24 percent return on equity, six 
percent above the Standard and 
Poor 400 industrial stock 
average. 
The share split will result in 
approximately 227.8 million 
outstanding common shares. 
The company's board of direc- 
tors also announced a first- 
quarter dividend of US 28 cents 
per share (42 cents Canadian) 
payable on June 9 to share- 
holders of record as of May 9. 
The stock split is also effective 
on May 9, ' 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE •OF INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH 
A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
Notice is hereby given pursuantto Section 656 of the Municipal Act that Council ofthe 
City of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of certain works herinafter 
described as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives Plan. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK 
Upgrading (as required) and application of a 4.9 Metre strip of asphalt pavement on the 
4600 block alley parallel and between Lakelse and Lazelle Avenues extending from 
Ottawa Street to Emerson Street. 
Total Taxable Commuted Cost per foot 
Cost Frontage Cost 20 yrsJ10 yrs. 
(per foot) 
4600 Block Al ley $10,140.59 " 1,018.00 ft. . $9.96. $1.76 $1.33 
(as noted above) 
i 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy of this notice has been mailed to theowner(s) 
of the parcels of land liable to be specially charged for the cost of said works, and 
unless within one (a) month of the date of the publication of this notice, a majority of the 
owners representing at least one half of the value of the parcels which are liable to be 
Specially charged, petition the Council of the City of Terrace not to proceed with it, the 
work may be undertaken as a Local Improvement. 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and shall be deemed to be 
presented to the Council when so lodged, of which every owner of a parcel of land liable • 
to be spec!aily charged under this Programme is liable to take notice and be governed 
accordingly • . i  ~ : .. : 
: . : .~: :::~ : i  . : ~E.R. Hal ISOr 
. .Clerk Administrator 
• . . . . .  T'CIW OP. TER~CE 
] ,  
D 
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Marang, a three.member performing arts company that specializes in African music and 
dance, will be in Terrace May 15 and 16. In addition to a public performance in the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre May 15 at 8 p.m., the group will present a show called "Talking Drums" to a 
total of 2,300 students in School District 88 during t~e two days they're here. Tickets are 
available at Misty River Books and Sight and Sound. • 
Local, airport upgrade lobby 
flying in heavy weather 
A common conversation these 
days in Terrace is our growth as 
• the hub of.the NOrthwest - -  the 
economic base for the mining• 
industry, the center of tourism. 
And a common point in this~ 
daily .debate is upgrading the 
Terrace ai'rport - -  most say it's 
crucial if we're to compete with 
Smithers or communities in 
Alaska. .. 
by Tod Strachan 
But it may be some time 
before we see an airport upgrade 
or the  words, "the hub", 
coined. The airport upgrade was 
a major point of discussion dur- 
ing a joint Chamber of Com- 
merce/city council meeting re- 
cently and it •appears that day 
could be as long as five years 
away. 
According to alderman Darryi 
Laurent, a Microwave Landing 
System (MLS) is slated for Ter- 
race sometime before 1994, four 
years before an international 
agreement to have the entire air 
transport system on MLS takes 
effect in 1998. But there's resis- 
tance to the change, according 
to Laurent, Airlines, small air- 
craft owners and pilots aren't 
ready tO make the change. 
He explains that both Canadi- 
an .  Airlines International and 
Air B,c, have already installed 
• Instrument Landing SyStems 
(iLS) in their*aircraft (the Ter- 
race airport doesn't have this 
system, either) and if a, few air- 
ports begin installing MLS elec- 
tronics it would mean these 
airlines would be required to 
have both systems on •board. 
And that's expensive, he says: as 
much as $30,000 per aircraft for 
MLS alone. 
But alderman Bob Cooper 
disagrees. According to Cooper, 
Japan has on-board MLS elec- 
tronics for under $4,000. 
"That's the way technology 
works," he says. "And I think 
we should be pushing hard for 
the equipment we need for 
MLS. It would draw more air- 
craft. If we allow people to 
think everything going north 
goes to Smithers we've got a 
problem." Smithers doesn't 
have an electronic landing sys- 
tem either -- just more reliable 
weather. 
According to Laurent, how- 
ever, the time isn't right for 
either type of electronic landing 
system. He explains that MLS is 
the "system of the future", and 
to install ILS when it would be 
replaced by MLS in probably 
four years Or less would be a 
waste of money. But so too 
would the installation of MLS 
equipment tomorrow, he says: 
"Nobody would use it." 
Faced with this reality, the 
discussion turned to other ways 
of increasing the value of our 
airport to-the air transport in- 
dustry. Customs was one sug- 
gestion. This could open air 
traffic between Terrace and the 
states of Washington and Alas- 
ka. The need for this service has 
been a matter of discussion for 
four years, according to Cham- 
ber of Commerce president Dick 
Sharpies. But apparently gov-  
ernment statistics don't indicate 
a need. 
Another suggestion was for 
the city to buy the airport and 
run it themselves. But Lanrent 
makes a cautionary note here. 
Annual capital costs run around 
the $5 million mark and operat- 
ing and maintenance osts result 
in a $600,000 deficit every year. 
This idea didn't fly either. 
Kelowna has asked Terrace to 
support another project. A letter 
from mayor James Stuart dated 
April 14 "strongly Urges all 
municipalities in British Colum- 
bia" to lobby for additional run- 
way capacity at Vancouver In- 
ternational Mrport. 
But mayor Jack Talstra has a 
better idea, The Airport Ad- 
visory Committee has been 
working hard on upgrading the 
facility for more than three 
years, fie says, and although 
they are maintaining ongoing 
pressure on the government, "It• 
may be that at some point there 
should be a delegation of o~r 
.own." ' - 
.~ ,V J ' - - -n~ : % : - /  • 
?TODY 
/ .  
":"1 will both lay medown 
in.peace, arid sleep:, for 
thou, Lord, only maketh 
me dwell in safety." 
• Psa lm 4:8  
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Sacred Heart Catholic rChurch 
Mass Times: Pastor: ~ . 
Saturday: • 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan'• F. No0nan 
O.M.I, Sundays: 9:00 a,m, 
11:30 a.m, • 
4830 Straume Avenue /o i • 635-2313 ,V~ ,~., 
St. Matthew's Anglican EpiscopaIChurch 
Sunday Services: Pr iest  in  Charge :  
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. . Reverend Peter  Z immer  
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m~se~ce. Child 
care is available during the g a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
m . .  
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday Schoo l -  9:45 a.m. 
Starting Sunday, May 7 - -  Worship Service at 11:00 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday ! 1:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
Ole Unruh - -  145-7113 
, Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635'3232 
m 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday khooh 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / ! 1:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
Iqmtom: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. - 
635-5115 
• 1 i 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Min ister :  
10:30 a.m. S tan Bailey 
Sunday School: . . Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: 
8:30' a.m. 
Assoc ia te  Paston  
Sunday  School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Scrvlce: 
3511 Eby Street 
11:15 a.m, 
Paston  
John Caplln 
Cliff Siebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p~m, 
__  635.2434. 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.rn. Au't  Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: ! I:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All  are cordially Invited 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Homo Bible S tud ies ,  Vis itat ion 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:$0 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday 8mvleU: , I PNtor: 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. * Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Ilrmk, b . l l I '  IIIble Study 
Wednesdays ~.30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 6SH17S 
. 4 I 0 ~ . ~ 4 e = . 
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: , ~:' ::PREMIUM 
PERFORMANCE RADIAL. 
BUY 3 
GET 4 
EAGLE GT 
|H SPEED RATED) 
BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
in 
Sab Pdce 
, flb~ fletof4 8wings 
P175170HR13 $347.85 $116.96 
P205160HR 13 389.85 129.95 
P205170HR14 437.85 148.96 
P215170ttR14 464,85 154.96 
P185160HR14 410.85 136.96 
P215170HR15 482.85 160.95 
P225170HR15 488.85 162.95 
P235170HR15 624.86 174.95 
P195160HR 15 422.85 140.95 
PlSSIGOVR 15 455.85 151.95 
P205160~R15 428,85 142.95 
P235160VR15 666.85 188.95 
P19515OHR15 392.85 " 130.9~ 
for 
L 
.," 6"T's, 
price of 3. 
PREMIUM 
FIMANCE RADIAL 
BUY 3 
GET 4 
,ALL SEASON RADIALS 
~r-*59"  
-• ARRIVA 
BLACKWALL 
S~ 
P145180R13 
P 15518G~ 12 
P155/80R13 
P165180R13 
P175/70R13 
P185/70f113 
P185/70f114 
WHITEWALL 
s ,~ 
$ 69.95 
62.96 
60.96 
67.95 
78.96 
81.95 
90.95 
ISfl.gs 
~LE GT 
WHITE LETTERS 
• :': P205170R 14 
P205160R 14 
P215160R14 
P235/60R 14 
P21516fiR15 
P245/60R 15 
P255160R 15 
Sab Pdee 
s=of4- 
$457.85 $135.95 
428.85 142.95 
419.85 139.95 
422.85 140.95 
458.85 152.95 
446.85 148.95 
542.85 180.95 
566.85 188.95 
LOWEST PRICED 
ALL •SEASON 
. . . . .  , . -~: P155/80~13 Not so. great r ~ [r '1'~77"1" 2 5'7"15P205'7" P205'7 "  4  ' 9 " 41 ~
=• ::!/!':;•? " P225175R15 
moments in spot-'- 
$4S 
Sde P:~ 
e 45.95 
60.95 
62.95 
65.95 
70.95 
73.95 
76.95 
r'~ ' "  #*.~,~- x so ee ot,.~., ore"...,. ~ ~.,,e._..~.t _'~..6,t°"" 
et of four Eagle GT's for the price of three or buy 
pair of Goodyear tires. Either way, the all new 
:-moments-in-sports" video tape is yours at no ext 
leal on tires and a great deal of fun. Sale ends May 2 
] - i i 
Kal Tire's own Road Hazard Warranty is honored at over 70 locations throughout B.C. and Alberta 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
4929 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 635-6170 
"At Kid Tire you must be completely satisfied - we 
• - - . .  - ..- . . . .  .-)::'..::-:!~:i':::i->,i~_!:~.,!i.:i~i.i!~:;~i " : '  ,,~: .,:: , . '  ; .:,-:i::~-~,;",i 
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the birth of YOUR bab.v, please JTll Outthe form 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We f~ill pick u-p your forms ever2:Week. 
• -. " . . : .  ':.'". ::., .. : " : , . . !~ !: • . 
ADAMS . "  3oscphine:is the . 
birth of little daughter Annastasia Cassandra Trista 
on April 30, 1989 at 7:24 p.m., weighing 8 lbs. 3 
OZS. 
DUSDAL - -  Ernie, Lori and big sister Kimberly 
are pleased to announce the birth of Evan Eric on 
April 25, 1989, 6 lbs. 5 ozs. Many thanks to Doc- 
tors Hodge and Boyd, and the maternity •staff at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
~ ' ~ ] ~ ] ~ $  24-hour Phone 
• ,¢ 
]L~ @ . ~  (004)635-4080 
~¢omuo,o,~s~n,oSo~,,co Skeena Mall 
• ~":':..- : - .iO ~" 
, -  . r 
; , , L  
' ?  ly":. Tom"" " /:""'. Armstron: g::: ' 
HOW OoN'r WORRY :N 
ABOUT A TI~IH~, JENNY. 
YOU AND JEFF 3UST 
HAVE A 6OOD TIHE AT 
i 0 ,~ 
YOUR FATHER AHD 
• ..-:T : WILL.TA,E. GOOD 
CARE OF ~ ,  
. LITTLE ~ ~' ' ~ ,  
"..HARVIH.~" " :~ " 
. w~J~E. ~ ,  . 
YOU RE ..,&.y~T " 
1" KNOVV, MOM-T  TRUST "~ 
YOU GUY~.; ¢OMPLETEL, I! 
BUT IF YOU NEED TO 
REACH US FOR ANY ~ 
/REASON, JU~T CALL 
OUR HOTEL 
{'THEY CAN BEEPHE~I  
\ ON. MY PA6ERDAV ,(I 
k n¢ 
:!i 
BY JOHNNY.  HART t I B.O:. 
' 1 
rMPrr  ~ouu S~A~Ls x~p r~O~L~ 
- ~ ,, r I.IAVF..A RF..~TATiON 
"--'X .2  
J ' ;  t 
I The Ryatts By JackEIrod 
I Molvt~V ~4 m "r~ERFS 
ooo , oL, oV, e 
I P I I I I  I I t  I t l l l l l  17  
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
MI~ 21-June20 
CANCER 
June 21.J01y 22 
LEO 
Jul~ 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
~egt. Z3-Oet. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. Z3-Nov. 2 I 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 2~-llec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 2Z-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. I g  
PlSCEq 
Feb. 19-Mar .  20 
. III I 
Travel plans are abruptly altered, Attention is 
focused on you, Do not get involved in squabbles 
over the cost, 
Confidential information comes your way that 
affc~ts partnership money. Use good judgment in 
how to make use o f the con fideuce. 
Social life is revitalized as Mars travels through 
your sign• Romantic contacts may seem to be a bit 
elusive. 
Job interests and responsibilites are very much in 
the picture. The health of a family member should 
beconsidered. 
Airi.g your views on commmfity affairs attracts 
a lot of admiration and support. Share these views 
with neighboringlocales. 
Consult with a family member on how to improve 
the financial picture. There's always the unex- 
pected to reckon with. 
You are master of the subtle approach. It's amaz- 
ing how you can get others to accede to your wishes. 
• Put your thinking cap on and use your good ideas 
to improve the employment situation. A legal 
question isresolved. 
A private meeting with a visiting fireman puts pro- 
ject plans a little closer to completion. Minor snags 
are cleared away. 
Adjustmenis n family status as wall as profession- 
al affairs, are inevitable under present progressive 
aspects. Future outlook is good. 
Communication plays such an important role in 
all of life's happenings one wonders why more em- 
phasis is not placed on the methods. 
BERT'S 
Sally Forth By Greg Howard I 
HOW 1"o 
IM I " I~RPR~I"  
S~EM,~J~t .Y  
INIdOCEMI" 
QUg51"IOMS 
b 9 - 
5ally 
• For#h 
• THE @[}E51"lO~l: <, 
• 1"HAl" 0 
n 
, ~ I ~ ~  
I 
l"d~" acid/It. MEfi~I~JO: "~o£)'~E 
~Of R~:~II.LY" FL~I~.  I"0 ~000"F 
Ikl tPdaLIC :,-, " ' "T--" 
• w~,~ II$11~>~ k / 
I Andy Capp By ReggieSmythe I 
~V4p~ITEDA,~d-IOWgx 3~N ~ T IL ING ~ ENCH.J~FI  l 
Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU : I 
i I ii 
OOP,,.HOW 
UM... 
, , , , ,  
I " ~ I I~  . . . .  
, , . .  ,~  ~.  .~ .  -~  .~ . : .  . . . , : ,  ' , - \ ,  ~ , ;~ .~, :  ,- 
TIM PHILLIPS: one of the 
best young writers selected 
from 10,000 Canadian en- 
tries. 
! : : / :~ ;  : ' :~ ' ren 'ace  Review --Wednesday, MayiiO, 1989 23 : -  i 
N AT IONAE R ECOG N IT! ON F O R V O U N G A UT H OR 
Tim Phillips, an 1J-year-old humor; fanliasy, mystery/detec- 
Grade 5 student from '~ Vefitas; tive, science fiction or non- 
School, has been selected as one fiction themes and thenlet heir 
of 20winners in Storyb?ok Pub, imaginations and talents run 
suits in the murder of the minis- 
ter and the theft of 3:5• million • 
dollars. As the officer in charge 
3f the investigation, Phillips is 
only able to come up with one 
clue - -  a cryptic message de- 
scribing the location of the mon- 
ey. He is then able to arrest he 
murderer and his accomplice 
and recover the stolen money 
which •was hidden in loaves of 
bread at the Belly Deli. 
In a letter announcing 
Phillips' achievement, Lucy La 
Grassa, editorial director for 
• Storybook Publicatio ns• wrote; 
"It's obvious that you are-a 
creative thinker with lots of 
original thoughts and I en- 
courage you to continlie to ex- 
press your ideas in writing.',. 
B.C's off ic ia l  .jl 
tree is the I==,==-=="---- 
western redced~ 
National Forest Week 
May 7-13, 1989 
Your R)rcsts--Your I~'sl~msibility 
lication's ' ,Pr ism Awards" 
competition for 1988. And this 
is no small honor ~ there were 
I0,000 submissions from across 
the country. 
The Prism Awards provide a 
showcase for Canada's most tal- 
ented young writers in two age 
groups:'seven to I0 and II to 14. 
YoUng writers can select from 
rampant. 
Winners me selected for their 
clarity of expression, grammar, 
imagination and the reality of 
their characters and events. 
Phillips' story, "Murder at 
Parliament", tells of a disagree- 
ment over a business deal be- 
tween' a financier and the federal 
Minister o f  Finance which re- 
LASSIFIED 
. . . .  BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING , 
These Ads appear'in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community • • - 
• Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
words ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at 635"7840r 
AUTOMOTIVE 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used truck or van. 
Deal direct with Factory Broker. 
Call Kelth collect, (604) 874-0778. 
D.6102. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Start your own Import/Export 
business, even. spare time. No 
money or experience. Since 
1948. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade clo Cdn. Small 
Business Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 
Bellamy Rod. No. #1, Scar- 
borough, Ont. MIH 1H4. 
Do y()uwant abusiness you can 
enjoy? Pat's Petite Pets in Port 
Hardy, Vancouver Island is for 
sale. $10,000 plus stock and fix- 
tures. Phone (604) 949-7085. 
Need money? Local and:•over - 
seas Investors want worthwhile 
business ventures. Call F.B.D.B. 
at 1-600-663-0433. Yukon call 
403-668-4030. 
Take charge, marketing NIMBUS 
Reverse Osmosis Drinking 
Water Systems in your area. 
Unlimited earning potential. 
Write Nimbus, Box 87050, North 
Vancouver, V7L 41:'6 or call (604) 
984.7085. 
** HAVE AN IDEA** Interna- 
tional company seeks ideas, in- 
ventions, new produ-cts. For in- 
formation call (604) 681-3055. 
Ideal family operation, B.C. 
pub/hotel, restaurant and motel 
for $50,000 down. Contact Henry 
Desnoyer, Tradeland Realty, 
3410 Coldstream Ave., Vernon, 
B.C. (604) 545-5325 or (604) 
542-8712 (eves). 
Portrait plate business. Trans- 
form any picture onto beautiful 
plates, High profits. Work full or 
part-time. Anyone can operate. 
Work from home or existing 
business. Training provided. 
• $6500. (604) 392-7871. 
Everyone buys grocerlesl 
Operate your own frozen food 
agency In your community, sell- 
Ing food "factory-direct" o con- 
sumersl Exclusive territoryl 
Write New West Prime Beef, 76 
~2789 Hwy.. 97 North, Kelowns. _ 
Young reputable mining service 
company seeking contract bid-. 
ding opportunities in surface ex- 
ploration/diamond rilling. Con- 
tract mining people able to help 
us find and execute such pro- 
grams will receive finder's fee 
proportional to awarded con- 
tract. For additional information 
contact Ed Carson, Abbex Drill- 
ing & Exploration Inc. Box 656, 
Grand Forks, BC H0H 1H0. 
Wanted: Catalogue distributors 
for mall order books, profitable 
home busihesses, cheap prO- 
ducts, special services, real 
estate, financel For special 
learn and earn :catalogue 
details, send 3 "loose" stamps. 
Home Services, Box 477A, Chet: 
wynd, BE; V0C 1J0. 
Make $2001hr + part-time or full- 
time. 'Open your own STOP 
smoking laser centre. Only 
$5,000. Write: LIGHTLASER 
Technology Inc., #900, 840.7 Ave, 
S.W., Calgary Alberta, T2P 3G2. 
Your own MOBILE AUTOMO- 
TIVE DETAILING BUSINESS for 
under $150011 Step by step train- 
ing manual teaches you every- 
thing you need to know. Product 
Line and equipment. Excellent 
full-time or part-time earning 
potential. Urban Details Hotline 
(604) 736-7661 24-hrs. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
Engraving equipment: new 
Hermes 1:2-1:7 Gravograph with 
accessories, 10 type sets, 
shears,' beveler, miscellaneous 
engraving and trophy stock. 
Total value $13,000, sell for 
$7,000. (604) 286-1839. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Lighting fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogue available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre, 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, BC 
V5C 2K5. Phone 1-299-0666. 
FINAL DAYSII Hobby ceramic 
distributor close-out. Save to 
60%. Glazes, stains, brushes, 
bisque, greenwam, molds and 
more. 594.9955. Pacific Western 
Ceramics, 12111-86th Ave., Sur- 
rey; B.C. V3W 3HB. 
Order by mall - -  lover's toys, mediately to do in-home shows. SKYMAP. A portrait of your 
sexy novelties. Full colour We combine a supreme quality mind. Changing the unknown 
catalogue, $4. Love Nest, 161 product with unequalled oppor- from fear to joy, through 
East 1st Street, North Van- tunity. Are you self.motivated? Astrology, Numerology, Psych- 
couver, B.C. V7L 1B2. (604) Launching Spring/Summer col- ology. For free information write 
987-1175. lection Now! Please call Jana, Box 1679, Postal Station A, 
Mon/Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m.. 1(604) Kelowna, BC, V1Y 7N5. 
521-4179. VENDORS WANTEDI Interna- 
tional Market and Swap Meet. 
Have your garage sale with us! 
Tables inside and outside. Clean 
restrooms, great coffee shop! 
Lots of parking. 750 Terminal 
Avenue (The old Canada 
Packers building) ,Vancouver, 
(604) 681-1318. .... " ~" ' ' -- 
GARDENING 
Interested in Greenhouse or 
Hydroponic Gardening? Green- 
houses $195. Hydroponic 
Gardens $39. Halides from $140. 
Over 2000 products in stock, 
super prices. Free catalogue. 
Call Toll-free 1.800.663-5619. 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 3N9. 
HELP WANTED 
Small but growing Insurance 
agency on Vancouver Island re- 
quires person for Level three. • 
(nominees) position. Excellent 
working conditions. Resume 
and salary expectations: Drawer 
784 clo Courier/islander, ,.Box 
310, Campbell River, BC,:V9W 
5B5. 
Experienced big game guides re- 
quired for 1989 season. Top 
wages and benefits to qualified 
persons. Contact OstashekOut- 
fitting Ltd., Box 4146, White- 
horse, Yukon Y1A 3S6~ Phone 
(403) 668-7323. 
Jewellery company requires 
representatives. Work your ownl 
hours. Minimum Investment. 
Catalogue and Information kit, 
$3 from B.B. Enterprises, 116 
Quesnell Cres, EdmOnton, AI~ 
berta T5R 5N9. 
Coastal union mill requires full- 
time planerman and ticketed 
lumber grader. Planerman must 
be capable of patterning and 
profiting. Grader for all species 
Including cedar with N.L.G.A. 
and R.List experienced. Box 422, 
810 West Broadway, Vancouver 
BC, VSZ 4C9. 
. Hot fashion career opportunity, 
Established manufacturer of 
ladles wear requires Indepen- 
dent fashion consultants Ira- 
Need a vacation? Yukon News in 
Whitehorse is looking for an ex- 
perienced editor to fill a six- 
month term position beginning 
mid.June to December 31189 
(end date negotiable), to edit 
twice.weekly tabloid. Three per- 
son editorial staff, one produc- 
tion person. Experience neces- 
sary! Ideal for person who wants 
to explore Canada's North. Con- 
tact Patricia Living, Yukon 
News, 211 Wood Street, White- 
horse, Yukon, Y IA  2E4, (403) 
667-6285. 
General reporter, skilled in news 
and feature writing, is required 
by a Fraser Valley community 
newspaper. Applicants should 
have two to five years ex- 
perience. Journalism diploma 
preferred. Send resumes to: 
Abbotsford-Clearbrook Times, 
33228A South Fraser Way, Ab- 
botsf0rd, BC, V2S 2B3. 
Journeyman • mechanics re- 
quired for, G.M. dealership, 
Srnithers, B.C. Modern shop. 
. Phone toll.free, 1.800.633-4595, 
Doug Henderson. 
Advertising •salesperson re- 
quired for Island bi.weekly. 
Salary, plus commission, car 
allowance. Newspaper or re- 
lated experience asset. Send 
resume: 490 Trans.Canada High- 
way, Duncan, BC; V9L 3R6. 
NOTICES 
High River Hospital is publish- 
!ng a history book back to 1920. 
Information/photographs want- 
ed. Write: High River Hospital, 
Bag'30, High River, Alberta, T0L 
1B0. 
PERSONAL 
M.S. Oriental dating service 
specializes In introducing lovely 
oriental ladles Iocalloverseas. 
For information send 38-cent 
stamp to #1212-510 W. Hastings, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1L8. Phone 
(6o4) e 4e . 
PETS & LIVESTOCK 
4 Registered Yearling Polled 
Herford Bulls, raised-to do well 
on natural range conditions 
from easy-calving doms. Halter 
lead. Not health-impaired with 
concerntrate feeds! Canyon 
Valley Ranch, R.R. 4, Box 28, Ca- 
nyon Rd., Quesnel BC, V2J 3H8. 
(604) 992-2294. 
REAL ESTATE 
FREE booklet. Concrete or wood 
for your basement? Before you 
decide get all the facts. Write: 
Foundation focus, 201-1155 W. 
Ponder St., Vancouver, BC V6E 
2P4. 1.800-663-7774. 
2 cabins on % acres, well treed. 
Large shop and woodshed. 
Good hunting and fishing. 
$27,000 O.B.O. Deka Lake, BC. 
Phone (604) 593-4135. 
Large Independent Real Estate 
firm is looking for licensed 
salespeople for expansion in the 
residential, I.C.I. and Property 
Management Departments. Re- 
location help available. Many 
new Innovative tools in place to 
earn that extra edge. Resume to: 
Sales Manager, Inland Realty, 
322 Seymour Street, Kamloops, 
BC, V2C 2G2. Phone (640) 
374-3022, FAX (604) 828-2866. 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call Dale 
Carr-Harrls 20 years a trial 
lawyer with five years medical 
school before law. 0-669-4922 
(Vancouver). Experienced in 
head injury and other" major 
claims. Percentage fees avail- 
able, 
Major ICBC and Injury claims. 
Joel A. Werner, trial lawyer for 
21 years. Call collect 736-5500 
Vancouver. If no recovery, no 
fees. No Yukon enquiries . . . . . .  
WANTED 
Wanted, 24" shake bl0~kS. 
Meeker LOg and ,.T[mber.L(d,, 
(604) 8~781.  - 
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CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and  classified 
display ads mast be prepaid 
by e|tber cash, Visa or 
Mastencsrd. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
r~dy, 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5-.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. •Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-corn- 
mercia] use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
Eating potatoes; $181100 Ibs. Seed 
potatoes; $201100 Ibs. Phone 
635-2774. 5119 
Appaloosa Morgan mare; 9 years 
old, comes with saddle. Asking 
$1,000. Phone 635-7214. 5/19 
To give away, one female Siamese 
oat. Phone 635-5416. 5110p 
For sale, two registered Beagle 
hounds, champion bloedllne, ex- 
cellent hunting dogs. Phone 
638-8766. 5117p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mendays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thundsys from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street.' Emergency inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 5131p 
1982 Toyota Tercel; excellent condi- 
tion, low mileage. Asking $4,200. 1988 Iroo Z; factory ordered, winter 
Phone 635-7144 (days) or 635-2311 stored, louvers, bra, custom tinted 
(evenings). 5/19 windows. 10,000 km. Asking $22,800. 
Phone 627-8201. 7121 
1987 Nlsean Sentro XE; 2.door, 
automatic, sunroof, front wheel 1972 Toyota Corolla; very good con- 
drive, rear wiper, tinted windows, dition. Some rust. Asking $750. 
Asking $9,800. Phone 632-4226. 5119 Phone635.6463. .- 7126 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL 
& DRUG SERVICES 
ALCOHOL & DRUG COUNSELLOR 
Location: Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
Position: A full time counsellor is required for Prince Rupert 
to provide counselling for chemically dependent people and 
their families. In addition, community development/preven- 
tative services are provided. An emphasis is placed on ser, 
vices to young people, their families and people of Native 
ancestry. Counsellor will be expected to providehislher own 
transportation and to work with minimal supervision. 
Qualifications: B.S.W. or related degree in social sciences 
with counselling, community developmentlprevention ex- 
perience. 
Starting Salary: $2231 per month plus attractive benefit 
package. - 
Resumes: Submitted by May 22, 1989 to: 
Bill Greenhalgh 
Program Director, 
Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services 
#2 - 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 
Inquiries: Please phone Bill Greenhalgh 638-8117. 
K'SAN HOUSE SOCIETY .• 
. . . .  IS SEEKING A DYNAMIC INDIVIDUAU ....... """ :" 
FOR THE POSTION OF 
PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR, RESIDENTIAL 
REHABILITATION SERVICES 
The focus of the position will be the provisi()n of services to 
people who have experienced, or are at risk of experiencing 
chronic psychiatric hospitalization. 
The Co-ordinator will be responsible for the progl'amming and 
management of the present Osborne Home facility as well as 
the development of new models of community based residen- 
tial treatment and support. 
The successful applicant should have an academic back- 
ground in the helping professions, equivalent to the bac, 
calaureate level as well as significant related experience. 
Salary negotiable with a range of benefits. 
Submit resumes to: 
Box 587 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5 
• By May 19, 1989 .... i
For additional information, please call 638-1225. 
ASSISTANT PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
Registered nurse interested in working days on a part 
time basis is needed to work for a community agency 
that provides in-home support for elderly and handi- 
capped people. 
Duties to include field supervision as well as assisting 
with the ongoing operation: Hours range from 8 to 12 
per week with f lexibi l i ty built-in. 
submit resume to: 
Betty Stewart,Program Director, 
Terrace Home Support Services 
#1 - 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C..V8G 2X6 
For more information phone 635.5135. 
• •~i : : i  ¸ ¸ • , 
. ~ ' i~ ~ 
EXPERIENCED MANAGER 
required ;for 
Jezebel's Cabaret " 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday night every Week:: :i.• 
• .. , :  . '  
~r n 
Looking for a mature dog lover to 
come let out two dogs during fishing 
season. Price negotiable. Phone 
627-7825 and ask for Sunny. 5119 
Occasional sitter to come Into my 
home. Hlgh schoo l -  Haysvale 
area. Phone 627.1593. 012 
Reliable babysitter wanted week- 
ends and some evenings. Phone 
638-8398. tfnc ' i  
Babysitter required In the area of 
Skoglund Street or Uplands Elemen. 
tary School for two children. Phone 
635-3351 after 6 p.m. 5117p 
Will babysit In my home. Phone 
638-2077. 5124p 
Will do babysitting In my home In 
Thornhlll ares. Phone 638-1345. 
5/17p 
Sega Master System; .includes 2 
contact pads and a light gun, and 
one after burner game cartrldge. 
Asklng $250. Phone 635-5772. 5119 
Lawn mower;, good condition. Ask- 
ing $125. Phone 635.3798. 5119 
VW Rabbit engine In excellent runn- 
Ing condition with or without 
&speed transmission. Inboard boat 
motor. Offers. Phone 632.3475. ~ 5/19 
Old Enterprise wood stove with 
white enamel. Asking .$500 obo. 
Phone 635-7091.. 5/19 
Nmpaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Girls' 10.speed bike, brand new. 
$100. Phone638-O838. • 5/31p 
Available June 1, main floor of 
house, 2 bedrooms, frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer and dryer. 
Covered parking, fenced yard, close 
to downtown. Quiet single person 
preferred, non-smoker, no pets, 
:references. $4501month plus 
utilities. Phone 635-3788. B/7p 
In Vletods: Apartment to rent. 
Available Sept. 1. Large, fully fur- 
. nlshed. Phone 635.9587. 5/31p 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
1 aCjoining unit, 
1,7.35 sq. ft. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
- -  I 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
:bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking.- 
~w 
638-8398 ,r. 
I I I 
1978 Ford Fleets, low mileage, no Blnks line striping machine; com- I FOR RENT 
ruet.Asklng$1,800. Phone638"~/~7  WE'RE LOOKING FOR plete with hand spray kit. Ideal for I o .  LeASe:  I 
playgrounds, curbs, etc. Phone| l ,000  sq. ft. office, I" i~  Grand Am, air condit!onlnq,,t~ FREELANCE WRITERS I ainting parking lots, crosswalks, 
Interview, call ,the Terrace Rev iew I 635.29018fterSp.m. 8/19 |s tore or shop space. I steering, cruise control, ^m;r For an 
new,et~re°'PhoneaUtomstic'c~lS-9462.PS' PB ; ;   ,madr p and ask for Michael Kelly. II FournmblM radlee (l portable) with ILots of parking. For I 
J antennae, head set, remote ifurther informationl . . . . .  - "  00o4 running Telephone 635 7840 . : ' 1080 ~ ~ - - " apeakem. Also Includes your own 
Condition, sun roof, l e t  of ma,~ private frequenw, A0klng .$1;300. |phone 635.3355.  | 
WlINIS Inoluckld. Asking .l~..,~u_. . • ' ~ Phone6¢~l~10, - • 5/t70 • :" '~i li I I i i i I I 
l=heeo~T4~ ~!up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ ............. , 
• McDonald's is now hiring 
DAYT IMESTAFF  
Our daytime positions are 
i ideal for, homemakers, retire- 
es or individuals who want to 
work but who need "a job 
with flexibility". We offer on -  
the-job training and valu'able 
work experience along with a 
very flexible schedule. 
Stop" by McDonald's restau- 
rant for more information or 
for.an interview. 
4740 Lakelse Avenue, , 
' F lexibi l i ty . , .  
or phone 635'7750 :for an appointment.L 
Please send resume to: " . . . . .  
/.,_~ " 4545 Lazelle Avenue,  - 
~'~'~ ~ Terrace, B.C 
Manuel  Da Silva ,: 
.. VSG 
. . . . .  !i 
• • . . -  
 LASSI • = • - 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
retail space i n  the 
Terrace Mini-Mall. 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. t,,o 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry fat!lilies & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
FOR RENT 
Ambulance. For fur- 
ther details phone 
638.8397 between 
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
10'x52' trailer comes with 2 ap- 
pliances, wood heat -- could be 
converted to natural gas, fenced 
private yard, garden & wood sheds. 
Phone 635.3103 after 5 p.m. 012 
Harley Davldeon FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
I MEMORIAL NOTES "I 
In Memory of Lois LJungh -- We 
wish to express our sincere ap- 
preciation for the utmost of care and 
Interest in our mother Lois LJungh, 
beyond the normal call of duty, on 
the part of the nurses, doctors and 
staff of Mills Memorial Hospital d0r- 
Ing her extended stay from Feb. 15, 
1988 to April 1, 1989. Her stay was 
greatly Improved by the extra kind- 
ness shown on the part of these peo- 
ple. My mother's words are not here, 
but for those who cared for ner over 
those 13 months, would understand 
her feelings and her thanks. Lois 
was born In Sweden In 1904, im- 
migrated to Canada In 1927, lived in 
Vancouver most of her life, passed 
away on April 1, 1989 ih Terrace, 
after a long struggle with cancer, 
the first day of Cancer month. 
The LJungh Family. 
ARBOUR --- Albert (Bert), born 
September 5, 1918, Zenon Park, 
Seek. Passed away suddenly at 
Ilome April 26, 1989. A quiet family 
service was held April 29, 1989 from 
the Henderson Funeral Chapel In 
Chllllwack, B.C. for long-time former 
resident of Terrace, Albert (Bert) AR- 
BOUR. Clergy was Rev. Dave Robin- 
son and burial was at the Anglican 
Cometary. Bert left us suddenly, at 
home; April 26th, doing the work we 
all knew he loved•to do best. He Is 
survived by his wife Eileen of 
Chllliwack, ~ B.C., six daughters, 
Diane (Lea) Watmough, June 
(Richard) Steele, and Carol Cleon, 
Terrace, B.C.; Joan (Dennis) Jasper, 
Victoria, B.C.; Sharon (Even) Fitzer, 
Kamloops, B.C.; and Dorothy (Doug) 
Thomson, Greenwood, Nova Scotia; 
his sister Jullette St. Amond of 
Kelowna, B.C.; nine grandchildren 
and one great grandchild. We will 
miss him dearly and will always hear 
his whistling. Donations may be 
made to the B.C. Heart Foundation. 
5110p 
HOFFMAN -- Wilfred Hoffman of 
Langley, B.C. (long time Terrace 
resldent), passed away May 8, 1989. 
He Is survived by: hls lovlng wlfe 
Alma; three sons, Gerald, Bruce and 
Nlel; one daughter, Gale Doyle; five 
grandchlldren; two slstere; and two 
brothers. Funeral servlces are to be 
held Wednesday, May 10, 1989 at 
the Evangellcal Free Church In 
Abbotsford, B.C. If •ends deslre, 
donatlona may be made to Trlnlty 
Western Unlverslty; Langley, B.C., 
for llbrary books In memory of WIIL 
5110p 
2nd annual Garage Sale at Heritage 
Park on Saturday, May 13 from 10 
e.m. to 12 noon. Anyone wishing to 
donate, please phone 635-4546 or 
635-2508. 5110.1) 
Found . -  A man's Jacket on 
Halllwell on Sunday, April 31. Phone 
635-5830. 5110p 
Left In washroom at Terrace Arena 
before 5 p.m. aerobics class, one 
blue and white st'rlped dress.Please 
return to any aerobics Instructor or 
Recreation Department office. 5110p 
Lost- -  20-ft. aluminum extension 
ladder somewhere between the 
weigh scales and Lakelse Lake. 
Reward offered. Phone 798-2543. 
5117p 
22' Sangster; 302 engine, C.B., in- 
board, outboard;8' Sklf, trim taps, 
sounder, compass, radio, tape deck, 
head, alcohol stove; sink duel bat- 
teries. FIG s~vim grid; down riggers; 
SIS rod holders. Lots of extras. 
Sleeps five. Asking $10,250 .obo. 
Phone 624-4452. 5118 
"17.ft. Frontiersman canoe, as new. 
Asking $350. Phone 632-2970 after 6 
p.m. 5126 
16V,' aluminum Mirror Craft; 70 hp 
mercury, plus trailer. Asking $4,700. 
Phoqe 635-3620. 6/2 
1010 54-ft. Newport Neptune sloop, 
3 sails, 9.9 electric .start, OB, DS, 
KM, UHF, autohelm, custom trailer, 
lots of extras. Phone 638-1331 eve- 
nings. 5124p 
Rebuilt 9.9 Evlnmde outboard. $700. 
Phone 635-6455. 5131p 
Sentlced PadsF0r Rent 
at Woodland Heights Moblle 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
lake Road. $130per month net. 
Phone 635.5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfno 
I I I I I I 
Knlum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfn¢ 
Appointments for school tours, 
• group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PARK, please phone Lin- 
d a at 6354546. 5131p 
ATTENTION. If you have worked in 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION, Free inquiries: Wolf 
Dlener, 3986 Gordon Head Road, 
Victoria, B.C. V8N 3X3. Phone 
1.477-5897. 6/28p 
• Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltlmat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Call 635.3487 
anytime. Confidentiality assured, tfn 
I George Hrycyk am not responsible 
for any debts Incurred by my wife 
Anna Mary Hrycyk. 5110p 
For |ale -- 10x52 trailer with two alp 
,,anou, wood heat, p,Id be.cop. (403) 271,-7490 and/or wish him a 
vetted to natural gas, renoeO private 
yard, garden and wood she(Is, "HAPPY BIRTHDAY"ll 
Phone (~,':,rP3103 after 6 P.m. 5/10p I 
98'x137' residential lot on Kenney 
Street In Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 632.2706 and ask 
for MIke or Helen. ; .. _ .6/21p, 
Lot for sale In Terrace, 60x105, 
underground services, paved street. 
Asking $17,000. Phone 635-4753. 
5131 p 
1979 International 24-passenger 
school bus, excellent condition, 
Ideal for church, sports teems, etc. 
Auto. transmission. $6,000 firm. 
Phone 635-9541. 5110p 
1976 9Yz.ft, Vanguard camper, rais- 
ed roof over Queen-size bed, frldge, 
stove, furnace, Jacks. Very clean. 
Asking $2,500. Phone 635-3939. 5117c 
23'/1' Travel trailer; frldge & freezer, 
forced air furnace, overhead oven, 
hot water, shower & tub. Lots of cup- 
boards,-good condition. Asking 
$4,800 obo. Phone 635-4932 after 5 
p.m. or view at 3137 Kofoed. tfn 
1968 10' Camper; sleeps 4, stove & 
oven, good condition. Asking $700. 
Phone 635-2001. 5119 
Saddle Tramp Horsemanship Camp: 
Girls 8 to 18. Certified instructors. 
Write for brochure and/or video. Sad- 
dle Tramp Wilderness Ranch, South- 
bank, B,C. V0J 2P0. 5/26 
MISSING... 
A reward is offered to any person knowing 
the whereabouts of Terrace resident and 
businessman 
• GORDON McCONNELL 
known to family and friends as "Gordie". 
He is easily recognized by his full head of 
grey hair, bifocals and cane. 
He was last seen on Park Avenue selling 
cameras and pianos door-to-door. 
Although harmless, one should approach 
Gordle with care. Since turning 50, he has not 
been himself and has lost all sense of reality. 
Persons with Information concerning this 
- man should contact his Calgary "friends" at 
1984 Nlssan, roughly 100,000 kms, 
well kept, 4x4, tilt wheel, sliding rear 
window, Goodyear wranglers all 
round. Must sell by June 15. Phone 
635-4405 or 635-7714. 5110p 
1978 Ford F.156 Lariat super Cab: 
Loaded, good condition. Asking 
$3,500 obo. Phone635-7585. 5112 
1978 Chevrolet 1-ton flat deck with 
duals, 14' stakeslde, low mileage, 
excellent condition. Asking $7,000 
obo. Phone 632-7858. 5119 
Wanted to rent: 2 or 3-bedroom 
home In town. Excellent references. 
Quiet, clean, responsible, profes- 
sional. Phone 635-5478. 5124p 
Wanting to rent or rental, purchase 
by mlddleaged, non-smoking couple 
with no children or pets, a 3 or 
4-bedroom house with large storage 
shed or trailer with large storage 
shed and preferably out of city area. 
References available. Phone 
635-6230. 5117p 
"(• PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
ENVIRONMENT & PARKS 
ADMINISTRATION 
MINES ACT 
Notice Pursuant to Section 7 
Take notice that Ministry of En- 
vironment has filed with the 
Minister of Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources a program 
for the protection and reclama- 
tion- of the-;land and water- 
courses affected by the propos- 
ed ROCK QUARRY located at 
Lot 2665 - T.L. 11146 Coast 
District, Range 5, 15 Miles South 
of Terrace toward Kltimat. 
Any person affected by or in- 
terested in this program has 30 
days to make written representa- 
tion to the Minister. 
I"O 
l _q~!=J  
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vast, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Atlin 
Highway District: Stlkine 
Project or Job Number: E 5652 
.528 
Project or Job Description: 
Tenders are invited for the provi- 
sion of required materials and 
the installation of Service and 
Attraction Program signs 
throughout he Stikine Highway 
District. 
Tender Opening Daterrlme: May 
16, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, pians, specifications and 
contions of tender are available 
free of charge ONLY from Dis- 
trict Office, Ministry of Transpor- 
tation & Highways, Stikine & 
Commercial Avenue, Dease 
Lake, B.C. V0C 1L0 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
fice: 771~,511. 
Pre-Tender meeting will be held 
at Ministry of Transportation & 
Highways District Office, corner 
of Stlklne & Commercial Avenue, 
Dease Lake, B.C. May 15,1989 @ 
2:00 p.m. 
Tenders wlll be opened at Dease 
Lake, Mlnlstry of Transpodstlon 
& Highways, corner of Stlklne & 
Commerclal Avenue, Dease 
Lake, B,C., V0C IL0. 
~ PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE TO 
ROAD CONTRACTORS 
Sealed Tenders for Two (2), Con- 
tracts: 
The construction of the 
McDonelI-Silvern, and McDonell- 
Willow Forest Service Roads will : 
be received by the District 
Manager, Bulkley Forest Dis- 
trict, Bag 6000, Smithers, B.C., 
V0J 2N0 up to 9:00 a.m., June 1, 
1989 and opened in public at 
that time. 
Particulars may be picked up at 
the District office at 3793 Alfred 
Avenue, Smithers, between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
A deposit of $50.00 (fifty dollars) 
is required for each particulars 
package, which will be refunded 
to the unsuccessful bidders 
upon return of the plans and 
specifications in good condition 
within 30 (thirty) days of award 
of tender. 
All inquiries should be made to 
the above mentioned address or 
phone 847-7655. 
Tenders must be made subject 
to the conditions of tender and 
submitted on the forms and in 
the envelope supplied. 
No tender shall be considered 
having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or 
any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Smithers, B.C. 
File: 572.7552.06/8901 
572.7552.08/8901 
( •  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
SEALED TENDERS 
INVITATIONS FOR 
DETECTION SERVICES 
Sealed tenders for providing two 
(2) Fire Protection Lookout sta- 
tions in the Kalum Forest Dis- 
trict Will be received by the Dis- 
trict Manager at 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1 
until May 19, 1989. Tenders will 
close at 10:00 a.m, 
Tender documents specifying 
particulars may be viewed and or 
obtained from the Ministw of 
Forests office at 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1. 
All inquiries should be directed 
to the Fire Protection depart- 
ment of the Ministry of Forests 
District Office in Terrace, B.C. 
PROVISION OF COLD MIX ; 
AT DEASE LAKE 
[ ___,_AN_D_.CAS__SIAR__ __ __ J 
Electoral Dlstdct: Atlln 
Highway Oistdct: Stikine 
Job Number: CM-004 
Project I)escription: Production 
and stockpiling of cold mix at 
Dease Lake and Cassiar, B.C. 
TENDER OPENING DATE: May 
19, 1989 
TIME: 2:00 PM 
PLACE: DEASE LAKE, B.C. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications, 
dates and conditions of tender 
are available free of charge 
ONLY from: 
The Office of NorRoadco Enter- 
prises at Dease Lake, B.C. bet. 
ween the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 
4:00 p.m. Tender documents may 
be sent by mall to prospective 
bidders by contacting this office 
st 604-771.3000 during normal 
business hours. 
Tenders will be opened at the 
.above mentioned office on the 
above mentioned time. 
LD; smith 
L General Manager 
I 
CLASSI  , 
' . • A . 
: NOTICE 
Take note that application has 
been made to the Motor Carrier 
Commission for an increase in 
tariff rates. Changes may be ex- 
amined at the office of the appli- 
cant. Subject to the consent of 
the Motor Carrier Commission, 
the proposed effective date is 
May 29, 1989. 
Any objections may be flied with 
the Superintendent of Motor Car. 
rlers, 4240 Manor Street, Bur- 
naby, V5G 3X5, on or before May 
12, 1989. 
Johnny's Welding Ltd. 
4933 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.. 
V8G 1K7 
835-7748 
MOFE 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honouroble Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena Elec- 
toral District 
Highway District: Skeena 
Project or Job Number:. P0891 
Project or Job Description: Pro- 
vision of Draughting Services to 
the Professional Services Group. 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
• PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- 
PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
VINCIAL SALES TAX. 
Tender Opening Date: May 16, 
1989 
Tender Oponlng Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Professional Services, 4837 
Keith Avenue, Terrac.e, B.C., V8G 
1K7 between the hours of 8:30 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638.3362. 
Fax numbe,' of originating office: 
638-3546. 
Tenders will be opened at Pro- 
fessional Services, 4837 Kelth 
• Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
D. Nyland, P. Eng. 
Regional Manager, Planning 
& Professional Services 
|~ J  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
LAND .ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of 
Smithers (Prince Rupert) and 
situated Highway 37 and 1 mile 
south of Casslar Junction. 
Take not ice  that Steve 
Simonovic of Box 208, Caselar, 
occupation prospector; Intends 
to apply for a purchase of the 
followingdescribed lands: 
Ne)~t to Lot 5 of Lot's 1101 
660'x400' or 201 metres North 
East on Highway 37 1 mile south 
of Caeelar Junction and 37 
Highway frontage 980'x400' to 
the baok conta!nlng 8.06 AC. 
Commencing at a post planted 
at Survey Post ending Lot 5 Of 
Lots 1t01 surweyed in May 1974 
thence 660' frontage R.; thence 
~'  back; and containing 6.06 
AC more or less. ..... 
The purpose "for ~ which the 
diSrJ0sltion~ is required is 
piaygrouno churoh and Jade 
Stock yard, repalf Shop. 
Steve Slmonovic 
Oli~:Aprll 5, 1989 ' . ~ 
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Province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
end Highways 
Honouroble Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to Section 26 of the 
"Highway Act" and to the pro- 
visions of the Commercial Trans- 
port Act, notice is hereby given 
that all road restrictions within 
the Skeena Highways District 
are hereby rescinded effective 
1:00 a.m., Wednesday, May 10, 
1989. 
This includes roads in the 
Kitimat, Terrace, Prince Rupert 
and Queen Charlotte Islands 
areas• 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Manager 
Skeena District 
For: Honourable Nell Vant, 
Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
Dated: May 8, 198~) 
At: Te. rrace, B.C. 
r l  
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
• "MINISTRY OF 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: LESLIE 
ARTHUR RUSTON LATE OF 
4103 SPARKS STREET, TER- 
RACE, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims aga ins t  the said 
estate(s), are hereby required to 
send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRESTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, q.C., V6Z 2E5, 
before JUNE 21, 1989 after which 
date the assets or the said es- 
tate(s) will be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that have 
been received. 
S.C. RUMSEY 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
• rRSS_  C--M 
.r-a. @rE  
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS- TENDERS 
Ele©toral Distri©t: •Skeena, 
Omineca, & Atlin 
Highway District: Bulkley-Nass 
Project or Job Number:. J 5513 
Project or Job i)escdptlun: To 
supply and install sign posts 
and affix Ministry supplied signs, 
within the Bulkley.Nees High- 
ways district. 
Tender sum for this cOntract Is 
to include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Daie/Tlme: may 
19, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
DepositCheque Is required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY 
from Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, District Office, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, 
B.C. between the hours of 8:30 
and 4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
flee: 847-7403, 
Pre-Tender meeting will be held 
at: Ministry of Transportation 
and HighwayS,: District Office, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, 
B.C. May 17, 1989 at 11:00 a.m. 
Tenders will be opened a t  
Ministry of TransportatiOn and 
Highways, District Office~ 3793 
Alfred Avenue, Sin!there, .C 
f I I I  I " f tttt 
(~ PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MIH ISTRY OF FORESTS 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
~IOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders for Contract No. 
RM89R08-03: General Mainten- 
ance and Upgrade of a ten (10) 
vehicle Unit Recreation Site 
located on Clements Lake ap- 
proximately 13 km north ()f Stew- 
art, B.C., will be received by the 
B.Or Forest Service in Stewart 
until 09:00 a.m., June 8, 1989 and 
opened in public at that time. 
Plans and specifications may be 
viewed • and/or obtained at the 
Ministry of Forests Office.in Ter- 
race and Stewart after May 11, 
1989. 
Site Tour Date: May 30, 1989, 
leaving the Stewart Field Office 
at 08:30 a.m. Attending the Site 
Tour is MANDATORY. 
All enquiries should be made to 
the Resource Officer Recreation, 
Kalum Forest District 200 • 5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
1L1, Phone: 638-3290. 
.Tenders must be submitted on 
the tender form and in the enve- 
lope provided. 
No tender shall be considered 
having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or 
any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
• . " " / L  
f 
J 
Fitness Challenge back 
11i 
Contdbuted by 
Elaine Parmenter 
Give your life a little twist... 
or a hop, skip or jog.., or swim, 
cycle or walk on May 31, the day 
Schizophrenia group 
promotes awareness 
Last Saturday was Schizo- 
phrenia Awarness Day, designed • 
to promote awareness and 
understanding for those who 
must live with this devastating 
illness. Schizophrenia is a brain 
diseas.e that primarily strikes 
young people in their late teens. 
It's a disease that changes bright 
young minds into unproductive, 
desperate individuals, a disease 
that places talented teens with a 
hopeful future on the welfare 
rolls. 
in understanding schizophre. 
nia. says Elly Kardamylakis. 
secretary for the Terrace Sup, 
port Group of B.C, Friends of 
Schizophrenics, the first step is 
to realize that it is not a "split 
personality" - -  as in "Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde". 
"It is a breakdown of the 
personality, split from reality," 
she explains. "A biochemical 
imbalance has occurred in the 
brain of the patient that robs 
them of the ability to concen- 
trate, to think rationally; it 
creates delusions, hallucinations 
and paranoia." 
As a result, she says; the 
sufferer goes through a com- 
plete personality change. They 
become suspicious of their fami- 
lies and friends, suffer deep 
• depressions, withdraw from 
those who love them and some- 
times society as a whole. And 
the scale on which this is occur- 
ring must be confronted --  there 
are about 28,000 sufferers in 
B.C. alone. 
There is no cure. Kardamy- 
lakis says, "The available neur- 
oieptic drugs control the symp- 
toms to a certain degree, but 
have unpleasant and often debil- 
itating side effects,*' In most 
~,~ she says,- schizophrenicl 
of the sixth annual Fitness 
Challenge. 
Once again, Terrace has 
challenged Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert to a community fitness 
challenge as part of Canada's 
Participaction Challenge. The  
community that has the highest 
percentage of participants 
(based on population statistics) 
turning out for a minimum of 15 
minutes Of continuous physical 
activity on May 31, wins. 
remain a burden and a heart- Results so far havebeen: 1.984 
ache to their families for the rest - -  Kiiimat Won; 1985--Kitimat 
of their lives, lives that are often 
tragically short --  one in ten 
sufferers end their misery with 
suicide. 
For  these reasons, explains 
Kardamylakis , families of schiz- 
ophrenics have formed groups 
all over the world to raise funds 
for research and to offer each 
other support in their time of 
need. She says that there are 
over 30 branches and/or sup- 
port groups in B.C. and the 
Terrace Support,Group has re- 
cently applied for• certification 
as a registered branch of the 
B.C. Friends of Schizophrenics. 
The group meets the third 
Tuesday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. at Mills Memorial Hospital 
and everyone who is concerned 
or affected by  schizophrenia is 
• invited to attend. "There is~no 
obfigation to  join anything, 
there is no fee," Kardamylakis 
says. "And everyone with an 
interest in this illness is most 
won; 1986 --  Terrace won; 1987 
- -  Kitimat won; 1988 - -  Terrace 
won; 1989 --  it's up to your 
The City of Terrace Parks and 
Recreation will be coordinating 
the Terrace Fitness Challenge. 
We would like• to involve every- 
one in Terrace and Thornhill in 
this event, whether it be a 
15-minute walk, run, swim, 
fitness class, ball game, or par- 
ticipation in the "Around the 
World in 60 Minutes" event 
sponsored by Terrace Parks and 
Recreation. 
Last year the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre, the Royal Bank, 
the Skeena Mall merchants and 
many more organizations plan- 
ned walks for their staff to par- 
ticipate in. The Terrace Aquatic 
Centre had a number of special 
swims. Members  of Terrace 
Parks and Recreation fitness 
classes were urged to "bring a 
buddy" to the class for free. 
Amend the. Wedd.  
welcome to attend." • 
According to Kardamylakis, 
there are some resources avail; 
able in Terrace but there is also a 
need for more. 
But, "What our community is 
lacking and what is badly needed 
is a Drop-ln o r  Achievement 
Centre," says Kardamylakis, 
"Schizophenics often isolate 
themselves from their families 
and in many cases are ostracized. 
by the community. They need a 
place where they can meet and 
support each other, where they 
find acceptance, friendship, 
recreation and motivation to go 
on with their lives. They need a 
lot of encouragement. They 
need hope." , ~ ~ , 
In 60 Minutes 
A fun-filled family event for 
all Terrace and Thornhill 
residents is being held Wednes- 
day, May 31, at Lower Little 
Park. Registration starts at 6:45 
p.m. and the events run from 7 
to 8 p.m. Events WiH have an in- 
ternati0nal flavor and include 
the Outer Space Orbit course, 
the Seven Wonders of the World 
(the •Manitoba Paper Clip 
Search, the Brazilian Coffee 
Bean Bag Search, etc.), and the 
Goodwill Games. •
Everyone is invited, so jot this 
date down and plan to join Ter- 
race Parks and Recreation, ~ 
i For •more 
638-i i74,. 
in fo~t ion ,  ~ ~ 
L 
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d open= g for:icommunity,law service 
,I~T~RRACE - -  The officml • . , 
'6p~i~ing ofthe L'axGhels Corn- '~ .-~ ~ ........... 
musty Law Centre in Terrace ~.~:,~, , ,  
was held Friday, May 5 at the :i!~:~::i 
Kermode Friendship Centre. - .... ~ .... 
L'ax Ghels is pronounced ;,~;" . . . .  . . ,~, : ,  ,, 
."lakelse" and it means "fresh - - :~ .  .~ :  
water mussels". • ( /:: .: 
• . 4~.  
by Pam Whitaker ":~;:~'-'%'~i"~:, " 
The law. center has, however, ~,'~'~'~:, ',:': 
been in operation sinceFeb. I~. " 
NorthWest lawyer Terry Brown ~ i 
and: his staff 0f one legal / !! ~ i ~ ........ 
i~  :. ~:: ~::~:  :....~ :
secretary - -  Teressa Klepachek : [~%:i:iI:/i~ 
- -  opened up shop while the ........ i ~  
brand new offices were being ........ ~i I: ........ ~./~ 
"f in ished".  The Friendship ~ ~! ...... 
• Society building is situated at ~ ,~,~ : , • . . . . ,  . - . , .  
3313 Kalum St. i~:i~ ::~:: ~ 
The law center was estabfished ,.~:.~~:::~::~ ........ ... ~ '  
by a board of, five directors and 
funded through the Native Pro- " ............ ii 
grams branch of the Legal Ser . . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... :: 'i~ :• ! ~ ' i  ...... :,,,~:,~.~,~:,~,.,~, 
vices Society. ~ ~ , ~  ::::; : ~ :!il;~i%~ ~ ...... ~=. -~'!~ - ~%:i::::'::~::'.:~~! ...... .. ......... 
'There was a need in , .~  . . . "  .:~ :,:! -, ' '  ... ~.:~ ~.,; 
•egaiTerrace,''whereHaze•t•n.services.legalweresaidaidPrincethewasBrown,closestRupertdispensed.places``forand ::~;ii! ~::i~:..: !~'  . . . . .  . . .. "~  " " • ....... " : " '':''!: '! ! ~ ,:, ,.. ..... :....  ...,.. :,:,, o .~ ~ :"~ . - -  *~'~ ,..• .: .~-!::i: • 
...The procedure in Hazelton is ,!::~::::. ~ . .~ , , :~<:~ " 
very similar to what we have here." Kitselas chief councillor Mel Bevan teamed up with B.C. Minister of State for Native Affairs Jack Weisgerber to 
He stressed that the law center cut the cedar bark ribbon that officially opened the L'ax Ghels Community Law Office in the Kermode Friendship 
is net only for natives, but for Centre last Friday• In the background against the door is a photo of Sarah Bevan, to whose memory the office is 
any person needing •help with dedicated. 
legal problems. After applica- 
tions are processed, they are re- wife Marjorie have four daugh- 
ferred to private lawyers or ters: Christie, Carolyn, Irene 
otherwise dealt with ap- and Marjie. 
propriately. Brown said the law center is 
The center works closely with already extremely busy with 
Family Court Counsellors and phone calls daily from Stewart 
Sheriff Services. They also serve and other nearby towns and 
the needs of persons in Kitimat, villages. 
New Aiyansh and Stewart. The official opening of the 
Terry Brown grew up "in La'x Ghels Community Law Of- 
Prince Rupert and obtained his rice was attended by more than 
law degree at UBC. In 1981, he I00 people, including represen- 
articled, at Hazelton, gaining tatives from the Nisga'a, Taih- 
three years experience at the law tan, Tsmipsian and Haisla ha- 
center before moving out to tire nations. 
private practice. The center was dedicated to 
Sarah Bevan, former Ex- the memory of Sarah Bevan, 
ecutive Director of the Kermode killed in an auto accident earlier 
Friendship Society, phoned him this year, who did much of the 
one day and invited him to con- work that enabled the project o 
sider forming the L'ax Ghels become a reality. 
Community Law Centre in Ter- Bevan was the executive direc- 
race. He accepted the challenge for of the Kermode Friendship 
since there are plenty of lawyers Centre at the time of her death. 
in Hazelton anyway, and moved That position has now been 
his family to Terrace. He and his filled by Sadie Parnell. 
Noise bylaw should 
cover "boom" cars 
If you belong to the minority of 200 feet results in only 120 
smoking class, and you'$e wait- decibels of noise - -  the 
ing for the pendulum to swing, threshold of pa in .  
your time may be coming soon. Beltz included a copy of a 
There may be a fad on the way letter he wrote to Minister of 
that will shift everyones atten- Transportation and Highways 
tion and you'll be left in peace. Nell Vant in March in which he 
Noise, says John Beltz, chair-~ points out they have still not had 
man of the Society for Sound- a government response to their 
scape Awareness and Protec- Dec. 8, 198% request for gov- 
tion, "is yet a largely ignored ernment intervention. In his let- 
hazard, harder to escape and ter to council he asks for some 
avoid than those from help through letters to the minis- 
smoking." ter and discussions with local 
What has Beltz upset are noisy RCMP. 
car stereos --  the "heaith-and 
safety- hazard new BOOM Council has referred the mat- 
CARS". In a letter to Terrace ter to the Finance Committee, 
council, Beltz says that the fad who will be discussing the poten- 
of 32 speaker, 144 decibel tial problem with the RCMP. 
"boom cars" is rapidly moving Alderman Ruth Halleck 
north and itwill resultin a "very doesn't believe it will be a dif- 
deliberate" form of noise poilu- ficult problem to control. "We 
tion unless preventative already have an antinoise 
measures are taken. He adds bylaw," says Halleck, "prehaps 
that a jet taking off at a distance it only needs an amendment, 
i (~!q-'~,: , :~:: i ' , /  
, . , . -  . 
~.~' . ' . . ,  = .  
-'(:i : i: • 
I ,i= = ./::;,: 
Terry Brown is finding very little time on his hands as the staff lawyer for me L'ax 
Ghels Community Law Office. He's assisted in his work by legal secretary Teressa 
Klepachek. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #92 ON STRIKE 
FOR BETTER EDUCATION 
m ." . ;  
k 
NO SIGNED CONTRACT 
FOR TWO YEARS! 
NEGOTIATIONS ON GOING 
FOR ONE YEAR! 
MANY ESSENTIAL CLAUSES 
STILL OUTSTANDING! 
NISGA'A TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
ASKING FOR RIGHTS 
INSURED BY ALL OTHER 
BC TEACHERS' CONTRACTS! 
WHY NOT HERE 
, ;Z /6 . : ;~;  i t .  
• • • . 
The following convictions 
took place during the month' of 
April in Terrace adult criminal 
provincial court according to 
information provided by the 
court registry. 
Thursday, April 6 . 
Boyd Moore was fined $150 
for failure to comply with a 
probation order. 
Darren Erickson was fined 
$300 for possession of property 
obtained by a criminal offense. 
Norman Belina was fined 
$2,500 and placed on probation 
for 18 months for ~sault caus- 
ing bodily harm. 
George Leased was fined $35 
on each of two counts of theft 
and an additional $35 for failure 
to appear in court. 
Elsie Likness was fined $200 
for assault. 
Stephen Likness was fined 
$200 for assault. 
Fdday, April7 
Richard Simons was fined 
$650 and received a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Manpool Sanghera was fined 
$75 for illegal• possession of a 
narcotic. 
Glenn McIlmoyle was sen, 
tenced to 14 days in jail and 
given a six month drivers license 
suspension for driving with a 
blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. 
Doreen Woods was fined $60 
for theft. 
W.ayne Green was fined $100 
for assault. . . . .  
David Jephson was fined $400 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
William Cronin was fined 
$550 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension fo r  
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Kevi" Dilley was fined $75 for 
driving an unsafe vehicle. 
Cecile Wilson was fined $300 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for driving. 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Monday, April 10 
John Woods was sentenced to 
five months in jail for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. Woods was 
given a 30-d.ay consecutive sen- 
,tence for. driving .while pro- 
hibited to do so. 
Tuesday, April 11 
Selma Watts was fined $75 
for theft. 
Bradley Mohr was sentenced 
to 21days in jail and placed on 
probation for 18 months for 
fraud. 
Friday, April 14 
Harvey Price was fined $400 
for driving without due care and 
attention; 
Lorenzo Loring was sen- 
tenced to four months in jail and 
placed on probation for 18 
months for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit, 
Man.pool Sanghera,was fined 
$60 for theft. 
Bernard Thickson was fined 
$300 for assault. 
Reiner Rouw was fined $75 
for theft. . 
Ditvid Pfrimmer w~ fined 
$500 for driving wRh a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit; 
Eric Karu was fined $550 for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Michael Thompson was fined 
$750 and placed 'on probation 
for six ,months for possession of 
a narcotic for the purpose of  
trafficking. 
• Monday, April 16 
David Miklavic was .fined 
$300 for falling to St6p his 
vehicle when signalled to do so 
by a police officer and fined 
$750 for dangerous driving. 
Victor Nugent was sentenced 
to four months in jail andplaced 
on probation for six months for 
driving with, a .blood alcohol was placed oh probation for one 
content over the legal fimit. • 
: Nancy Larsen was f'med $300 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for  driving 
with a blood alcohol content en:tWo"14-day consecutive jail 
over the legal limit: Larsen was 
also fined $100 for driving with- ' : sentences forbeing at large with- 
Out proper licensing.• out lawful excuse before the 
_ Drake Mb~en was fined $100 
for theft. " 
Tuesday, April 18 
Jean Lavalleewas firied $100 
for a violation o f  the Liquor 
Control and Licensing Act: 
WedneSday, Apdl.19 
Robert Brown received one 
30-day jail sentence and one 
45-day consecutive sentence and 
year on two counts of illegal 
p0ssessionof a narcotic. 
~ Thursday, April 20 
, Layne Vandergiessen was giv- 
refusingto provide:.a breath ..... 
sample to a police officer. 
expiry of a prison term. Vander- 
giessen received an additional 
14-day consecutive sentence for 
failure to comply with a proba- 
tion order and a 30-day consecu- 
tive sentence for failure to ap- 
pear • in court.. 
Fdday, Apdl 21 
Frederick Holmes was fined 
• $400 .for impaired driving and 
f inedan additional $400 for 
I 
Coming Events 
Ongoing registration is now open for recreational kids, 
age threeand up, for the Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club. 
For more Information, call Diane at 638-0786. 
Monday, April 24 
Joseph Henley was given 
three, three-month ~ consecutive 
jai l  senfences on three convic- 
tions of driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the the 
legal itnit. 
Fernando Pires was fined: 
• $400 for failing to remain at the 
scene of an accident and $400 
for driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal imit. 
• '7  
-.~: 
3 
Earl Hackl was sentenced to 
six months in ,jail, placed on 
probation for two years and 
prohibited from driving for five 
• years for impaired riving. 
? * 
west Development Education Assn. and Terrace June 10 to 30 -- The June show at the Terrace Art 
Multicultural Assn. More •. Information available from Gallery during regular Gallery hours -- "Plants and 
Frances at 635-2436 or Jane at638-1594. : Totems", photo collages by Mike MacDonald. 
limited, Please call 638-0228 to register. Sponsored by 
the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Thursday, May 11 -- The Terrace Elks Lodge No. 425 
and the Ladles of the Royal Purple LodgeNo. 216 will be 
making •a public donation to the Director of Mills 
Memorial Hospital at 8 p.m. at the Elks Hall on Tetrault 
St. This will be a final payment on equipment purchased 
for Mills Memorial Hospital. At this time, we will also 
make public our next cOmmitted project for thehospital. 
Everyone iS welcome to attend, refreshments will be 
served. 
May 11, 12 13; May 18, 19, 20 -- Terrace Little Theatre 
presents Sam Shepard's Curse of the Starving Class, 
directed by Daniel Barnsweli, at the McColl Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum St., at 8 p.m.Tickets are available at Sight & 
Sound. Mature content -- recommended for adult au- 
dience only. 
Saturday, May 13 -- Skeena Valley Fall Fair annual 
plant sale from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the parking lot next to 
the PetroCan station on Lakelse Ave. Come and support 
the fair. 
Saturday, May 13 -- The Muks-Kum-ol Elders will be 
having a flea market at the Kermode Friendship Centre 
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. If you would like to book a table, 
call 635-4906 and leave your name and phone number. 
Coffee Will be available to the public. Please support he 
Muks.Kum-ol Elders. 
Monday, May 15 -- Monthly meeting of the Terrace Art 
Association at 7:30 p.m. at the Gallery. The Gallery is 
closed for the month of May as the show had to be 
cancelled. 
Monday, May 15 --- A general meeting for the Riverboat 
Days Society will be held at the Royal Canadian Legion 
at 7:30 p.m. This is the deadline for forms necessary to 
complete scheduling of events.. Forms may be picked 
up and dropped off at the Chamber office. 
Monday, May 15 -- Theregular monthly meeting of the 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliarywlll be hend at 8 p.m. 
in the hospital board room. New members are welcome. 
Monday, May 15 -- Marang -- African Music and Dance, 
to be held at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
available at Misty River Books, Sight & Sound, at the 
door or from the sponsors. Concert sponsored by North- 
April 26 to May 25 -- Teen Assertiveness Workshop Wednesday, May 17 -- If you arethinking of opening or 
Thursday afternoons from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the North- are Interested in family daycare, please attend an 
west Counselling Centre, 4711 Lazelle Ave. No charge, organizationalmeeting for family daycare at 7:30 p.m. at 
Please reg!ster between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. dally. Phone the Sunshine Family Daycare• Centre, • 4709 Park Ave. 
638-8311 for further information, Everyone Interested is welcome. For further informa- 
• " tion, phone Barb• at 638.1353. 
BEFORE May 31-  The Terraceand I~istrlct Arts Coun- Thursday, May 18 --  Skeena View Reunion Planning 
cil is accepting applications for their annual Fine Arts Committee meeting wil l  be held in the Senior Citizen 
Scholarships. For further information, write to P.O. Box Lounge, 4625 Tuck Ave., Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. 
35, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A2, or phone 635-2529. Thursday, May 18 ~- The Arthritis Society Occupational 
Van will be at Mills Memorial Hospital. Any arthritis pa- 
Wednea,d,,ay, May 10 -- "Got the Grocery Shopping tlents wishing to see the Occupational Therapist must 
Blues?l! come to 4542 Park Ave. (by:swimming pool) have a doctor s referral for an appointment. For further 
from I tO 3 p.m. Find out h0wt0 cut!costs and get:the information, call 635-7026 or 635-5024. 
..... :i~i6"St for Yofi•r sh0pping doli~r. Learn tipson how to Use ~M;;y 19, 20 and 21 -- Calling all telephone operators 
who worked in Northern B.C. -- back when??l! We are coupons, refpnding, mail-aways, free gifts, using UPI 
symbols "and more! ! There is no cost, but space is having an operators' reunion -- FIRST ONE EVER. It's 
for anyone who ever worked as an operator north of 100 
Mile House, •including Williams Lake, Quesnel, Wells, 
Dawson Creek, Ft. St. John, Prince Rupert, Smithers, 
Houston, Vanderhoof, and EVERYTHING in between... 
Escorts welcome. Winelcheese, smorg, breakfast, din- 
ner and dance -- Country Gold (live band). For more in- 
formation, call 565-3711. 
May21 and 22 -- Terrace open tennis, sponsored by the 
Terrace Tennis Club. For more Information, phone 
638-1514 or 635.2347. 
Monday, May 22 -- Hey kidsl Parentsl Come on out to 
the fifth annual Sports Day at Elks Park from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. approx. Everyone is invitedl All youths 14 and 
under will receive three free tickets that can be used for 
hot dogs, ice cream or pop. Adults can purchase these 
plus coffee for a nominal fee. This year there will be 
more races -- Wheelbarrow, three-legged, sack, etc., 
and two long distance races. There will also be four 
treasure hunts. Bring your family out and join us for this 
fun.filled day!l! For more Information, call 635.3372. 
Sponsored by M.P.g. Elks Lodge 425 of Terrace and City 
of Terrace Recreation Dept. 
Monday, May 22 -- The. monthly meeting of the Terrace 
Art Association at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
All members are urged to attend. 
Thursday, May 25 - -The Muks.Kum-ol Elders will be 
having a smorgasbord at the Kermode Friendship Cen~ 
tre starting at 4:30 p.m. You are invited to come out and 
enjoy a fun evening. You are encouraged to bring your 
favorite food dish as a donation. 
Saturday, May 27 -- Parvlainen Dance Revue "89" at8 
p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are available 
from the students, Sight and Sound, or by phoning 
635-7455. 
Friday, June 2 . - -A  workshop called "Building a 
Healthier Community" will be held at the Happy Gang 
Centre from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. There is no cost and 
everyone is welcome. For more information, call Rose at 
638-3310. 
Tuesday, June 6 -- The next general meeting of the 
Ladles' Auxiliary of Branch 13, Royal Canadian Legion 
will be held at 8 p.m. in the Legion. Ladles, we need your 
support, please attend. 
Tuesday, ,May •16 --  Friends and Families 
• Schizophrenics Support Group will be meeting at 7:30 
p.m. at Mills Memorial Hospital psych, conference 
room. Conta.ct Mental Health at 638-3325. 
i :  TERRACE " City council has 
. . . .  been ,'approached .for the. first 
time with~a petition protesting 
the proposed relocation of the 
Terrace Corrections Centre to a 
32-acre site near Northwest 
Community College. Attached 
to the petition were about 40 
individual etters from affected 
-ii~. ¸ : :~::~:~S!~:' .•, •,: " • - ¸ • " • - •  ¸:- " " <:: ' •: '" 
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TITIONED TO BLOCK-CORRECTIONS MOVE . . . .  
The I residents have four pri. be other areas where a correc- Solicitor General to calla pum~ 
meeting. But administrator .Bob resments :~on " .  Soucie, -.Floyd,. 
McConnell and Mountain Vista 
Drive. 
According to one resident, 90 
percent of the .home owners are 
opposed to ~the move, five per-. 
cent are not involved and the 
other five percent are sitting on 
the fence. 
Maintenance contract for 
Ferry Island awarded 
Terrace city council • has tain firewood supplies and re- 
awarded the contract o main- moving garbage, and will be on 
tain the Ferry Island campsite to call to quiet any rowdiness. 
mary complaints: the presence 
of a Corrections centre in an 
• agricultural/residential area 
with the noise, smoke and addi- 
tionai traffic that would result; 
the fear of reduced property 
values and the fact that many 
prospective home owners may 
steer away from the area; anxie- 
ty regarding the proximity of a 
corrections centre to a residen- 
tialarea nd the fact that there is 
presently no  guarantee it 
wouldn't be upgraded to a medi- 
um or maximum security institu- 
tion sometime in the future; 
and, their claim that there must 
tions centre could be located. 
Their letters were received for 
information after alderman Bob 
Cooper explained that council 
had not yet been approached by 
the Solicitor General regarding 
Hailsor added that the prown,  
cial government has a policy Of 
adhering to municipal bylaws 
even though they don't have to. 
But they don't always. As may- 
the move. "When we do," he or Jack Talstra explained, 
said, "we can determine what "that's why the courthouse is  
we're going to do.regarding a 
public'hearing.". 
That is, if there is a public 
heating. According to alderman 
Danny Sheridan, the provincial 
government, isn't required by 
law to abide by municipal zon- 
ing, and without a rezoning 
heating it would be up to the 
where it is." 
I I I  I I I I  I 
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Tri-J's Janitorial and Steam 
Cleaning of Terrace. The con- 
tract went at Tri-J's tendered 
price"of $6,875 which caused 
concern for some aldermen. 
The other two tenders came 
from PNV contracting of Ter- 
race at $19,985 and Brock Wal- 
dron of Terrace at $14,987. 
The difference was explained 
by alderman Danny "Sheridan 
who called it "an excellent utili- 
zation of other services". He 
said Tri-J had made an agree- 
ment with the Ministry of Social 
Services and Housing to utilize 
an emi~loyrnent program which 
pays a part of the wages. *'This 
program is available to all," 
said Sheridan, "but they're the 
only one that decided to take 
advantage of it." 
Superintendent of Parks and 
Recreation Steve Scott Says that 
Tri-J will ~ be responsible for  
maintaining the park in clean 
and orderly manner, collecting 
fees on behalf of the city, main- 
 STAL SERVICEVERY CONVENIENT.,' 
Myrtle Gilligan, Tulameen, British Columbia. 
'Police 
report 
Terrace RCMP charged a 64- 
year-old Alberta man for driv- 
.ing without due care and atten- 
tion on May 3 after his vehicle 
went off Highway 16 easto f  
Terrace• Two passengers were 
injured in the accident and 
treated at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The 1985 Ford Escort 
sustained about $300 damage. 
Police say the man fell asleep 
at the wheel. 
The investigation is continu- 
ing into ~an episode of wilful 
damage on the weeken d.of April 
2.2 that resulted in damage to 44 
"vehicles in Terrace and Thorn, .. 
hill. Police say one or more 
vandals with a pellet gun went [ 
on a window-shooting binge. 
I It's the second incident of its ~ .... kind here in recent months. 
• o .  
• ,:~•: ~ Tulameen Trading Post customer Myrile Gilligan is just one of a growing number of rural 
:- :£anadians benefiting from increased access to postal products and services through 
. . -  f 
. . . .  • a Retail Postal Outlet. 
For the weekend of May 5-7, 
Terrace'RCMP report the arrest 
o f  two impaired drivers, four 
24-hour suspensions meted out, 
five liquor-related charges laid, 
and three minor motor vehicle 
accidents in the area. 
In the course of investigating 
a complaint regarding a fire by 
Highway 16 in Thornhill, 
RCMP arrested a youth May 6 
about 10 p.m.  in possession of  
what they described as a 
"Molotov cocktail". 
Pol ice stated yesterday the 
m~tter i s  still under  tnvestiga- / 
t ion :  and no  further detai ls were [ 
available, • , , . . . . .  . : 
Retail Postal Outlets acrossthe country offer Canada Post customers more convenience. As part 
..... ~ ...... /" of alocal business, they are located close to other services in the community. Retail Postal 
" Outlets are more accessiblethan former Post Offices. On average, hours of postal service 
. .  operation in communities with Retail Postal Outlets have more than doubled. Now thousands - ,  ,~ ,= -~ 
of rural Canadians can buy their postal products and services on weekends and in the evenings. ,; :,,i 
:-:ii .::~ii':!i,~i:ln the next few years, the number of retaiioutlets in rural Canada will grow by 40 percent. 
Every week, more and more rural Canadians are enjoying the benefits of a Retail Postal Outlet. 
i [" " 1 
z 
Post Corporation is delivering on its promise. 
We're in rural Canada to stay. 
: MAI  L POSTE 
Our ~ :  bett~ setvim ~ yoe. 
, . I ? .  
. , ~,: • " ~  . . . . . .  i 
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The Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce has an 
idea for a mini-project hat 
might dress up the c!ty a little, 
but the municipal council .wants 
more information. 
In a letter from the Cham- 
ber's Tourism Committee, a re- 
quest has been made to paint a 
mural on the cement wall• at the 
Kalum Street ennis courts. The 
Chamber suggests that a high 
school art class could paint the 
n 
mural and it would be appropri- 
ate that the work would reflect a 
sports theme. 
Council, however, is a little 
wary of art. The selected theme 
and dress,, or undress, of the 
people depicted in the mural 
could turn into a controversy 
they could do without. A mo- 
tion was finally adopted, how- 
ever, to give the project a 
chance. TheChamber's sugges- 
tion has been referred to the 
Superintendant of Parks and 
Recreation, who will belooking 
for more information. 
m l m m  
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Norm and Annie Holmes • winners of the Club 95 Plus 
Award and the first PetroCanada President's Award ever 
won by a service station north of Kamloops. , 
Terrace.. PetroCan 
• . t "  
operators honored 
The operators of the Lakelse en to the retailer who scores best 
Ave. PetroCanada service sta- in categories uch as high com- 
tion, Norm and Annie Holmes, • munity image, strong business 
received the Club 95 Plus Award performance, strong community 
and the President's Award'dur- support and high staff motiva- 
ing the PetroCanada ClUb Ex~ tion. Andtheawa/d offers more 
cellence Awards dinner and than just recognition. For  the 
dance held in Penticton last 
month. This is the second con- 
secutive year th~ couple have 
won the Club 95 Award, offered 
by PetroCanada in-recognition 
of achieving exceptional stan- 
dards in appearance, merchan- 
dising, customer service and 
community involvement. 
But" the big news is the Presi- 
dent's Award. "It's for the best 
of the best," explains Holmes. 
"You have to win the Club 95 
Plus Award first." From the 350 
retailers inthe province only two 
are selected in the lower main-~ 
land and one in the rest of the 
province. Holmes ays this is.the 
first time ever that a service 
station north of Kamloops has 
won.  ' 
The President's Award is giv- 
.effort, the Holmeses also re- 
ceived an all expense paid week 
at" Niagara-on-the-Lake. This 
will be a fun-filled week of 
relaxation, golf, yachting and 
sightseeing, says Holmes, and 
the week will end with a banquet 
and file official presentation f 
.the award by,PetroCanada 
president Barry Stewart. 
Norm and Annie Holmes 
have been in business in Terrace 
for 10 Tears -- seven with Gulf 
Canada and three with Petro- 
Canada. And to share their 
sense of achievement with the 
community they say helped 
them win, they will be hosts to 
-everyone in the Terrace area 
duri.ng a "Grand Celebration" 
to be held at the PetroCanada 
service station on June 17. 
CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Nor thern  Motor  Inn, for 
n ight ly  enter ta inment .  Come to 
where  the ACTION Is. 
 086 Hwy.  16 East " 
6:!5-6575 . • 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH 
A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to Section 656 ofthe Mtinicipal Act that Council ofthe:" 
City of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of certain works herinafter 
described as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives Plan. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK 
Upgrading (as required) and application of a 9.0 Metre wide strip of asphalt pavement 
with integral asphalt curbing . . . .  
HALLSTREET 
(Keith to Haugland) 
Total Taxable Commuted Coat per foot 
Cost Frontage Cost 20 yrsJ10 yrs. 
(per foot) 
$23,085.5~4 2,591.93 ft. $8.91 $1.58 $1.19 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy of this notice has been maiiecl tO the owner(s) 
of the parcels of land liable to be specially charged for the cost of said works, and 
unless within one (a) monthof the date of the publication of this notice, a majority of the 
owners representing at least one half of the value of the parcels which . a re  liable to be 
specially.charged, petition the Council Of the City of Terrace not to proceed with it, the 
work may be undertaken as a Local Improvement. 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and shall be deemecl to be 
presented to the Council when solodged, of which every owner of a parcel of land liable 
to be~specially charged under this Programme is liable to take notice and be governed 
• ..< .- E.R. Hallsor 
- .... Clerk-Administrator 
. . . .  ' <~.< . ~ .. !. .: :::.~.~:.. .CITY OF TERRACE 
• ,: /. - ' ELECT ION -FOR TRUSTEE 
SCHOOL D ISTR ICTNO.  88(TERRACE)  
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the school district aforesaid that a 
poll has become necessary at the by.election now p6nding, and that I have granted 
such p01!; and further,.that the persons duly nominated as.candidates at the said by- 
election for whom only votes will be received are: 
THE CITY OF TERRACE & TERRACE RURAL VOTING AREA 
TO BE ELECTED ONE 
Sumame Other 
Names 
BRAID Wayne 
CERVO Flip 
KRYZANOWSKI Mary Jean 
Position Term of Residential 
Office Address 
Trustee 89-90 
Trustee 89-90 
Trustee 89-90 
Occupation 
5107 Halliwell Businessman 
#127-4529 Straume Warehouseman 
3790 Muller Service Worker 
ADVANCE POLL: 
TERRACE: 
HOSPITAL: 
REGULAR POLL: 
TERRACE: 
THORNHILL: 
Friday, May 19, 1989, 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
City of Terrace Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace 
Friday, May 26, 1989, 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, 4720 Haugland Avenue, Terrace 
Saturday, May 27, 1989, 8i00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Clarence M ichlel Elementary School _ 
3430 Sparks Street ~- 
Thornhili Elementary School 
2905 Clark Street . 
ROSSWOOD: Don Parmenter St. Residence, RossWood 
USK:" Mrs. M. Early Residence, Usk 
LAKELSE LAKE: Lloyd Johnstone Residence, Lakelse Lak( 
CEDARvALE: Museum, Cedarvale 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE B.C. this 08 day 0f May,.1989 
(Mrs.) E, Johnson, Retumlng Officer 
:• :': : i There is one word to describe 
: i , !~ ~the:i: Vancouver Symphony 
• " Orchestra's reception by its Ter- 
• race audience Sunday night -- 
warmth. 
, :~ iil :71 •~ ~ •~:ii):{ :i ~• 
:ce Review" Wednesday, May 10, 
the• superb brgss section. The 
second section uses angula/ 
rhythms and tonal devices in an 
impression of urban chaos. The 
final movement is dedicated to 
• the mountains Surrounding Van- 
~ '  by Michael Kelly, : couver, and  for those of us 
' : -The~oun~e~hasn ' t  familiar withStanley Park, the 
• been heard in the R'E M Lee rolling, Hogarthian conclusion. 
Theatre for man-- ears '~'d the could easily : have been-the vista 
::' fullhouse for the~Terrace stoi~ n°w~sh=tt:~r°stthretF~stt N  
" on  the orchestra s Northwest the Lions. ~ " 
t0urbegan the evening by up- The Mozart Sinfonia Con- 
plauding the concertmaster after 
he got the ensemble in tune. 
We're not starved for culture up 
here, just appreciative when we 
get it. 
This wasn't one of those two- 
bit mini,tours - -  what we saw 
Sunday evening was a full blown 
symphony orchestra packed 
• elbow-to-music-stand on : the 
stage. Most of the audience was 
surprised to hear the sound of a 
piano, in the opening piece. 
• Close scrutiny revealed the nose 
o f  the R.E.M. Lee's resident 
concert grand projecting out of 
~the wings in front of the tim- 
pani; pianist Linda Lee Thomas 
must have been sitting some- 
where out on the Caledonia 
playing fields. 
A few years ago, the VSO was 
described by one guest con- 
ductor as "the best-kept musical 
secret in North America". 
Perhaps too well-kept: in early 
1987, the orchestra nearly went 
under. But in one of the most 
remarkable musical resurrec- 
tions in recent history, the or- 
chestra came back from the dead 
through a sort of community 
outreach program -- musicians 
played inparks; shopping malls, 
community centers, on bridges 
and street corners. Under the 
collectively-affirmed leadership 
of resident conductor Peter Mc- 
Coppin, the VSO is now a re- 
newed and revitalized organiza- 
tion. 
In the Terrace performance, 
McCoppin revealed himself as 
an immensely energetic and sub- 
tle conductor working with a 
seasoned and cooperative or- 
chestra. 
The concert opened with 
Through the Lions' Gate, a 
three-part one poem by B.C. 
composer Michael Conway 
Baker commissioned by the City 
of Vancouver last year to mark 
the VSO's new beginning. It is 
an overture:length piece, setting 
out with, appropriately, a pro- 
grammatic description of rain 
conveyed through sibilant 
strings and punctuated by sud- 
den dissonant outbursts from 
certante in E-flat provided a 
technical showcase for a reduced 
orchestra nd four soloists from 
its ranks. Oboeist Roger Cole, 
clarinetist Wesley Foster, bas- 
soonist Christopher Millard and 
Richard Mingus on French horn 
depicted Mozart doing what he 
does best --  creating musical 
problems and solving them in an 
eternally astonishing manner. It 
was an accomplished perform- 
ance, with the adagio bordering 
on sensuality and a concluding 
cadenza that was almost 
vaudevillian. 
The •symphonies of Jean 
Sibelius are vast musical and- 
scapes, describing the heights 
and depths of the natural world 
and the profound interplay of 
the human spirit with it. Mc- 
Coppin and the VSO displayed 
their full power and maturity in 
the concluding work of the eve- 
ning, the Sibelius symphony 
No. 2 
Their approach to the piece 
was both vigorous and delicate, 
giving the listener an ex- 
hilarating sense of riding some 
massive but intricate force bare- 
i y  in  control. The towering 
finale is a difficult one to bring 
off, requiring a lengthy dynamic 
build-up around a dark, restless 
theme that eventually explodes 
into the major key. McCoppin's 
reading was masterful. 
After one curtain call and an 
encore, the audience came to its 
feet. Welcome back, VSO. 
In a backstage interview just 
prior to the performance, 
McCoppin emphasized that the 
orchestra considers• touring the 
province a major element in its 
mandate. ,'We consider our- 
selves a resource for all of B.C., 
not just the lower mainland," he 
said. 
He also noted that touring is 
good for the orchestra. "It gives 
us a real familial feeling, and it 
makes us feel good to see how 
excited the communitiesget 
about seeing us." 
The conductor said plans are 
• presently being laid for another 
Terrace Centennial Lions 
1st Atlantic l ) 
Lobster Sale 
( Saturday, May 13, 1989 
i P • at the 
~= Petro-Canada ~ i ' ~  
tour in the fall and one in the- TThe orchestra's travels have 
spring of 1990. Perhaps it isn't financial backing from the B.C. 
too much to hope for that the MiniJtry of Municipal Affairs, 
VSO will return within a year. 
'ing sound ...... 
Recreation and Culture. ToP. I  i~i 
marks to the government for "~ i  ~ i 
that expenditure. " ' 
PETER McCOPPIN: mandate to be a resource for all of B.C. - 
Province of British Columbia 
NOTICE TO 
B.C. CONSULTANT ENGINEERS 
6ontract. 
The-Ministry of Transportation andHighways is establishing a register Of 
consultant engineering companies, firms and individuals capable of 
delivering professional engineering services to the Ministry under 
• Electrical Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Traffic Engineering 
Highway Planning 
Services typically required include: 
• Bridge Engineering • 
• Highway Design • 
• Project Management • 
• ' Geotechnical/Geological • 
Engineering firms and companies established in B.C. are invited to apply •• 
for registration by contacting: 
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Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
Manager, Contract Administration 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
940 Blanshard Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 
Fax Number: 387-5012 (preferred) 
Telephone: 387-1411 or 387-7879 
Application packages will be 
mailed upon request, 
This is a call for expressions of interest 
• only. Eligibility for future contracts will be  
based upon completed application 
packages received by May 31, 1989. 
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 YOT N TOYOTAOPTIONS CHEQ 
 u uu, I" JuMP FOR:/  
• DEAL.ON THE TOYOTA EVEN BETTER DEAL 
OF YOUR CHOICE " WIT YOUR 
Dash to your Toyota Dealer with your Options ~, :,~ I OPTION S:(;HEQUE ..... 
Cheque on or before May20,1989. Choose the Toyota 
that fits, then make your best. deal. Your Toyota Present your Options Cheque andmake your 
Dealer has the award winning line-up of reliable deal even better.. Shape up your new 
Toyota sedans, power-packed sports cars and Toyota with options like air conditioning, power' °A personalized trucks. ~ windows and door locks, aluminum wheels, an 
" ~ • upgraded sound system, a sunroof,, cruise control, 
Ch¢~e to~ ~pp,¢~ to opt~o, ~,~. .=~ o.~ v=~=~,= mu~t ~,,~ ~.~ O¢,ivo~ the choice is yours. 
" 1~ May"  20 .1989.  Not  app l i cab le  on  Toyota  Cress ida .  Campy LS ,  Coro l ia  Spor t ,  
Land Cruiser  or dealer demonst ra tor  mode ls .  Cheque value differs byvarying ' Your  Toyota Dealer will out l ine  the  options 
models.  See  charts  for details, Opt ions  Cheque and vehic!es subject to  availability, available on each model. The chart below sts 
SEE YOUR DFALER FOR ~h~ values offered. 
: - :~ ~ ExerciseYourOptions now and make~' " <:~ 
DEFA~S, . ~ yourToyotaDealersweatalittle., 
~-~ , , .. " 
. ''." . - . ~...-..:, . . . . . .  , ,~  ~ ' ', , • . -. • , - , 
91 1 
TE IRCF J .  ..... . '  - -$400 CAMRY(EXCEPTLS)  $ S00 MR2 . $I,500. 4X4P ICKUP $400 '~:!'ii;iili 
COROLLA SEDAN/WAGON $ 500 CEL ICA,  $1,000 SUPRA $1,500 4RUNNER. .  ~' $ ;400 . . . .  : i'i?~i! !:~i 
COROLLA 4WD $1,000 CEL ICA 4WD $2 ,000  4X2 P ICKUP $ 400  VANS ' " ' $2 ,000  " _'.)i :~! 
~. : .:., ~[ . . . .  ~ .~ :: :. i: ..,. ~: ~ ~: i:..;...;: ~.~ .! ,o; ~: ~ . . . .  ...... ...: .... ....... . .... 
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